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Dear Mr. Bischoff:
On December 13, 2002, and February 19, 2003, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG)
submitted Topical Report (TR) WCAP-15996-P, 'Technical Description Manual for the CENTS
Code" to the staff. On October 6, 2003, an NRC draft safety evaluation (SE) regarding our
approval of WCAP-1 5996-P was provided for your review and comments. By letter dated
October 31, 2003, the WOG commented on the draft SE. The staffs disposition of the WOG's
comments on the draft SE are discussed in the attachment to the final SE enclosed with this
letter. The red-line and strikeout version of the SE, along with numbering the lines of the SE,
was very helpful in reviewing your comments. In the future, it would be helpful if you numbered
the comments in the table in addition to providing the SE line numbers.
The staff has found that WCAP-15996-P is acceptable for referencing in licensing applications
for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering designed pressurzed water reactors to the
extent specified and under the limitations delineated in the report and in the enclosed SE. The
SE defines the basis for acceptance of the report. The dose model portion of the CENTS code
is being reviewed separately and will be the subject of a separate SE.
Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject report. We do not intend to
repeat our review of the acceptable material described in the report. When the report appears
as a reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies
to the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this topical report
will be subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards.
In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that the WOG
publish an accepted version of this topical report within three months of receipt of this letter.
The accepted version shall Incorporate this letter and the enclosed SE between the title page
and the abstract. It must be well indexed such that information isreadily located. Also, it must
contain in appendices historical review Information, such as questions and accepted responses,
draft SE comments, and original report pages that were replaced. The accepted version shall
include a "-A" (designating accepted) following the report identification symbol.
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If the NAC's criteria or regulations change so that its conclusions in this letter, that the topical
report is acceptable, is invalidated, the WOG and/or the licensees referencing the topical report
will be expected to revise and resubmit Its respective documentation, or submit justification for
the continued applicability of the topical report without revision of the respective documentation.
Sincerely,

teN. Berkow, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Ucensing Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 694
Enclosure: Safety Evaluation
cc wlencl:
Mr. J. S. Galembush, Acting Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Ucensing
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2055S-NOI

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-1 5996-P. "TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION MANUAL FOR
THE CENTS CODE"
WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP
PROJECT NO. 694
1.0

INTRODUCTION

By letters dated December 13, 2002, and February 19, 2003, the Combustion Engineering
Owners Group (now part of the Westinghouse Owners Group [WOG]) submitted Topical Report
(TR) WCAP-15996-P, 'Technical Description Manual for the CENTS Code" (References 1 and
2), to the NRC staff for review and approval of the transient analysis methodology described
therein for licensing applications with regard to both Combustion Engineering- (CE) and
Westingghouse-designed pressurized water reactors (PWRs). By letter dated June 13, 2003,
the WOG provided responses to the staffs request for additional information (RAI)
(Reference 3). WCAP-1 5996-P is an update of CENPD-282-P-A (Reference 4); the latter was
previously reviewed and approved by the staff for application to CE-designed PWRs
(Reference 5), and subsequently the staff extended this approval to Westinghouse-designed
PWRs (Reference 6). Central to the methodology described and discussed at length in both
submittals is the CENTS computer code. This review focuses on, although is not limited to, the
changes made to the CENTS code, between the approved version described in
CENPD-282-P-A and the improved version described in WCAP-1 5996-P. The changes were
made to more accurately model plant systems and transient behavior of the reactor system. To
assist the staff in the review, the WOG prepared a "Roadmap" that identified the changes made
to the original TR, CENPD-282-P-A, and the rationale for the changes. This review relies to a
great extent, although not exclusively, on the submitted "Roadmap."
TR WCAP-1 5996-P will, on approval, supersede CENPD-282-P-A; the latter was previously
found acceptable by the staff for referencing in licensing actions with respect to the calculation
of transient behavior in PWRs. CENPD-282-P-A may continue to be utilized as it was originally
approved by the NRC. In particular, the evaluation and approval of the models in the CENTS
code, central to the CENPD-282-P-A methodology, are limited to non-loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) licensing analyses. That is, CENTS is not approved for demonstrating compliance to
10 CFR 50.46 acceptance criteria. It is, however, acceptable when used to model small breaks
in the primary system that can be classified as LOCAs for the purpose of demonstrating
compliance to non-LOCA regulatory acceptance criteria. For example, CENTS is used to
evaluate the dose consequences of steam generator tube rupture and letdown line break
events. The qualification of the previous versions of the CENTS code was based on CENTS
predictions of startup measurements, operating transients, and comparisons to calculations
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-2 made with the staff-approved design codes CESEC, CEFLASH-4AS, and RELAP 6/MOD 3.
Since model upgrades to the CENTS code are under review, the staff evaluated differences in
the predictions of the originally approved code version and those of the upgraded CENTS
version described in WCAP-15996-P for the most limiting design basis events. The basis for
the approval of WCAP-15996-P is that any variance from previous results due to the model
changes precludes exceeding the safety-related limits on which the approved CENPD-282-P-A
methodology was based.
2.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

Section 50.34 of Titlel0 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1o CFR) contains requirements for
the analysis of abnormal plant operating events by licensees. NUREG-0800, "Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," provides guidelines to licensees and the staff for
evaluating these types of events. Section 50.71 requires licensees to update the final safety
analysis report (FSAR) for a given plant periodically. Included in the FSAR are the descriptions
of abnormal events and accidents for which a given plant is analyzed. These are typically
referred to as Chapter 15 analyses, corresponding to Chapter 15 of NUREG-0800.
The CENTS code is intended to provide analysis capability Inthe areas of engineering,
operations and training. It also is intended to provide evaluation capabilities for transient
events, accidents, operator actions, design and scoping studies. Under this review, it is
specifically being evaluated for non-LOCA Chapter 15 analyses for PWRs.
3.0

SUMMARY OF WCAP-15996-P

The WOG submittals identified the specific changes that have been incorporated into the
CENTS code since its previous approval. These modifications can be grouped into
two classes: those that do not have an impact on the computed results and those that do affect
the computed results.
In the former class are the editorial changes to the descriptions in CENPD-282-P-A with regard
to the models of the bubble rise velocity used in the heat transfer coefficient for bubble
condensation and the annulus bubble release rate. Both changes bring the text Inthe TR into
conformance with the correct and previously approved coding In the CENTS code. The staff
approves these changes. Westinghouse also requested a clarification of the restriction on the
use of the CENTS code for application to control element assembly (CEA) ejection licensing
analyses. With regard to CEA ejection licensing analyses, the safety evaluation for
CENPD-282-P-A states, "... CENTS is not approved for performing CEA ejection licensing

analyses." The rationale for this restriction isstated as "Benchmarking for the CEA ejection
transient has not been provided...," A sui generis application of the CENTS code to a
CEA ejection event has been reviewed and approved by the staff (Reference 7). The staff will
continue to entertain, on a case-by-case basis, such analyses for review.
The WOG has added a new dose assessment model to the CENTS computer code that has the
capability to calculate offsite dose due to an accident condition. Westinghouse has indicated
that this model is essentially the same as the currently employed hand-calculated assessments
used to determine dose consequences. The WOG has indicated that the benefit offered by the
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-3incorporation of the new dose model is the improved accuracy afforded by performing more
exact iodine tracking and release calculations.
NRC review of this new dose assessment model isongoing. Pending final approval, applicants
may use the new model. Until such time as the new CENTS dose assessment model is
approved by the NRC, the NRC will review each licensee's close assessment on a case-by-case
basis.
3.1

Model Changes

To technically justify those upgrades to the CENTS code that provide new modeling capabilities
or provide more detail and accuracy for existing models, and, thereby have an impact on the
computed results, the WOG performed benchmark testing. There are four such modifications
to the CENTS code considered in this review, review of the fifth, a modification in the dose
model, is ongoing as discussed in Section 3.0.
3.1.1

Core Channel Heat Transfer Model Upgrade

The original channel enthalpy model Ignores the heat capacity of the fluid, and is based on the
assumption that the change in the enthalpy over a computational section is negligible relative to
the transport-time constant over the section. The new version of the CENTS code allows for a
time-dependent change in the enthalpy Ina computational section by taking into account the
heat capacity of the liquid. The differential equation for the rate of change of enthalpy in a
computational section is solved analytically. Thus, this new option not only takes into account
the heat capacity of the fluid, but also precludes any numerical instability that might be
introduced through a finite-difference solution for large time steps.
3.1.2 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Nodalization Model with Sectional Coolant Enthalpy
The updated SG model consists of an increase in the number of active-tube nodes per SG.
Within each of the active-tube nodes of each SG tube, an Internal calculation tracks a detailed
temperature profile for the coolant and the tubes. For this purpose, each tube node is divided
into multiple subsections; the number of sections in each tube node Is specified via input. This
more detailed nodalization of the primary side of the SG is provided as an option to support the
enhanced tube hoat transfer model described above.
3.1.3

Multiple Node Reactor Pressure VesselURPM) Downcomer Model

The updated CENTS code contains an option for a more detailed nodalization in the reactor
vessel downcomer. This modification, by introducing both axial and azimuthal nodalization,
improves the simulation of the asymmetric effects in the loops of the reactor coolant system
(RCS).
3.1.4 Detailed Main Feedwater Model
For the previously approved simplified feedwater line model, the feedwater flowrate delivered by
the pumps is specified directly by the control system for each SG. The model feeds the
indicated flows to the SGs unless a feedwater line break has occurred. Inthe latter case, the
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-4 break flow from the feedwater lines is calculated by the homogeneous equilibrium model, or if
the flow is choked, by the Henry-Fauske correlation.
The updated CENTS code allows discrete main feedwater (MFW) and auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) models. This capability enables accurate, time-dependent transient simulation of the
MFW and AFW systems. The models are predicated on the availability of a network of discrete
MFW and AFW components and piping through user developed and specified input. Thus, the
system network is adaptable to different plant designs.
EVALUATION

4.0

Benchmark testing consisted of code comparisons for six events:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Main Steamline Break
Feedwater Line Break
Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Sub-critical Conditions
Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Hot Zero Power Conditions
Reactor Coolant Pump Seized Rotor
SG Tube Rupture

These are viewed as the most limiting design basis events in this review.
To test that all the minor code modifications and error corrections made since 1994 have not
had a significant net effect, the above six cases were run with the new version of the
CENTS code with the upgrade models described above deactivated. No significant variances
in the results were observed when compared to the results from the previously approved
version. They are judged to preclude exceeding the safety-related limits on which the approval
of the CENPD-282-A methodology is based. The staff accepts that the new version of the
CENTS code (with the model upgrades described above deactivated) is comparable to the
previously accepted version and that it continues to be acceptable to use CENTS in this
manner.
The model upgrades in the new version of the code consist, as a whole, of a more realistic
description of physical phenomena and a more detailed description of system components. As
such, they will lead to more realistic and accurate results. These results may be noticeably
different from those obtained with the previously approved version. To demonstrate that the
new models lead to correct results, a second set of comparisons for the same general
scenarios was made with all the CENTS upgrade models activated. To isolate the effect of the
individual upgrades and evaluate their phenomenological behavior, the upgrades were also
separately activated.
The new models in the CENTS code Induce the following main changes in the results of the
six benchmark cases.
4.1

Main Steamline Break

The new models cause a slightly more severe and rapid blowdown of the affected SG which
results in a deeper drop In the core temperatures. This drop in core temperature has a
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reactivity worth of +0.0023 Ap compared to the upgraded version with model changes
deactivated. This change in reactivity is far from sufficient to induce a return to power, it is
conservative. The staff accepts that the CENTS code with the new models continues to give
conservative results for this event.
4.2

Feedwater Line Break

The upgrade models, together and individually, result in greater system flow to the intact SG.
This results in lower long-term RCS temperatures and pressures, and less swell into the
pressurizer. The regulatory acceptance criterion for this event, with a limiting single failure, is
that the peak RCS pressure must be less than 120 percent of the RCS design pressure. The
staff accepts that the CENTS code with the new models continues to give conservative results
with respect to this criterion for this event.
4.3

Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Sub-critical Conditions

The only upgrade that has a significant effect on the results in this event is the channel heat
transfer model. The improved modeling of the core fluid heat capacity reduces the positive
moderator temperature reactivity feedback, and, thereby, lowers the peak power from -119
percent to -105 percent of nominal. The Improved modeling reduces the code conservatism.
however, it is physically based and Is acceptable to the staff.
4.4

Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Hot Zero Power Conditions

As in the previous event, the only upgrade that has a significant effect on the results is the
channel heat transfer model. The improved modeling of the core fluid heat capacity reduces
the positive moderator temperature reactivity feedback, and, thereby, lowers the peak power
from -106 percent to -101 percent of nominal. It is acceptable to the staff as described above.
4.5

Reactor Coolant Pump Seized Rotor

The comparison of results between the upgraded CENTS code with models deactivated and
activated shows good agreement, and, thereby, precludes exceeding safety-related limits on
which the approved CENPD-282-P-A methodology was based. It is therefore acceptable to the
staff.
4.6

SG Tube Rupture

The SG tube rupture event is a penetration of the barrier between the RCS and the main steam
system due to the failure of a steam generator U-tube. The integrity of the barrier between the
RCS and the main steam system is significant from the radiological release standpoint. The
limiting event considered is a double-ended rupture of a SG tube with concurrent loss of
alternating current (AC) power. Both phenomenologically and quantitatively, the comparison of
thermal-hydraulic plant response parameters between the CENTS code with and without the
upgraded model is excellent. The safety-related consequences for this event are mainly
predicated on the dose model. The dose model portion of the CENTS code is presently under
review by the staff as discussed in Section 3.0.
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-6 Although this review is based solely on the results of the above comparisons of benchmark
calculations, the WOG has submitted results of a comparative analysis of a main steamline
break event and a feedwater line break computed with CENTS with upgrades and
RELAP5/MOD3 (Reference 8). The agreement is good, and, furthermore, gives some insight
into the effectiveness of the model upgrades in the CENTS code.
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

The staff has reviewed TR WCAP-15996-P and the supporting documentation sent in response
to the staffs request for additional information. On the basis of this review, the staff approves
the transient methodology described in WCAP-15996-P for referencing in licensing actions with
respect to the calculation of transient behavior in PWRs designed by CE and by Westinghouse,
subject to the limitations stated below. These limitations were placed on the approval of the
CENPD-282-P-A methodology and apply to WCAP-15996-P methodology, approved herein.
This does not Include approval of the CENTS code dose model. The dose model portion of the
CENTS Code is under NRC review at this time. The CENTS code dose model will be evaluated
separately.
1.

CENTS departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) analysis: The CENTS DNBR
calculation for determining overall trends In thermal margin should not be used for
licensing analyses. The DNBR licensing analyses should be performed with the
presently approved CE DNBR methods.

2.

Limitation to CS and Westinghouse Type Plants: The application of CENTS is limited to
PWRs of CE and Westinghouse design.

3.

LOCA and Severe Accident Analysis: Adequate benchmarking of the CENTS LOCA
and severe accident capabilities has not been provided. Consequently, CENTS should
not be used for performing LOCA or severe accident licensing analyses. CENTS is not
approved for demonstrating compliance to 10 CFR 50.46 criteria. It is: however,
acceptable for use in modeling small breaks in the primary system that can be classified
as LOCAs for the purpose of demonstrating compliance to non-LOCA regulatory
acceptance criteria.

4.

Three-Dimensional Core Neoutronics: Benchmarking for the CENTS three-dimensional
core neutronics capability has not been provided. Consequently, licensing applications
of CENTS should be based on a point kinetics model.

5.

CEA Election Analyses: This review does not give general approval for the application
of CENTS simulations of a CEA election transient for licensing analyses. The staff will
consider and review such requests on a case-by-case basis. This portion of the CENTS
code remains under review at this time.
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DISPOSITION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM WOG ON
THE DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION OF WCAP-1 5996
This table identifies and tracks the resolution of comments received from the WOG on
October 31, 2003.

Comment
Number
1

Comment Description
A r comment accepted; PA = comment partially accepted;
R = comment rejected
Suggest Incorporating reference for submittal of CENTS Volume 4.
A

2

Suggest incorporating reference for submittal of CENTS RAI responses.

3

Update reference numbers due to previous incorporation of additional references.
A
Request for clarification of the intent of the word supercede on Line #29. A
Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding CENTS usage with
respect to analysis of LOCAs.

4
5
6

Editorial
R - staff prefers original wording.

Suggest incorporating a more complete statement regarding staff-approved design
codes against which CENTS was originally benchmarked. Also, suggest deleting
reference.

7

A

8

Editorial
A
Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding CENTS usage.

9

PA

Suggest incorporating specific reference to the sui generis application the SE
refers to and also update reference number.

10
____

___

PA

Suggest incorporating a more specific constraint clarification regarding use of
CENTS for a portion of a CEA ejection evaluation, as indicated.
R - This comment involves an Item that is still under review.
Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding the dose model
assessment.
A
Suggest incorporating a more specific section tile.
A
Suggest changing section title to eliminate proprietary information.

11
12
13
14
__

15

A

Suggest deleting text to eliminate proprietary information.
A

16

Change 'channel' to tube" to clarify that Itis steam generator and not core heat
transfer that is being discussed.
A

Attachment
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DISPOSITION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM WOG ON
THE DRAFT SAFELY EVALUATION OF WCAP-15996
Comment Description
A = comment accepted; PA = comment partially accepted:
R = comment rejected
If SE statement is a limitation, it would seam to follow that it should be included in
the Conclusion section where the NRC lists limitations.

Comment
Number
17

A

Suggest incorporating a more specific clarification regarding use of updated
CENTS version in a manner which replicates the previously accepted version of
the code.

18

_A

Editorial

19

PA

Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding the dose model
assessment.

20

PA

Update reference number

21

A

Suggest Incorporating a more specific statement regarding the dose model
assessment.
PA
Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding CENTS usage with
respect to analysis of LOCAs.

22

23

A

Suggest incorporating a more specific constraint clarification regarding use of
CENTS for a portion of a CEA ejection evaluation, as indicated.

24

R - This item involves an issue still under review.

Correction of submittal reference.
A
Incorporation of submittal reference for CENTS Volume 4.
A
Incorporation of submittal reference for CENTS RAI responses.
A
Update reference number.

25
26
27
28
29

Update reference number.
A

30

Update reference number and correct document number.
Incorporate reference for CEA ejection event sul generis application.

31

A

__

Incorporate reference for RELAP51MOD3.

32
_

_

_ _

_

A
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DISPOSITION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM WOG ON
THE DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION OF WCAP-15996
Comment Description
PA = comment partially accepted;
accepted;
comment
Comment A =
Number R = comment rejected
Incorporate reference for CENPD-1 90-A, CEA ejection methodology.

33

A

______I

Delete incorrect reference to CEFLASH-4AS.

34
I

35
______I

A
RELAPS/MOD3 reference is now Reference 8.
A
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ABSTRACT
CENTS is an interactive computer code for simulation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System
and related systems. It calculates the behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal conditions
including accidents. It is a flexible tool for PWR analysis which gives the user complete
control over the simulation through convenient input and output options.
CENTS is an adaptation of design computer codes to provide PWR simulation capabilities.
It is based on detailed first-principles models for single and two-phase fluids.

Use of

nonequilibrium, nonhomogeneous models allows a full range of fluid conditions to be
represented, including forced circulation, natural circulation, extensive coolant voiding and
lower mode operation. The code provides a comprehensive set of interactions between the
analyst, the reactor control systems and the reactor.

This allows simulation of multiple

failures and the effects of correct and incorrect operator actions. Examples of simulation
runs with CENTS are steady state, power change, pump trip, loss of load, loss of feedwater,
steam line break, feedwater line break, steam generator tube rupture, anticipated transients
without scram, rod ejection, loss of coolant accidents, anticipated operational transients, and
malfunctions of components, control systems or portions of control systems.
The CENTS code models most of the nuclear steam supply system and related systems. Core
power is computed using a point kinetics model. Boiling curves for forced convection and
pool boiling are used in the multi-node core heat transfer model. Primary and secondary
thermal-hydraulic behavior is calculated with detailed multi-node and flowpath models.
Nonhomogeneous, nonequilibrium conditions are also modeled, as well as the transport of
solutes and non-condensible gases. The main control systems for reactivity, level, pressure,
and steam flow are simulated.

A multi-node and flowpath representation of the feedwater

system is provided. Related balance of plant systems for single-phase fluid are represented.

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision 1

The code features a Generic Control System design that processes system parameters and
produces signals to drive the various plant subsystems. The control system is modular in
design. It is constructed by the system modeler to simulate a specific plant's control systems,
and can be made as simple or as true to the actual controllers as desired. It has an inventory
of predefined functional modules, including arithmetic, Boolean, integro-differential and
specialized functions. Once the control system structure is established by the modeler, it
functions automatically, and its details do not normally concern the CENTS user. However,
the user can, at any time during a transient, interactively change setpoints, disable control
systems or exercise manual control. The control system designer/analyst, on the other hand,
may study the detailed functioning of control modules by tracing their dynamic behavior,
experimenting with their parameters and algorithms, or interfering with the lines of
communication among the control modules.
The CENTS database provides a complete description of the nuclear plant systems that are
modeled. Multiple plant states can be maintained on disk simultaneously as independent
"snapshot" files, each of which contains the database plus a complete set of transient
information. To initiate a transient from any snapshot, the user effects appropriate changes
or perturbations to the plant. A new plant state is obtained by running a simulation to
maneuver the plant interactively from a given plant state, or by using the code's selfinitialization feature. Any intermediate state during a transient simulation can be saved as a
snapshot for later study or to initiate parametric variations on plant behavior.
Use of CENTS is supported by executive software that handles most of the simulation
mechanics, and allows the user to interact with CENTS as the transient progresses. This
software provides a sophisticated command language that supports basic simulation
maneuvers, collection of transient data, as well as complex interactions and probes by the
advanced user.

The executive software supports changes desired in the course of the

transient and facilitates evaluation of the plant behavior details. The user may freeze, resume
or backtrack a transient simulation at any time, examine plant parameters, make changes,
take manual actions and initiate malfunctions. The user may, at any time, instruct the code to
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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automatically make changes, display parameters or take any interactive action at pre-selected
times, or when pre-selected dynamic conditions are satisfied, if desired, without interrupting
the simulation.
CENTS may also be driven by a graphical environment in which the user accesses an
interactive menu system via mouse-driven controls. Its live system parameter plots and
graphical depictions of the plant state are invaluable tools in helping the user gain an
understanding of the system behavior. In addition, a combination of standard and userdefined numerical outputs allows the user to explore details of the plant subsystem behavior.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
CENTS is an interactive, high fidelity computer code for simulation of the Nuclear
Steam Supply System (NSSS) components shown in Figure 1.1.

It calculates the

transient behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal conditions including accidents.
CENTS determines the core power and heat transfer throughout the NSSS. It also
computes the thermal and hydraulic behavior of the reactor coolant in the primary and
secondary systems. It includes the primary and secondary control systems and the
balance-of- plant fluid systems.
CENTS incorporates a number of features that enhance its usefulness. First-principles
models provide a high degree of fidelity and flexibility.

The database provides a

complete set of input, and the plant state for full power operation. This reduces the
input requirements to the user to those needed to initiate the desired changes in the
plant state. The executive software provides a user-friendly command driven or a
graphical user interface to control the code and the transient. Restart capability is
provided.

Output is available in several forms - summary prints at user selected

intervals, brief or detailed edits constructed by the user, live parameter plots, and a live
graphical display of the plant condition. The code runs faster than real time, which
allows the user to gain a sense of the real-time plant behavior.
CENTS is designed to support engineering, operations, and training functions. It
supports evaluation of plant behavior for accidents, for operator actions, for design, or
for scoping studies. It is licensed for Chapter 15 (non-LOCA) safety analyses of
pressurized water reactors designed by CE and Westinghouse. In addition, it may be
used for NSSS simulations supporting optimization, procedure preparation or
evaluation, determining success paths for PRA events, training, etc.

The code

simulates a wide range of variations in plant state, from steady state conditions to
severe accidents.

It provides a full range of interactions between the analyst, the
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reactor control systems and the NSSS. It also allows analysis of multiple failures and
the effects of operator intervention or mistakes.

Examples of transients run with

CENTS include: steady state, power change, pump trip, overcooling or undercooling,
loss of feedwater, steamline break, feedwater line break, steam generator tube rupture,
anticipated transient without scram, loss of coolant accident, letdown line break,
control rod ejection, and malfunctions of the various plant components and control
systems.

In addition, CENTS models lower mode operation with the NSSS either

sealed or open to the containment/atmosphere, and abnormal events from lower mode,
such as the loss of shutdown cooling (residual heat removal) from mid-loop operation.
This manual describes the CENTS models, the input variables and the output variables.
Chapter 2 provides a brief summary of the models. Chapter 3 describes the core power
and heat transfer models.

Chapter 4 discusses the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

models, including the thermal-hydraulics and transport models, the primary loops,
pressurizer, reactor coolant pumps, and quench (pressure relief) tank.

Chapter 5

describes the secondary system models including the steam generator tubes, steam
generators, main steamline and header, and feedwater systems. Chapter 6 presents the
control and balance of plant models, user control of the related systems, and data base
variables for the related control systems. Included are the following systems - reactor
protective, pressurizer level and pressure control, chemical and volume control, relief
valves, safety injection, turbine control, steam dump and bypass, feedwater, and
control rods. Chapter 7 describes the input and output variables for the core, primary
system, secondary system, malfunctions and accidents. It also explains how to access
the dynamic data for changing parameters or obtaining details of the plant behavior.
Chapter 8 provides the original verification studies for CENTS. Detailed studies for
Chapter 15 events appear in Volume II. Several appendices provide additional detail
about the plant definition and initial state input, tabular data, the generic controller
system, models for CESEC emulation, and the CENTS link to CETOP.
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2.0

SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY
CENTS is designed to provide realistic thermal-hydraulic responses for a full range of
reactor operating conditions. The models are based on those found in computer codes
used for PWR design. The core and primary system or Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
models are based on those used in a best estimate, design version of the CEFLASH4AS computer code(2 l). This code provides realistic RCS responses for a full range of
system conditions including a loss-of-coolant accident. The secondary system models
are based on the Long Term Cooling (LTC) computer code

22 ).

Modeling capabilities

are provided for control systems and balance of plant components. The code is used to
evaluate the integrated plant response to operational and accident conditions.
Highlights of the more important models are given here.
2.1

Primary System Geometric Representation

A node and flowpath network models the primary system thermal-hydraulic response.
The nodes enclose control volumes, which represent the fluid mass and energy.
Flowpaths connecting the nodes represent the fluid momentum and have no volume.
The separation of mass and energy into control volumes and momentum into flowpaths
is similar in concept to that used in the FLASH-4 code(2 3 ).
Figure 2.1 shows a typical geometric representation of the primary system of a PWR.
Nodes are typically provided for the major components in the reactor primary system inner vessel, upper head, control element assembly guidetubes, hot legs (including the
associated steam generator inlet plenum), a pressurizer, steam generators (separate hot
and cold sides of the U-tubes), combined outlet plena and suction cold legs, discharge
cold legs and reactor coolant pumps, and the reactor vessel downcomer. The separate
cold leg representations provide appropriate responses for partial loop operation. The
interface with the secondary system occurs at the steam generator tube bundles.
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Flowpaths with momentum solutions connect the nodes in the RCS model.

]

[

In addition, non-

momentum flowpaths are provided for addition and removal of coolant from the[

I
The noding and flowpath modeling detail is not hardwired. The detail in representation
of the system can be changed through input during the modeling process to tailor the
representation to the requirements of a particular PWR design or event. Geometric
features such as the number of loops or the number of steam generators as well as
geometric details such as node volume, elevations, piping resistance, etc., are specified
in a data base. Thus, adaptation of the RCS models for various plant layouts does not
require recoding of the software.
2.2

Conservation Equations

The RCS

thermal-hydraulic

conservation equations.

model is formulated with five one-dimensional

The conservation variables are mixture (liquid and steam)

mass, liquid mass, mixture energy, steam energy, and mixture momentum. The mass
and energy for the liquid and steam are calculated for each node. Mass flowrate is
calculated for each flowpath. The code incorporates slip effects in the flowpaths by

means of[

]

The conservation equations are integrated implicitly by means of a simultaneous
solution of the linearized, discretized conservation equations. This yields a (4xM+N)
by (4xM+N) system of linear equations, where M is the number of nodes and N is the
number of momentum flowpaths. The structure of the coefficient matrix permits use of
a system reduction procedure that produces a NxN system of equations. The NxN
matrix is solved using a block inversion technique(2 5).
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After solution of the

conservation equations, the pressure in each node is calculated. The mass and energy
in the liquid and steam regions are used with the water property correlations and nodal
volume to determine the resulting state variables (pressure, phase enthalpies and phase
temperatures).
2.3

Two-Phase Fluid Representation

CENTS models phase separation within a node into a separate steam region and a
liquid or two-phase region consisting of a continuous liquid phase with dispersed
bubbles. Bubbles are generated by heat sources within the node, flashing in the node
or transport from the adjacent nodes. Phase separation is calculated in terms of bubble
rise velocities that are found from[

] A

more detailed model provides an axial void fraction distribution in the inner vessel
node(27 ). Nodes with phase separation provide a discrete two-phase mixture level in
the node. Where appropriate, the fluid level impacts on heat transfer rates and on the
quality of fluid exiting through flowpaths connected to the node.
2.4

Thermal Nonequilibrium States

CENTS provides a full range of thermodynamic fluid states for all primary nodes.
Nodes with homogeneous or fully mixed fluid are at thermal equilibrium. The possible
thermal nonequilibrium states for non-homogeneous or phase-separated nodes with
separate two-phase mixture and steam regions are (a) saturated liquid with saturated
steam (equilibrium), (b) subcooled liquid with saturated steam, (c) saturated liquid with
superheated steam, and (d) subcooled liquid with superheated steam.

The model

dynamically calculates the node thermodynamic state from one of these states.

It

includes a detailed flow regime dependent condensation model that considers
condensation of bubbles, vapor condensation on an injected subcooled liquid,
condensation at the surface of a liquid pool, vaporization due to wall heat, and the
effect of non-condensible gases. In addition, energy partitioning of wall heat transfer
between the liquid (two-phase) and steam regions is calculated.
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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2.5

Reactor Core

A point kinetics model calculates reactor power. The point kinetics model distributes
the calculated power according to a user-supplied axial power shape. Axially varying
heat transfer and core coolant data is provided to this model to support a full range of
temperature and moderator driven feedbacks.
The core heat transfer model covers the full range of fluid conditions in the core.
Provision is made for, forced convection and quiescent pool boiling conditions. The
mode of heat transfer is determined dynamically. Boiling curves for both conditions
include subcooled, nucleate boiling, transition boiling, film boiling, and steam heat
transfer correlations. Fuel temperature, cladding temperature, and the heat flux (hence,
the heat transfer regime and surface coefficients) are calculated implicitly. Appropriate
radial and axial noding detail is used in the fuel rods.
2.6

Other Primary System Models

CENTS models all primary system components. Some additional models of interest
are discussed here. Reactor coolant pump (RCP) performance is modeled via the
equation for conservation of angular momentum, along with RCP homologous curves
for head and torque in single- and two-phase conditions, with two-phase head
degradation. The code models wall heat transfer, pressurizer heaters, pump heat, and
core bypass flow.

It calculates coolant inventory changes due to the operation of

systems such as the emergency core cooling system, the chemical and volume control
system, and auxiliary pressurizer spray.

Critical (choked) flow out of the primary

system, through leaks or relief valves, is found from

I

[

The code provides models for injection pr generation, transport

and inter-phase transfer of solutes including non-condensible gases.

Coolant

thermodynamic properties are given by a set of efficient water property correlations
that provide continuous property derivatives for a full range of fluid conditions WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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subcooled, saturated, and superheated. A reactor vessel mixing model determines the
tilt in the inlet temperatures of the hot legs that results from asymmetric operation of
the steam generators.
2.7

Steam Generator Heat Transfer

The steam generator model performs separate heat transfer calculations for the hot and
cold sides of the tubes. The hot and cold sides of each steam generator's tubes may
each be represented by one or two primary nodes. Each of these nodes may be further
segmented for detailed representation of the heat transfer and temperature profiles.
Models for forward and reverse heat transfer are incorporated in the steam generator
heat transfer logic. The overall heat transfer is determined from film resistance of the
primary and secondary sides and the wall resistance. The primary side film resistance
for forward heat transfer is found from correlations for subcooled forced convection
and two-phase flow with condensation. The primary side reverse heat transfer is found
from correlations for nucleate boiling and heat transfer to steam. The secondary side
film resistance is calculated using correlations for pool boiling and heat transfer to
steam. The coolant levels and their effect on the fluid state, heat transfer area and heat
flux are modeled on both the primary and secondary sides of each steam generator.
2.8

Steam Generator Secondary System Geometric Modeling

Three nodes are typically used for the secondary side of each steam generator - a
downcomer (saturated or subcooled), an evaporator region (saturated, with a subcooled
layer), and a steam dome (saturated or superheated) as shown by Figure 2.2. The
common steamline header is represented by one or two additional nodes. This system
representation allows accurate modeling of the recirculation phenomena and the
downcomer and evaporator water levels.

All major components are modeled,

including the secondary safety valves, atmospheric and condenser dump valves, steam
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isolation valves, turbine bypass and turbine admission valves, and main and auxiliary
feedwater systems.
2.9

Secondary System Conservation Equations

The code enforces mass and energy balances for each node. The circulation flow and
the main steam flows are calculated using momentum balances. The steam flow from
the evaporator to the steam dome is calculated using

4

] model.

The pressure

and remaining state properties are calculated from the mass and energy in each node.
Flowrates within, into and out of the steamline header are represented by a coupled
system of equations that accounts for choked flow conditions in the steamline, and for
the effect of steamline check valves if they are present.
2.10 Other Secondary System Models
Models are provided for the steamlines, steamline header(s), and several types of
valves including main steam isolation, turbine admission, turbine bypass, atmospheric
dump valves, and secondary safety valves, etc. The resulting equations representing
these systems are solved simultaneously to calculate flowrates and pressures in each
steamline and header.
Transport, release and partitioning of solutes including iodine is modeled in each steam
generator node, steamline and header. Direct iodine release to the atmosphere as well
as leakage from the containment, condenser and the turbine is modeled. The resulting
iodine release is used in a dose model.
A detailed main and auxiliary feedwater system model is provided.

It provides

component models for leaks and breaks in the piping, several types of valves and
pumps, the feedwater heaters, the condenser, the heater drain tanks, and the feedwater
piping cross connects. The feedwater system configuration is defined by input, with N
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nodes to conserve mass, and M connecting flowpaths with a steady-state momentum
equation for each pipe (path).
2.11 Control System Modeling
CENTS features a flexible, modular method to handle control systems for the core,
primary system, secondary system and selected ancillary systems. Interfaces between
the controllers, ancillary systems, process models and user are provided.

The

controllers are built by the system modeler (through inputs) from modules that perform
the standard arithmetic, integro-differential and logical transforms used in control
circuits. This provides a generic capability to handle plant specific characteristics of
control systems and operator actions.
2.12 Balance of Plant Systems
Component models for the following ancillary systems are provided to represent the
balance of plant systems: reactor protective (scram) system, pressurizer level and
pressure control systems, chemical and volume control system, relief valves, safety
injection system, turbine control and steam regulating systems, feedwater systems, and
control rod regulating system.

These are linked to the controllers for manual or

automatic operation. Models to initiate and support the usual operational and accident
events (malfunctions) including small break LOCA and letdown line break, reactor
coolant pump failures, valve failures, steam generator tube rupture, steamline break,
and feedwater line break are provided.
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3.0

CORE MODEL
The core model includes the core power, oxidation of zirconium cladding, and core
heat transfer. .
3.1

Core Power by Point Kinetics

The core power model describes all of the nominal power sources in a reactor - fission
power, decay power and zirconium-water reaction. Point kinetics is used to describe
the time dependent response of core[

] until it is no longer appropriate.
history may also be imposed.

A user specified power

An input axial power shape is combined with the

kinetics, decay heat, and user power results to provide an appropriate power
distribution using the same axial nodalization as the core heat transfer solution.
3.1.1

Point Kinetics Model

The point reactor kinetics and decay heat equations of FLASH"3 161 are used with minor
modifications including addition of a fixed source term and use of an improved
solution methodology for the point kinetics equations. The fission power input to the
fuel is found from the reactor kinetic equations with six delayed groups. The decay
power is based on the fission product inventory that would result from long term
steady-state operation at the specified initial power level.

Optional kinetics input

includes provision for changing the effective delayed neutron fractions and decay
constants and using non-equilibrium initial concentrations. Optional decay heat input
includes provision for changing the fractional power, decay constants, and initial
concentrations of the eleven fission product groups.
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Initial conditions are set up by assuming that the reactor has been operated at the initial
power level for an infinite time. Scram can be initiated by the user or by the automatic
trip system described in Section 6.1.
The total time varying power output is
11
P(t) = n(t) Es +

E

(3.1)

XDjEDjCDj(t)

j=1
where
P(t) = core power output at time t
n(t)

total fission rate in the core at time t

El

=prompt fission energy release

XDj

=

decay constant of fission product j

EDj

=

decay energy of fission product j

CDj(t) = concentration of fission product j at time t
The first and second term on the right hand side of Equation (3.1) are instantaneous
power and decay heat respectively.
The production of fission products is governed by

d

where

CDj(t) =YDj

yDj

=

n(t)- XDj CDj(t)

(3.2)

yield rate of fission productj.

The above two equations become for a steady state
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11

P(O) = n(O) E1

+

XDjEDj

(3.3)

Dj

(3.4)

Z
j=1

C Dj (0)

=

yrDj
1

n(0)/?

Thus a normalized power output is calculated by

P(t)
P(O)

n(t) E1
n(O) Y

+

11
I
j=1

YDj EDj XDj CDi (t)

(3.5)

Y yDj n(O)

where

Y =El + Z

7DjEDj.

Introducing a normalized fission product concentration

XDj = XDjCDj

(t)I/(YDjn(O))

simplifies the normalized power equation to be

P(t)

P(0)

= (1 -

GD)

n(O+

n(O)
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aDj XDj
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where

a

IDj EDj

Dj=

y

11
CD

aDj*

Z

j=1

The fission rate and delayed neutron precursor concentrations, Co,
are evaluated using the conventional kinetics equations:
6
dn(t)

_

p-3

d CP;(t)=dt

6(t)+
xPjCPj(t)+S.e".

n(t)-X,+Cpi(t)

(3*7)

(3.8)

where

e

= prompt neutron lifetime

p

= total reactivity (components described in Section 7.1.1)

xvi

= decay constant of delayed neutron precursor group i

Cpi(t) = concentration of delayed neutron precursor group i at time t
= effective delayed neutron fraction for delayed neutron precursor group I
/5

= total beta fraction

Sneutron = effective neutron source term
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The equations are normalized by introducing the normalized precursor concentration

eX

C (t)

pi n(0)
the normalized source term

S = Sneutron

*/ n(0)

and the fractionalized core power
P(t) = n(t) / n(0)
The resulting equations are

6

_
d P(t) = P
dt

P(t) + I

E

,Xp,(t)+e

(3.9)

=1

and
dt
d %Pi (t) = xpi (P(t) - xv.(t))-

(3.10)

The following reactivity feedbacks are provided - moderator boric acid concentration,
moderator temperature, Doppler (fuel temperature) and control rod motion as described
in Section 7.1.1. Optionally, the moderator boric acid and temperature feedbacks may
be replaced by a combined moderator density feedback. These effects are accounted
for through tabular input.
The equations for computing the feedback reactivities are
p(t)=f(y)-f(y) =0
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where
y

= independent variable at time t, e.g., fuel temperature for Doppler effect,

f(y)

= feedback reactivity as a function of y,

f(y)'=o = feedback reactivity at beginning of transient.
The reactivity is calculated as the sum of control rod, fuel temperature (Doppler) and
moderator contributions:

P=* P, +Po

(3.12)

where PO is the total reactivity at the beginning of the transient.
The kinetics equations are solved using a central difference formula

y(At)= y(O) + y(O) + y(At) ) At /2
This approximation neglects terms of the Taylor expansion that are of order At 3 or
higher. The point kinetics equations are integrated over a time interval that is the same
as that used by other CENTS algorithms. Reactivity is constant over this interval.
CENTS integrates the resulting equation by dividing this time interval into smaller At
intervals and solving it for each subinterval as follows:
1. Choose the neutronics time step At. It is limited to the range 0.0005 < At < 0.05
seconds.
2. If necessary reduce At such that the denominator of the equation is not zero or
negative.
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3. For each subinterval At, use a first order approximation for the initial value of Xi and
calculate P(t + At). Then recalculate XI using a second order approximation and use
it as the starting point for the next time step. If power has changed by more than
2% during the current kinetics time step, set
At = 0.9 At (0.02 / Power Change)
and restart the calculation at Step 1. This provides a much more restrictive
constraint than Step 2.
This methodology increases the accuracy of the solution for large reactivity insertions
and supports use of larger time steps.
The fission product decay parameters, arDj and

XDj,

were taken from Reference 3.16.

However, the delayed neutron precursor parameters, f8, and Xpi, are specified for the
plant state in question.
3.1.2

Decay hleat Curve

The revised ANS/ANSI 5.1 decay heat curve(3, 17) has been incorporated into the
CENTS data base. The correlations of the standard were evaluated for a typical PWR
operating on a realistic fuel cycle at nominal conditions. No uncertainties (zero sigma)
were incorporated. Heavy element decay (239U and

239Np)

and fission product neutron

capture are represented. The code is switched to the ANS decay heat curve at the time
when the[

]

The decay heat curve is then used for the remainder of the transient. A multiplier can
be applied to the decay heat curve to account for uncertainties and redistribution
effects.
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3.1.3

Zirconium-Water Reaction

The reaction rate for the zirconium-water reaction follows the parabolic relationship
derived by Baker and Juste 3 ). For each time step the metal-oxide interface velocity is
calculated from the parabolic rate equation assuming no change of temperature during
this step. The solution is done for multiple axial nodes using the same nodalization
used in the fuel rod temperature model. Once the metal-oxide interface velocity is
known, the heat generation rate per unit area and mass of hydrogen release are
calculated. The energy generated is deposited in the fuel cladding. The hydrogen
generated is released into the reactor coolant in the core.

3.2
3.2.1

Other Core Models
Fuel Failure

The fuel failure model predicts the extent of fuel damage, the subsequent fission
product release and the rate of hydrogen generation. The fuel failure threshold is based
on three design limits: (1) the hot channel Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR), (2) the peak cladding temperature and (3) the amount of clad oxidation.
Departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) is usually localized and of short duration,
resulting in an increase in coolant activity whose magnitude depends on the number of
pins experiencing DNB. High cladding temperatures, which can occur during periods
of core uncovery, result in the oxidation of zirconium, generation of hydrogen and
production of reaction heat, based on the Baker-Just correlation. Fuel pins that are
oxidized beyond 17% or whose cladding temperature exceeds 2200'F are assumed to
have failed. In some cases, the amount of fuel damage as a result of DNB may be
defined as the product of the number of pins within a given pin power and the
probability of DNB.
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The fission product inventory available for release upon fuel failure is dependent on the
power history. The model accounts for seven isotopes of iodine, xenon and cesium.
3.2.2

DNBR FuelDesign Limit

CENTS uses the same methods as are used with CESEC to determine the approach to
fuel design limits. Approach to the DNBR fuel design limit is determined using the
system response data calculated by CENTS (average heat flux and RCS pressure,
temperature and flow) in combination with conservative axial and radial peaking
factors. DNBR is calculated using the TORC or CETOP codes. The HRISE code is
used for steamline break return-to-power conditions.

The DNBR calculation in

CENTS is included for information and to support the fuel failure model.
3.3

Core Heat Transfer

The Core Heat Transfer (CHT) model calculates the average rod temperature and the
core average heat transfer to the coolant. The model calculates the heat transfer for an
axially sectionalized rod based on local fluid conditions and local rod surface
temperatures using complete boiling curves for the forced convection and pool boiling
modes.
Basic features of the model are as follows:
1.

The energy balance in the fuel rod is solved using a one-dimensional cylindrical
volume averaged heat conduction equation.

2.

The energy balance of the fluid is solved using a one-dimensional closed channel
formulation.

3.

Rod to coolant heat transfer is calculated using complete boiling curves for
forced convection and pool boiling models.

4.

The selection of forced convection or pool boiling modes is dynamically
calculated.
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5.

The fuel rod and fluid channel are axially sectionalized into as many as 20 axial
sections.

6.

The fuel (up to 8 regions), gap and cladding regions are modeled explicitly in the
radial direction for each axial node.

7.

Fission power is generated directly in the fuel, gap, cladding and coolant regions.

8.

The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the fuel and cladding are
dynamically calculated.

The following is a description of the models and the equations.
3.3.1

System Representation

The Core Heat Transfer model (CHT) axially sectionalizes the core as shown in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The number of axial sections is variable,

[

The number of radial regions is variable,[

I
The coolant channel is also sectionalized axially. The number of axial sections is equal
to the number of axial sections used for the core[

I In addition, a core inlet

section is also included as an additional section for the coolant channel calculations.
The code calculates the rod temperature distribution[
each of the axial sections.
averaged) power profile.

I and surface

heat flux for

The heat generation in the core is an axial (radially
The axial coolant enthalpy profile is calculated using

boundary conditions supplied by the primary coolant system models described in
Chapter 4 (pressure, fluid flow into the inner vessel, mixture level, subcooled liquid
level, etc.) and the local heat transfer calculated by the core heat transfer model.
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DiscretizedHeat Conduction Equation

3.3.2

For each axial region z', bounded by interfaces z' - 1 and z', the volume averaged,
discretized, implicit in time, centered at z', heat conduction equation is

(3.13)
where
= region z' volume averaged temperature
Ai

= interface i surface area

ki

= interface i average conductance

Mi C; = region z' total heat capacity

3.3.3

Qi

= region i heat rate generation

At

= time step size.
Integration of the Heat Conduction Equation

Application of Equation (3.13) for the fuel, gap, and cladding regions produces a tridiagonal system of equations in fuel temperature, gap temperature, cladding
temperature, and heat flux. In order to complete the system of equations, equations for
the heat flux and surface temperature are defined as follows:
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---

=

Ar

(TMad

Tsurf)

and

(3.14)
0 = hA (Ts.,f - Tcol)

where
K

= cladding thermal conductivity

h

= surface heat transfer coefficient

A

= surface area

Tcad = cladding temperature
TfueI = fuel temperature (up to 8 radial regions)
Tgap =

gap temperature

Tsurf = cladding surface temperature
T,.,, = local average coolant temperature

Ar

= cladding thickness

0

= heat flux.

Solution of the above system of equations yields new values for Tfei, Tgap, Tctd, z, and
Tsurf-

3.3.4

Heat Transfer Modes

Boiling curves for the forced convection and pool boiling modes are implemented.
The forced convection boiling curve is applied[

]

it is

always used during normal operation of the system. The pool boiling curve is used
when the system attains a quiescent pool boiling mode of heat transfer. This mode of
heat transfer usually occurs only during severe accidents including those leading to
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core uncovery. The code dynamically selects the forced convection or pool boiling
mode.
Forced Convection Boiling Curve The forced convection boiling curve consists of the
following regimes and correlations.
1.

Subcooled forced convection: Dittus-Boelter (32

2.

Nucleate boiling:

Thom(3. 3

3.

Transition boiling:

McDonough, Milich and King(3. 4

4.

Stable film boiling:

Dougall-Rohsenow( 3 5 )

5.

Heat transfer to steam:

Dittus-Boelter(3 2 )

6.

Critical heat flux:

W3 (3.6)and (3.7)

Macbeth correlations

(3.7) and (3.8)

Pool Boiling Curve The pool boiling curve consists of the following regimes and
correlations:
Subcooled natural convection[

]
2.

Nucleate boiling:

Rohsenow(3. 9)

3.

Transition boiling:

McDonough, Milich and King(3.4

4.

Stable film boiling:

Modified Bromley( 3 10)

5.

Heat transfer to steam:

Dittus-Boelter(3 2)and Sieder Tate(31 1 )

6.

Critical heat flux:

Zuber'3 12)

Description of the Heat Transfer Coefficient Correlations The nomenclature and units
for the heat transfer correlations are as follows:
h

= heat transfer coefficient (Btu/ft2 hr 'F)

0

= heat flux (Btu/ft 2 hr)
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W

= mass flowrate (lbm/sec)

T

= fluid temperature (IF)

T..t

= saturation temperature (OF)

Ts

= surface temperature (0 F)

P

= pressure (psia)

A

= flow area (ftO)

D

= hydraulic diameter (ft)

K

= fluid conductivity (Btu/hr ft 0F)

Re

= Reynolds number

Pr

= Prandtl number

X

= quality

Hi.

= inlet enthalpy (Btu/lbm)

hf

= saturation liquid enthalpy (Btullbm)

hg

= saturation steam enthalpy (Btu/lbm)

pA, Pe = liquid density (lbm/ft 3)

pg. p, = steam density (lbm/ft 3 )
Cp

= specific heat (Btu/ft3 OF°)

i

= viscosity (Ibm/ft-sec)

a

= Surface tension (lbf/ft)

L

= channel length (ft)

Zm

= two-phase mixture height (ft)

The subscripts used are as follows:
t, f = liquid phase
v, g

= steam phase

DNB = departure from nucleate boiling
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1.

Subcooled Forced Convection and Forced Convection to Steam
Dittus-Boelter
h =0.023 (K/D) Re"8 Pr0- 4

2.

Nucleate Boiling - Thom

z = (exp(2P/1260)/ 0.0722) (Ts - Tsat)2
3.

Transition Boiling - McDonough, Milich and King
DNB -

4.

= (730 exp(576/P)} (Ts - TDNB)

Stable Film Boiling - Dougall-Robsenow

h =0.023 (K,/K) Re" Pr, 0 4
5.

Critical Heat Flux - W-3
0 DNB = C1 C2 C3 C4

where
C1

= 2.022 -0.0004302P + (0.1722 -0.0000984P)

* exp ((18.177 -0.004129P) X}
C2

= (0.1484 - 1.596X +0.1729X 2 ) W/A + 1.037x10 6

C3

= (1.157 -0.869X) (0.2664 +0.8357 exp (-3.151*12D)

C4

=0.8258 +0.000794 (hf - hi)

The W-3 correlation is used if
a.

1000 < P < 2400

b.

1000/3.6 < W/A < 5000/3.6

c.

X < 0.15

These conditions are usually encountered during normal operation.
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6.

Critical Heat Flux - MacBeth

0I =

6330 (hg - hf) / (12D) 0 ' {W/(106A)) 0.51 (1 _ X)

0 = MaX (O 1, 0l2)

I7
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The critical heat flux using the MacBeth correlation is calculated for conditions outside
the range of the W-3 correlation.
7.

Nucleate Boiling

4
]

8.

Stable Film Boiling -[

I
9.

Heat Transfer to Steam {

]
[
10.

]

Critical Heat Flux -[

Heat Transfer Logic First, the code determines applicability of the forced convection
or pool boiling correlations depending on the fluid conditions as described at the
beginning of Section 3.3.4. Once the mode is selected, the code uses the correlations
from the forced convection boiling curve or those from the pool boiling curve in an
identical manner as follows:
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3.3.5

Coolant Enthalpy Profrle

CENTS calculates the coolant enthalpy profile for the core and lower plenum for
single-phase conditions (subcooled water or superheated steam), by one of two models,
selected through the user input option, CHT USE_NEWENTHALPY_OPTION.
Original Channel Enthalpy Model (CHT_USE_NEWENTHALPY_OPTION = 0.0).
In the original model, the coolant enthalpy profile is obtained by an explicit solution of
the fluid energy equation for a closed channel:

W

where

dh
= Q'
dz

(3.15)

-

W

= mass flowrate

h

= specific enthalpy

z

= elevation

Q'

= linear heat rate.

The mass flowrate used in the subcooled region is the mass flowrate entering the core.
For the steam region, the mass flowrate is the steam flow leaving the two-phase
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mixture region. The linear heat rate, Q', includes both the rod surface heat transfer and
the direct deposition of the core heat in the coolant.
This model ignores the heat capacity of the liquid, and assumes that the axial core
enthalpy distribution follows the heat flux distribution with no lag.

That is, the

enthalpy of each core section is calculated from Equation (3.15) as

(3.16)

h j+ (t) = hj(t) + Qj

Wcore

where

hj(t)

= enthalpy in section j at time t

hj+1 (t) = enthalpy in section j+1 at time t
Qj+1

= heat rate for section j+1

Mj+I

= mass in section j+1

'core

= core flowrate (assumed to be the same for each section)

At

= calculational time step length

The above formulation is appropriate when the enthalpy of the section is changing
slowly relative to the time constant

X

= M / W.

For the two-phase region (region bounded by the saturation liquid level, and the twophase mixture level), the local two-phase enthalpy is calculated by the expression
h2 o = hf + x hrg

where x is the local quality calculated by the RCS inner vessel bubble disengagement
model.
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Improved Channel Enthalpy Model (CHT USENEW_ENTHALPY_OPTION = 1.0).

This is an optional model feature. The rate of change of enthalpy in a core section that
considers the heat capacity of the liquid is found from the differential equation

°h
8t j+1

Qj+1(hj+lhj)Wcore
Mj+I

As in the original model, core flow is assumed to be the same for each of the core
sections. Mj+j is based on the section enthalpy and node-average pressure. The
equation for hj+,(t) is integrated analytically over At to avoid any instability that might
occur with a finite-difference solution for large time steps. This yields:
_Wcore Ai

hj+1 (t +At) = h.(t)+ Wor + e

3.3.6

.Mj+I

j+l(t)-h j(t)- Wcore)

FuelRod and FluidProperties

The fuel and cladding temperature-dependent thermal conductivities and volumetric

heat capacities are calculated using polynomial fits described in References 3.13, 3.14,
and 3.15. The gap thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity are constant.
The CHT has an efficient, optimized calculation of fluid and material properties. The
code completely updates the properties every time step.
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4.0

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM THERMAL-HYDRAULIC
MODEL
This section contains a description of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) thermalhydraulic models used for the primary system loops, the pressurizer, and the reactor
vessel. The name of the subroutine and the name of the procedure where the model is
implemented are indicated in parentheses at the beginning of each subsection.

4.1

System Representation
The RCS is typically represented by the node-flowpath network shown in Figures 4.1
and 4.2 (corresponding to a typical C-E plant and a 3-loop W-plant, respectively). The
vessel is represented by four or more control volumes (nodes) and corresponding
flowpaths which represent the following regions:
* Inner vessel core - upper plenum region.
* Vessel upper head region.
* Inner vessel reactor control cluster (control element assembly guide tubes) region.
* Vessel annulus - lower plenum. This region may optionally be represented by one
control volume, or by up to twenty control volumes, the latter number depending
on the plant geometry design, as indicated in Section 7.2.1.
The pressurizer and surge line are represented by a node and a flowpath, respectively.
Each loop is represented separately by means of the multiple node-flowpath
representation shown in the above figures. Each hot leg, steam generator, suction leg,
reactor coolant pump, and cold leg is modeled separately. Each steam generator's
primary side is represented by either two or four nodes, as discussed in Section 5.3.
The nodes enclose control volumes representing the fluid mass and energy. Flowpaths
connecting the nodes represent the fluid momentum and have no volume.
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The

flowpaths are used to represent the fluid flow between nodes. The flowpaths are of
two types: momentum paths (the mass flowrate is calculated by solving the complete
momentum equation), and non-momentum paths (the mass flow is an interface with
other systems, or is calculated using choked flow or orifice type equations). All pipe
connections to interfacing systems, i.e., charging, letdown, safety injection, residual
heat removal, drains, valve connections, etc., are modeled separately.
All frictional losses are assumed to occur in the flowpaths, with the exception of the

[
]
[
]
4.2

The Conservation Equations
The RCS thermal-hydraulic model is a non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium model
formulated with five one-dimensional conservation equations of two-phase flow. The
conservation equations are the following:
1.

Conservation of liquid mass
dMe = Y; (1-Xi) Wi + Wcond

(4.2.1)

dt

2.

Conservation of mixture mass
dM= z W
dt
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3.

Conservation of mixture energy
- = l Wi hi + Q
dt

4.

(4.2.3)

Conservation of steam total enthalpy
dlid =
dt
-

E X;

W1 hsm~ + Qst

Wcond hstm

+ Wcond~vap (hstm - hg)
+ Wcond,sf (hsun - hf)
+ Wcond, all (hstn - hf)

(4.2.4)

The summations in the above four equations are over all momentum and nonmomentum paths connected to each given node.
5.

Conservation of mixture momentum
1 (-)
144g A

-=

(P

OTvjlvI

Pd>.Kf

28 8

dt

- Kg 2

p
2 + P elv + AP pump
288 pg A2
pn

The nomenclature is as follows:
A

= flowpath area

E

= total internal energy

g

= gravity

hg

= saturated steam enthalpy

hf

= saturated liquid enthalpy

hi

= path mixture enthalpy
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peg A

(4.2.5)

hst.

= steam enthalpy

hstmi

= path steam enthalpy

H,

= total steam enthalpy

Kf

= Reynolds number dependent friction k-factor for
turbulent flow(4.1)

Kg

= geometric k-factor

(LA)

= path average length over area

M

= mixture mass

Me

= liquid mass

P,

= upstream nodal pressure

Pd

= downstream nodal pressure

Q

= total heat rate

Qstm

= heat rate to steam region

t

= time

W;

= path flowrate

Wcond

= total condensation rate (with negative component for
boiling)

Wcondvap

=

vaporization rate (negative)

Wond wall

=

condensation rate on wall

Wcondsur

= condensation

xi

= flowpath quality

rate on liquid surface

= two-phase frictional multiplier (Thorn & Martinelli-Nelson(4.2) (4.3))

p

= flowpath density

Pc

= flowpath liquid density

APelev

= elevation

APpup

= pump delta pressure

pressure drop

The mixture momentum equation is used for all momentum paths in the node-flowpath
system representation, including the vessel internal paths, loops paths, and surge line.
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The total heat rate Q includes:
i.

Wall heat (all nodes)

ii.

Pump heat (nodes downstream of pump paths)

iii.

Core heat transfer to coolant (core node)

iv.

Steam generator heat transfer (steam generator nodes)

v.

Pressurizer heaters heat transfer to coolant (pressurizer node)

vi.

Control Element Assembly (CEA) node to core node heat transfer (CEA
node and core node).

vii.

Upper plenum (core node) to upper head node heat transfer.

The above equations are obtained by means of standard integration procedures of the
4 (4 5 )
multidimensional conservation of mass, energy and momentum equations.(4A)

and

(4.6)

In addition, for convenience

during the integration procedure, an additional

conservation equation (Conservation of steam mass M,)
dMIdt = X-Xi Wi - Wcond
is integrated. The code will use the pairs Me, M or M, Ms, depending on the nonequilibrium conditions, in the calculation of the nodal conditions (pressure and liquid
and steam enthalpy).
The above thermal-hydraulic model represents single-phase liquid and steam (node
solid, node empty), or two-phase conditions in every component of the system (vessel,
loops, and pressurizer). The non-equilibrium formulation represents the coexistence of
liquid and steam at different temperatures in every part of the system. Single-phase
and two-phase flow conditions are simulated in every path of the system for all flow
conditions (forced flow, asymmetric flow, density difference natural circulation,
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interruption of natural circulation, etc). Other features of the RCS thermal-hydraulic
model, i.e., phase separation, conservation equations for solutes and non-condensibles,
are described in other sections.
Although the above formulation assumes that only two phases can coexist within a
node at any given time, this assumption is used only for the calculation ofI

I
4.3

Integration of the Conservation Equations
4.3.1

The IntegrationMethod

The integration of the conservation equations is an implicit one step method. The
implicit one step method is defined by backwards differentiation of the linearized
conservation equations. That is, let the conservation equations be written in vector
form as
dY = f(Y)
dt
Linearization of this equation gives
-

dt

= f(Yo) + f '(Yo) (Y-Yo)

where f '(Yo) is the Jacobian of the function f(Y) evaluated at Yo.
discretization yields
AY = f(yo) + f '(Yo) AY
At
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Backwards

where At denotes the base time step for linearization. This expression can be written in
matrix form as
(4.3.1)

(I - At f '(Yo)) AY = At f(Yo).

4.3.2

The Linearized ConservationEquations

Implementation of the integration procedure Equation (4.3.1) requires definition of the
linearized discretized conservation equations. They are the following (using the base
time step for linearization):
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The nomenclature for the discretized equations is the same described in Section 4.2,
with the following additions:
A :

Increment of the corresponding variable; e.g., AW for flow increment, etc.
partial derivative of the corresponding variables. E.g.,

-P

aMe

is the partial

derivative of pressure with respect to the liquid mass.
The system of Equations (4.3.1) is solved using the procedure described in Reference
4.7.

That is, The above linear system of equations is first reduced in size by

substitution of the changes in mass and energy (Equations (4.3.2)-(4.3.5)) in the
discretized momentum equations, (4.3.6). This yields a linear system of equations for
the changes in mass flow, whose coefficient matrix is a block type matrix like the one
described in Reference 4.7.

This system of equations is solved using the block

inversion technique described in Reference 4.7. The solution is completed by solving
for the mass and energy changes from the corresponding equations, (4.3.2)-(4.3.5).
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4.4

Determination of Node State Variables
Integration of the conservation equations yields the following nodal variables:
1. Mixture mass (M) and mixture energy (U) for equilibrium states.
(NON-EQ.STATE=O)
2. Mixture mass (M), liquid mass (Me), and mixture energy (U), for the subcooled
water-saturated steam non-equilibrium condition. (NON_-EQ.STATE=1)
3.

Mixture mass (M), steam mass (Mgm), and mixture energy (U), for the saturated
water-superheated steam non-equilibrium condition. (NON._EQSTATE=2)

4. Mixture mass (M), liquid mass (M,), mixture energy (U), and total steam enthalpy
(Hstm),

for the subcooled water-superheated steam non-equilibrium state.

(NON-EQSTATE=3)
The above state variables are calculated for every node in the system. The code then
determines the node thermal-hydraulic state (pressure, enthalpy, equilibrium, nonequilibrium) from the node state variables and equations of state (i.e., single-phase
liquid, single-phase steam, two-phase equilibrium, two-phase non-equilibrium).
In order to determine the thermal state of a node, the code predicts, prior to integration
and using the present state of the system and external fluid/heat sources or sinks, the
anticipated thermal equilibrium/non-equilibrium state. If the node is single-phase, the
predicted thermal state is equilibrium. If the node is two-phase, the predicted thermal
state is determined by the user control flag NE_CANDIDATE(node) (non-equilibrium
state to be used). After integration, the code determines the thermal state of the node
using the predicted non-equilibrium state. If a consistent thermal state cannot be found
with the predicted non-equilibrium

state,

the node

switches

to the non-

equilibrium/equilibrium state that yields a consistent state. The following possible
thermal-hydraulic states are considered:
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4.4.1

Calculation of the PressureandMixture Enthalpy for Thermal Equilibrium
Conditions (Single-phase liquid, single-phasesteam, and saturated
equilibrium two-phase).

Given the mixture mass (M), mixture energy (E) and total volume (Vol), the node
pressure (P) and mixture enthalpy (h) satisfy the following system of equations:

h= E + k Vol P/M
M

(4.4.1)

VoIIM

(4.4.2)

=

v(Ph)

where k = 144/777.98 (change of units constant) and v(P,h) is the specific volume
equation of state. Solution of this system of equations using a Newton iterative
solution yields P and h.
That is, substitution of Equation (4.4.1) in (4.4.2) yields
f(P) = 0
where
f(P)= Vol -v (P, E +kVol P ).
M
M
M
This equation is then solved using the standard Newton iterative procedure in one
variable,
pi'I pi = - f (P)/f ' (Pi)-
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4.4.2

Calculation of the Pressureand Liquid Enthalpvy, for Subcooled WaterSaturatedSteam Non-Equilibrium Conditions

Given the mixture mass (M), liquid mass (Me), mixture energy (E), and total volume
(Vol), the pressure (P) and liquid enthalpy (he) satisfy the following system of
equations:
Me h, + (M - Me) hg(P) = E + k Vol P

(4.4.3)

Vol = Me v(P,h,) + (M - Me) Vg(P)

(4.4.4)

where
hg

= saturated steam enthalpy

v.

= saturated steam specific volume

v(P,h,) = specific volume equation of state.
Solution of this system of equations using a Newton iterative procedure yields P and he.
That is, the system of Equations (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) is rewritten in the form,
ft (P,he) = 0

f2 (P,he) = 0.
This nonlinear system of equations is solved using the Newton iterative procedure

A AP
All,
A2

=_ f, (P,h,)

(Ph),)

where A is the 2 x 2 Jacobian matrix of the functions fl, f2. (This is the standard
Newton iterative method in several variables).
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4.4.3

Calculation of the Pressureand Steam Enthalpvy for Saturated WaterSuperheated Steam Non-Equilibrium Conditions

Given the mixture mass (M), steam mass (Ms,), mixture energy (E), and node volume
(Vol), the node pressure (P) and steam enthalpy (h~u,) satisfy the following system of
equations:
(M - Ms,m) hf (P) + Mstm hstm = E + k Vol P

(4.4.5)

Vol = (M - Mgtm) Vf (P) + Mstm v(Phstm)

(4.4.6)

where
hf (P)

= saturated liquid enthalpy

Vf (P)

= saturated liquid specific volume

v(Phstm)

= specific volume equation of state.

Solution of this system of equations using a Newton iterative procedure yields P and
hstm,

That is, the system of Equations (4.4.5) and (4.4.6) is rewritten in the form,
fi (P,hstm) = 0

f2 (Ph.tm) = 0.
This nonlinear system of equations is solved using the Newton iterative procedure

A AP

=

Aisth2M

fA, (P,,l,.)
f 2 (P, ma

fn)

where A is the 2 x 2 Jacobian matrix of the functions f1 , fz.
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Calculationof the Pressure,Liquid Enthalpvy and Steam Enthalpy for
Subcooled Water-SuperheatedSteam Non-Equilibrium Conditions

4.4.4

Given the liquid mass (Me), total mass (M), mixture energy (E), total steam enthalpy
(Hst,), and nodal volume (Vol), the pressure (P), liquid enthalpy (he), and the steam
enthalpy (h,,m) satisfy the following system of equations:

L

_Me he+ (M - Me) hstm= E + k Vol P

(4.4.7)

Vol = Me v(Ph,) + (M - Me) v(P,hgo,

(4.4.8)

hstm = H.,J(M-Me)

(4.4.9)

where v(P,h) is the specific volume equation of state.
Solution of this system of equations using a Newton iterative procedure yields P, he,

and hgtm.

L
L

That is, Equation (4.4.9) yields hstm.

Then Equations (4.4.7) and (4.4.8) can be

rewritten in the form

f1 (Phe) = 0

f2 (Phe) = O.
This nonlinear system of equations is solved using the Newton iterative procedure.

A

API

AL

ft(Phe)
-

Af
2 (PI, )

where A is the 2 x 2 Jacobian matrix of the functions ft, fz,

L
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4.5

Calculation of the Derivatives for Integration of the Conservation Equations
Integration of the conservation equations requires values for DP/DM, DPIDM,, DP/aMstm,
aP/DE, and aP/aHst, where

iI:

L

P

= pressure

M

= mixture mass

Me

= liquid mass

Mstm

= steam mass

E

= mixture energy

Hstm

= steam total enthalpy.

6-

(See the linearized equations in Section 4.3.)
The derivatives are calculated as in the following sections.

L
t

L
I:
L-

I .I

I
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4.5.1

EquilibriumState

Equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) can be written in the form
Vol'M - v (P,.+ k Vol P/M) = 0
M
Assuming
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4.5.2

Subcooled Water - Saturated Steam Non-equilibrium State

Substitution of he from Equation (4.4.3) into Equation (4.4.4), and assuming
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4.5.3

SaturatedWater - Superheated Steamt Non-equilibrium State

Substitution of hbu from Equation (4.4.5) into Equation (4.4.6), and assuming
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4.5.4

Subcooled Water-SuperheatedSteam Non-equilibrium State

Substitution of he and ht, from Equations (4.4.7) and (4.4.9) into Equation (4.4.8), and
assuming that
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4.6

Steam Condensation
The steam condensation,

Wcond,

between the liquid and steam regions in a node is

calculated as follows:

Wcond = Wcondsurf + Wcondinj + Wcond,bub + Wcondvap + Wcondwall

(4.6.1)

where
Wcond~surf

= Condensation on the liquid surface of a stratified node,

Wcondini

= condensation on the injected subcooled water falling through steam,

Wcond,bub

= condensation of bubbles injected or produced in the liquid,

Wcondvap

= vaporization of liquid due to heat sources and flashing,

Wcond wal

= steam condensation on wall.

4.6.1

Condensation on Injected Liquid: PressurizerSpray

Condensation on the pressurizer spray is of the form

Wcondinij = 11 Wspray (hf - hspray)/hfg

where
lif

= liquid enthalpy

hfg

= evaporation heat

*11

= efficiency (function of pressurizer pressure and level)

Wspray

= spray flow
= spray enthalpy.
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The spray efficiency (Tl) is the product of the following terms:

4.6.2

Condensationon Iniected LiMuid: Other Than PressurizerSprav

For liquid entering a node from any internal or external flowpath other than the
pressurizer spray, condensation on the injected fluid is of the form

Wcond, inj =

h A (Tstm, node - Tiiq, path) / hfg
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where
h

= interphase heat transfer coefficient

A

= interfacial heat transfer area

Tstm, node =

temperature of steam in the node

Tliqpath

= temperature

of liquid delivered by the flowpath

hrg

= latent heat of vaporization.

In the presence of non-condensible gases, the node steam temperature in the above
formulation is evaluated at the steam's partial pressure.
The heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the following correlation for[

where
k = liquid conductivity
r droplet radius.
The interfacial heat transfer area for the injected fluid is calculated assuming droplet
flow with spherical droplets with radius r, equal tc[
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where
Vol = volume of the injected column of water
W

= mass flowrate

tfall

= time for the drops to fall

a

= void fraction

p

= fluid density.
Condensationof Bubbles

4.6.3

Bubbles of steam may be dispersed within a node's liquid phase. The bubbles appear
due to flashing, boiling or convection into the node's liquid phase via connecting
flowpaths. Also, when the node is in a homogeneous state (Section 4.8.6), the entire
steam inventory of the node is represented as bubbles. When the liquid is subcooled,
the bubbles condense as follows:
Wcond, bub =

h A (Tsat - Tiq) hg.

The heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the following correlation for[

where
VD

=

bubble relative velocity = (g rb) %

k

=

liquid conductivity

Pc
Cp

=

=

liquid density
liquid specific heat

rb

=

bubble radius = 2(Y/gpp)A

(Ref.4.16)
- Tsat) lbmlsec 2

G

=

surface tension = g, * 8.333x 1IO (700

g

=

gravitational constant = 32.17 ft/sec2 .

g

=

conversion factor = 32.17 lbm ft / lbf sec 2
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(Ref. 4.16)

The interfacial transfer area is the surface area for the mass of bubbles

(MB)

dispersed

in the liquid, assuming spherical bubbles with radius rb.
A = 3 MB/ (pStm rb).
4.6.4

Condensation on Liquid Surface

The condensation on the liquid surface is of the form
Wcond surf = h A (Tsat-Tiiq. surf) I hfg .
The terms of the above formulation are:
h

= Heat transfer coefficient, which is one of two constants for each node:
* XFERSURF_PON(node) when the pumps are running,
* XFERSURF_POFF(node), when the pumps are off.

A

= Surface area at the liquid-steam interface, determined as one of:
* Circle chord area times pipe length, for the horizontal cylindricalpipe nodes (NGEOM(node) = 1) when the pumps are off:
A = 8 Vol

JirDD

B

y
AD)

* The node area, NODEAREA(node), otherwise.
Tsat = Saturation temperature of steam. In the presence of non-condensible
gases, it is evaluated at the steam's partial pressure.
Tliq, surf = Liquid temperature at the surface.
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4.6.5

Condensationon Walls

Condensation on walls is calculated for the pressurizer only. It is equal to

Wcondwall

= h A T(P) - (Tsat - T.,

st)

Condensation occurs if Twall, stm < Tsat. Otherwise the condensation on the walls is zero.
4.6.6

Vaporization

The process of vaporization change-of-phase includes the effects of flashing due to
depressurization and boiling due to heat sources. That is,

Wcondvap = - (Wiash + WboiI)

The rates of flashing and boiling are calculated from the expressions:
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Walsih

=-Mf-dhf/dtI/hfg > 0

Wboil

= Qe / hfg

>0

where
Mf = saturated liquid mass
QC = rate of heat addition to the liquid region from walls, heaters, fuel rods,
pumps, etc.
The following special cases are considered:
a.

Pressurizer.

[
]

b.

Inner Vessel.

[

I
c.

All Other Nodes.

[

]
d.

Ecuilibrium Condensation Rate.

[

]
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4.6.7

Condensationin thle Presenceof Non-Condensible Gases

The presence of non-condensible gases in the gas/steam space affects condensation
rates by
(a) decreasing the partial pressure of the steam and its saturation temperature, and
(b) reducing the condensation efficiency.
The condensation model accounts for the temperature effect by using the steam
temperature or steam saturation temperature at the partial pressure, where necessary, as
discussed above for the Wcond,inj , Wcondsurf and Wcond.wall terms of Equation (4.6.1).
The model accounts for the efficiency degradation due to non-condensibles by
employing the following condensation efficiency term,
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4.7

Critical Flow Calculation
Critical (choked) flow for two-phase and subcooled liquid conditions is calculated
using one of two correlations, selected by the user via the flag RCS_CRITMODEL.
They are the homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) correlation( 4 9 ) and the HenryFauske (H-F) correlation(4 10).

Choked flow of saturated or superheated steam is

determined from the Murdock and Bauman function (411o. When the throat pressure
calculated from the correlation is less than the downstream pressure, a standard orifice
equation is used.
The HEM and H-F tables are given in Appendix B.

The Murdock and Bauman

function is
W = (42.77 A) (P/v)"
where
W = steam flowrate (Ibm/sec)
A = area (ft2 )
P = upstream pressure (psia)
v = steam specific volume (ft3 /Ibm)
The model employs the critical flow calculation in the following two ways;
* For leak paths and relief/vent valves, the flowrate is determined as above if the
flow is choked, using the leak/valve area.
* Choked conditions are optionally (option flag RCS_CR1T_FLOWLCHECK)
checked for all momentum governed flowpaths. The critical flow value is used if
the momentum solution's mass flowrate exceeds the choked flow value.
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4.8

Mixture Level Model
The height of a node's liquid inventory or two-phase mixture directly affects the flow
properties (esp. flow quality) in the flowpaths that exit from the node, thereby affecting
the conditions in neighboring nodes. The RCS model determines the mixture height
dynamically, based on the node's geometry, mass inventories of the phases, the
distribution and disengagement of bubbles in the liquid phase, and the possible
presence and extent of a subcooled region.

Subsections 4.8.1-4.8.5 discuss these

parameters, followed by a discussion of the mixture height calculation in Subsection
4.8.6.
Node Geoinetry

4.8.1

For the calculation of the mixture level, each node is represented with one of the
following three models:
-

Lumped cylindrical node (vertical)

-

Lumped cylindrical node (horizontal)

-

Sectionalized node,

-

Lumped segmented node.

The lumped cylindrical node is a horizontal or vertical right cylinder representation,
which assumes a uniform node area and a uniform distribution of the bubbles in the
liquid phase (Figure 4.3). It is used fo[

The sectionalized node representation models the node using piecewise uniform
cylindrical sections. It represents the axial variation of temperature and void fraction
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(bubble distribution) within the node (Figure 4.4). It is used fo[

The lumped segmented node representation assumes a piecewise uniform cylindrical
cross-sectional area and a uniform distribution of bubbles in the liquid jhase (Figure
4.5). It is used fol[

4.8.2

Steam Dispersedin the Liquid Phase (Bubble Mass)

Integration of the conservation equations (Section 4.3) yields the mass and energy of
liquid and steam for each node. The mixture level model calculates for each node the
mass of dispersed bubbles and the level of the two-phase mixture.

The mass of

bubbles is calculated by discretizing the following equation for the conservation of
steam dispersed in a liquid phase (4.14):
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The discretized equation for Equation (4.8.1) is

Equation (4.8.2) is applied for all node conditions. For solid conditions (single phase
liquid), the bubble mass (MB) and steam mass (Mst) are both equal to zero.
4.8.3

Distributionand Release of Bubbles in Lumped Nodes

The bubble release rate W,,,, and the steam bubble distribution are calculated for each
node using either the model for the lumped nodes or the model for the sectionalized
core node.
The lumped node model is used for both the lumped cylindrical nodes and lumped
segmented nodes, that is, for all primary nodes except the core node. The model
assumes a uniform distribution of bubbles in the liquid phase (Figures 4.3 and 4.5), and
calculates the bubble release rate from the following equation (414):
WrIC = VD pg A a / (1-a)

(4.8.3)

where
VD

= drift velocity, give by a correlation of a fit of experimental data(4.1 4A)

P

=

pg

= saturated steam density

A

=area

a

= mixture void fraction.

pressure
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Equation (4.8.3) was obtained directly from a drift flux formulation of liquid and steam
fluxes, by setting the liquid flux at the surface is zero. That is,
VD=jg(l-a)/aajf/(l -a)
where
jf=Wf/(pfA)
jg= Wg / (pg A)Setting[

]

Equation (4.8.3) follows. With the calculated We, the nodal bubble

mass is updated by Equation (4.8.2).
If the annulus is represented by a single node, then the bubble release rate for the
annulus node is calculated from the equation

[
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4.8.4

Distributionand Release of Bubbles in Sectionalized Nodes

The sectionalized node model is used for[

A quasi-steady calculation of the average void fraction and bubble release rate for each
subsection is calculated from a drift flux model formulation.
The liquid flow and steam flow at the top of each section are calculated as follows
Wo = WgjX l + Q
WUj = Wfi.I - Q

where
Wgji

= steam flow at top of section i

Wfj

=

Qj

= total steam production rate for section i.

liquid flow at top of section i

The liquid and steam mass flow at the bottom of section 1 are obtained from the
conditions of the path entering the[

]

The void fraction[

]solving the drift

flux equation.
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------- _.

I

L

(4.8.4)

where
= saturated steam density

Lf
Pt

P

= saturated liquid density

I

= pressure, psia.

The bubble mass for

I is calculated from the equation

I
where

The above summation over the two-phase region is done starting at the saturation line,
which marks the top of the subcooled layer (Section 4.8.5), and ending at the top of the
two-phase mixture.
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dMrete = X Uo Atop Pg

4.8.5

aos
M..

2

)-3ao

Hleilht of Subcooled Laver in the Core

The top of the subcooled liquid layer is the saturation line, the vertical location at
which liquid in the core node reaches the saturated liquid state. The coolant is
subcooled below the saturation line, and is saturated two-phase above it. The height of
the saturation line is calculated by explicit integration of the differential equation,
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4.8.6

Calculationof the Mixture Level

The mixture height in each node depends on the current heterogeneous / homogeneous
status of the node.
* In a node that is heterogeneous, the liquid and steam/gas phases are separated,
except for the dispersed bubbles which disengage at a calculated rate (Sections
4.8.2, 4.8.3 and 4.8.4). In order to determine the mixture height, the volume of the
two-phase mixture is obtained by summing the liquid phase volume (MCvC) and the
bubble phase volume

(MBVg).

The mixture height is then obtained directly by

geometric analysis for variable-area sectionalized nodes (core node), lumped
vertically segmented nodes (pressurizer and annulus/lower plenum nodes) and
lumped cylindrical nodes.
* In a node that is homogeneous, the liquid, steam and gas phases are dispersed as a
uniform mixture throughout the extent of the node. Hence, the mixture height
equals the geometric height of the node.
CENTS dynamically selects one of these two conditions in each node at each
calculational time step, based on the following logic.
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I

4.9

Flowpath Properties
4.9.1

Thermodynamic Path Properties

Calculation of the flowpath parameters includes calculation of:
- path quality (x)
- path mixture enthalpy (h)
- path liquid enthalpy (he)
- path steam enthalpy (h,)
- path mixture specific volume (v)
- path temperature (IT).
To support the calculation of these flowpath properties, the model treats each
flowpath's junction(s) to its connecting node(s) as having cross-sections that are of one
of four types:
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All non-momentum flowpaths are assumed by CENTS to have I

]connection. For

momentum flowpaths, the connection types are pre-determined through input,

P_GEOM(path).

[

The path properties are calculated based on the local fluid conditions in the upstream
node, at the location of the connection. These upstream conditions may be (a) singlephase, (b) two-phase mixture that completely covers the path connection or (c) liquid
or two-phase mixture that covers the path only partially.

(The two-phase mixture

consists of the liquid and dispersed bubbles, not the free steam.)
scenarios, the path properties are calculated as follows:
Upstream Fluid is Single-Phase.

I

Path Is Fully Covered by a Two-Phase Mixture (Figure 4.6).

[

I
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For these three

]

The remaining

properties follow directly:
h = (I-x)h,+xh,
v = (l-x) V w+
xv,

Path Is Partially Covered by Liquid or a Two-Phase Mixture (Figure 4.7). The path
quality is calculated by means of an empirical slip (Von Glahn) correlation
accounts for slip between the phases.

(4.12)

[

]

The remaining path properties

(mixture enthalpy and mixture specific volume) are calculated as described above.
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In order to prevent large changes in path properties which can produce instabilities,
phase are

I[I
implemented.
4.9.2

Free-Steam Fractionat Steam Inlet/Outlet

This model calculates the amount of steam that enters or leaves a node's free-steam
space through the connected flowpaths. This information is needed in Equation (4.8.1)
to calculate the bubble mass in each node.
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4.10

Wall Heat
The RCS wall heat model represents the walls of the system using a lumped node
representation for the walls in each thermal-hydraulic node. The wall temperature is
calculated by solving an integrated heat conduction equation for each wall. The walls
are dynamically coupled to the RCS and containment conditions by means of heat
transfer coefficients on the RCS and containment sides, respectively. The heat capacity
of the walls is included in the formulation. This model is used to simulate the dynamic
response of the RCS walls (wall temperature and heat transfer to the RCS coolant and
to the containment) during all plant conditions, including heatups and cooldowns.
Lumped Node Wall heat

4.10.1

A lumped wall with heat capacity MCp is assigned to each node,[
I

The average wall temperature is

T,,,,. The wall is assumed to extend from the bottom to the top of each node. Level
dependent wall heat transfer to the separated liquid and steam phases is calculated as
follows:

Qwaniliq = hjiqAiiq (Ta,1 - Tjiq) - hbotAbot (Twal - Thiq)
-

Qwallstm =

-

hstmAstm (Twaii

-

Tstam

where

Qwa2,11iq

= wall heat transfer rate from liquid phase,

Qwall,,tm

= wall heat transfer rate from steam phase,

hbot

= heat transfer coefficient for bottom-liquid interface,

hliq

= heat transfer coefficient for wall-liquid interface,
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hstm

= heat transfer coefficient for wall-steam interface,

Aliq

= wall-liquid contact area,

Ag.m

= wall-steam contact area,

Abot

= node cross-sectional area (bottom),

Tliq

= liquid temperature,

TS=m

= steam temperature.

The wall to containment heat transfer is calculated as follows:

Qwallxcont = licont Acont (Twai1 - TnOt)

where
Qwaicont

= wall heat transfer rate to the containment,

liont

= heat transfer coefficient for wall-containment surface

Acont

= wall-containment contact area,

TCont

= containment temperature.

The wall temperature is integrated by explicit integration of the conservation equation

MCp dTdajI = Qwa1,fiq + Qwaii,stm -Qwallcont.
dt

(4.10.1)

The user input heat transfer coefficients are:

-

hfiqA

for heat transfer to the liquid phase, N_HEAT_XFERLIQ(node)

-

hstmA for heat transfer to the steam phase, N_HEAT_XFER_STM(node)

- h~ontA for heat transfer to the containment, N_HEAT_XFER_CONT(node)
- hwt

for heat transfer to liquid at the node bottom, NHEAT_XFERBOT(node).
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The area A above is the total wall surface area. The input values for the overall heat
transfer coefficients are calculated by the user by the expression

h=
1
h~urf

1
+

1
JC 1 ~(A r ~2

where
h,.f = surface heat transfer coefficient
k

= wall conductivity

Ar

= wall thickness.
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4.11

Reactor Coolant Pumps
This section includes a description of models for the reactor coolant pump (RCP)
thermal-hydraulic calculations and the RCP shaft speed calculations.
4.11.1

RCP Thermal-HIydraulicCalculations

The reactor coolant pump hydraulic calculations include calculations for the hydraulic
torque, pump head, and pump heat. The RCP hydraulic torque and pump head are
calculated from user supplied two-phase pump homologous curves.

(The default

curves are from the Semiscale 1-1/2 loop system(413)).
RCP Hydraulic Torque

The hydraulic torque is calculated from the following

expression:

Thyd

=

((
(_V

if v/a<1
P

)

T4(ppr
2Tr(p/p')

)V

if v/aŽ1

where
Thyd

Tr
a
Ct)

ea

= hydraulic torque
= rated hydraulic torque
= (0/O

= Pump speed
= Rated pump speed

C;2)

= torque ratio

(BA_ tables in database)

QT2 )

= torque ratio

(1V._ tables in database)

= Q/Qr
Q

= volumetric mass flowrate
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QI

= rated volumetric mass flowrate

P
Pr

= density
= rated density
Thyd1 P

j3

TrIPr

Pump Head The pump head is calculated using difference homologous curves from the
following expressions:

(h '
H=

r {2(a

(a

mh

v2H,{()_

(h)

if I|va 1•1.0
J)

}

if I via 1J>.0

where
v and a are as defined above
H

= pump head

Hr

= rated pump head
= degradation multiplier
= HIH,

mh

h

(a2 )

(h

)

'

(V-2)

(

=

pump head ratios (HA. and HV_ Tables in data base)

= two-phase pump head ratios, (HA.ANC and HV_ANC
Tables in data base).

Pump Heat The pump heat is calculated from the equation
Qpurnp = k * co * (Tejec - Tfnj)/ 777.98
where
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Qpump

= pump heat rate, Btu/sec

0)

= angular speed of pump, rad/sec

Telec

= electric torque, ft-lbf (Section 4.11.2)

Thnc

= friction and windage torque, ft-lbf (Section 4.11.2)

k

=

4.11.2

fractional efficiency term (RCPHEAT_MULT).

RCP Shaft Speed Calculations

The pump speed is calculated by solving the conservation of angular momentum
equation

I

dt

(4.11.1)

(Telec - Tfic - Thyd)g

=

where
I

= pump inertia

g

= gravity constant.

Tetec

= electric torque = Tecate * [Vol ) K(slip)

Tfnic

=

friction and windage torque = kfw CO 1A

k;fw

=

friction and windage torque constant (WINDTORQMULT)

Thyd

=

hydraulic torque (Section 4.11.1)

(4.11.2)

Teiecate = rated electric torque
Vol

= voltage

Volte = rated voltage
K(slip) = electric torque multiplier (function of slip:
Table in database: TORQTAB vs. SLIPI1TAB)
slip

= 1-

(4.11.3)

CO /4psynch
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(Wsynch

= 4 ir freq / N (synchronous speed)

freq

= frequency

N

= number of poles.

For low pump speeds, the friction and windage torque is set equal to a constant larger
frictional torque, to simulate engaging of the pumps anti-reverse device.

The above pump speed model provides a dynamic representation of the pump speed for
all conditions during normal and abnormal operation, including startups, coastdowns,
forward and reverse pump flow, RCP malfunctions (like locked rotor and sheared
shaft), etc.
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The pump speed equation is integrated by linearization and backwards differentiation
of the pump speed equation.
That is, Equation (4.11.1) is written in the form
I A

= (Telc + dTe'"' AX -

At

TMdc - Thyd)

g.

do)

Similarly for Equations (4.11.4) and (4.11.5).

The derivative dTelect is obtained from Equations (4.11.2) and (4.11.3), and the
do.
electric torque multiplier (function of slip table) described above to obtain

dTeaect = Teic rte * (__Vol

* dK(slip) *

do)Vlr~

dslip

-1
0

' *ynz

The nomenclature for this equation is as described at the beginning of this section. The
derivative dK(slip)/dslip is obtained from the K(slip) table.

4.12

Non-Condensibles Transport Model
4.12.1

Model Overview and Assumptions

CENTS tracks non-condensible gases as they enter and exit each node via the
momentum flowpaths that connect the node to its neighbors, and via the external nonmomentum flowpaths that connect the node to the interfacing systems (e.g., nitrogen
supply system, safety injection system, vents to containment and to the quench tank).
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In addition, an exchange of gases takes place at the liquid/gas interface as the gases
dissolve or separate. Non-condensible hydrogen may also be formed in the core due to
the zirconium-water reaction.
The model tracks the non-condensible gases in each node by solving the conservation
of mass equation separately for each species of gas. The following are highlights of
the model and its assumptions.
* Tracking of non-condensible gases is performed separately for each node and for
each momentum and non-momentum flowpath of the system.
* Transport modeling is done individually for each species of gas.
Different gases may be modeled simultaneously. The Uses may be of any species,
identified in the database by their molecular weights.

L

* The gases are modeled both in solution within the liquid phase, and as separated
gases in the node's free steam/gas space.
* Separated gases are assumed to be homogeneously mixed with each other and with
any steam, in the node's free steam/gas space.
* Node-to-node gas flow is determined on the basis[

* Gas that enters the RCS from interfacing auxiliary systems is assumed to be at the
containment temperature.
Several mechanisms exist for separated gas to enter or leave a node.
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[

4.12.2

Gas Transport

This and the following subsections describe the transport model for separated noncondensible gases. The exchange mechanism between separated and dissolved gas is
also described here.

[

The mass of each gas species in each node obeys the conservation equation

dMGt

WGk

dt

(4.12.1)

$Sik&
sources

where,
MG,k =

Mass of gas species k (MASSNONC_SEP).

WG.k = Rate at which gas species k enters (or leaves) the free steam/gas space
of the node due to any one of the available mechanisms.
E

= Summation over all available sources and sinks.

The possible source/sink mechanisms for gas transport are described below.
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4.12.3

PartialPressuresof Gases and Steam

When non-condensible gases are present, the total pressure is the sum of the partial
pressures of the gases and steam.

The gas temperature is assumed to equal the

temperature of the steam. The partial pressure of each gas species is found using the
ideal gas law:

MGk( T + 459.7)
144

Wee

where
P G,k

=

partial pressure of gas species k (PPRES_NONG)

MGk

=

Mass of gas species k (MASSNONCSEP)
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T

Temperature of the steam space, or temperature of the liquid if no

=

steam is present; 'F (TEMP._NONC)
mGk

=

Molecular weight of gas species k (NONC_MW)

9

=

Universal gas constant = 1545.33 ft-lbf / Ibmole-0 R

Vfr

=

Free steam/gas volume of the node (PVOL_NONCTOT).

The total gas pressure in the node (PPRES_NONCTOT) is then:
P~T

4.13

E

PGk

Pressurizer Heater Temperature
The pressurizer heater temperature for each bank of heaters is obtained by solving the
heat conduction equation
MCP d = Q - hA (T - Tcol)
where
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T
MCP
hA

= heater temperature
= total heat capacity
= overall heat transfer

TC.I

= coolant temperature

Q

= Vol 2 AdmitHW,/1054.87 (Heater heat generation)

Vol

= voltage

Admit~let
Reshnt

= I/Reshmt (admittance)
= heaters resistance.

The above equation is solved analytically.
4.14

Flow Calculation of RCS Subsystems
4.14.1

Main Spray System

A typical main spray network is shown in Figure 4.8. The network consists of a spray
delivery line to the pressurizer, two bleed lines that take flow from the cold legs, main
control valves in the bleed lines, and bypass valves (for the minimum, continuous
The flow in the bleed lines, Wbled.1 and Wbleed2 (PJI;LOWBLEED), is

flow).

calculated by solving steady state[

where
W

= mass flowrate

P., Pd

= upstream and downstream pressure

k

= adjustable constant (PRZRSPRAYMULT)

p

= density

A

= path area, determined by the main control valves and bypass valves

APhead

=

g

= gravity.

elevation head
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The flowrate (PFLOW_-SPRAY) and enthalpy (PIENTHSPRAY) of the spray
delivered to the pressurizer are:

4.14.2

PressurizerRelief System

A typical pressurizer relief system is represented with a valve network like the one
shown in Figure 4.9.

The mass flowrate is calculated using the choked flow

correlations (Section 4.7), accounting for the flow-related pressure drops between the
pressurizer and the valve choke plane and between the valve and the tank. The total
leak area is the sum of the path areas connected in parallel, as determined by the relief
valve positions.
4.14.3

Vessel Unper Head Vent Subsystem

A typical vessel upper head vent system is represented with the valve network shown
in Figure 4.10.

The leak flowrate is calculated with the choked flow correlation

(Section 4.7) using the corresponding valve areas.

The leak flow multiplier is

RTRVVENTMULT.
4.14.4

Vessel O-Rin? Seals Subsystem

In a transient in which the pressure rises above supercritical conditions, leakage will
occur around the upper head O-rings. An example of such a transient is a total loss of
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feedwater without reactor trip - one type of anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS).
The O-ring seal leakage area for such a transient is:

where
Area = O-ring seal leakage area
= minimum head seal leakage area
= maximum head seal leakage area
Pmn

= pressure at which head seal leakage starts

Plmax

= pressure for head seal leakage maximum area.

Variable names corresponding to the above quantities appear in Tables 7.21 and 7.22.

4.15

Calculation of Solute Concentrations
The RCS model tracks solutes as they enter and exit each node via the internal
(momentum) flowpaths that connect the node to its neighbors, and via the external
(non-momentum) flowpaths that connect the node to the interfacing systems (e.g.,
charging, safety injection). In addition, gases dissolve or separate at the liquid/gas
interface.
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The model tracks the solutes in each node by solving the conservation of mass equation
separately for each species. The following are highlights of the model.
Tracking of solutes is performed separately for each node and each internal and
external flowpath.

*

Transport modeling is done individually for each species.

* Different species of solutes may be modeled simultaneously. These include, but

L

are not limited to: boron, fission products (e.g., iodine, cesium, xenon, krypton),
nitrogen-16, and dissolved non-condensible gases. With current dimensioning, the
model supports up to twenty species of solutes.

I--

*

L

Each solute may be soluble in liquid only (e.g., boron), may be carried by steam
only (e.g., xenon), or may appear in both phases (e.g., iodine).

The relative

solubilities in steam/liquid are defined by the database parameters for each species.
* The solutes are assumed to be homogeneously mixed within their carrier phases.
* Node-to-node solute transport is determined on the basis of the mixture momentum
equation of each flowpath.

L

*

The following mechanisms exist for solutes to enter or leave a node:

L
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The mass of each solute species k in each node obeys the following conservation
equation:

d

dt

(MT CO)

=

(Wi
Sisjnk&

Cjk) +Wgen.+Wa

(T

MT
T~

1
I

)

(4.15.1)

soumcesj

where,
Ck

= Concentration of solute k in the node (RCSSCONC_SOLUTE),
based on the total mass of liquid and steam; i.e., Ck = (mass of
solute k) / MT

Cj,

= Concentration of solute k in flowpathj (P._CONQSOLU)

MT

= Total mass of liquid and steam in the node (MASSfTOT)

Wj

= Mass flowrate in flowpath j (P_-FLOW)

Wgenk

=

WgaS

= Rate of dissolution (positive) or separation (negative) of non-

Mass rate of generation of solute k within the node:

condensible gases (Section 4.12.2).
TIILk

= Decay half-life of solute k: HALF_LIFE_SOLUTES(k) for every
species.

In 2

= Natural logarithm of 2.0.

When combined with equation (4.2.2) for the conservation of mixture mass, Equation
(4.15.1) becomes:
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dCk =
MT
dt

i

EWj(C
X
Wks&
E

-

Ck )

+

Wgensk +

Ck

)

sourcesj

L

i

i

L
L

L
I
i I

iI
I I

L
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TlckT/In 2

(4.15.2)

Equation (4.15.4) gives the concentrations in all internal (momentum) flowpaths, and in
external (non-momentum) flowpaths that exit their connecting nodes. For an external
path entering a node, the interfacing system model (or the user) provides the
concentrations.
Section 5.8.2 provides additional specific detail about solutes transport in the RCS, as
part of a larger description of the CENTS dose calculation model. Section 7.2.7
describes the input and output variables for the solutes transport and dose models.

4.16

Quench Tank (Pressure Relief Tank)
The mass and energy in the quench tank are calculated by explicit solution of the
equations

dM
di

W

dM NC

dt

dU =EWH
dt
where
M

= fluid mass

W

= fluid mass flowrates

WNC = non-condensibles mass flowrates

U

= fluid energy
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-a

H

=

fluid enthalpy (sinks and sources).

The sources and sinks for the quench tank are shown in Figure 7.4
i

The quench tank pressure is calculated from[

L

1

ii. ;
6-

I:
6.

] The quench tank level is calculated from geometric formulas for horizontal
circular-cylindrical volumes.
The quench tank solute concentrations (boron, iodine, etc.) are calculated by solving

L

L

concentration equations of the type

d (XM) = 7WiXi
dt

L
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where

4.17

X

= solute concentration

Wi

= flowrate

xi

= flow solute concentration

M

= total water mass in quench tank.

Heat Transfer Between CEA Node and Core Node
The heat transfer between the CEA node and the core node is calculated by the
expression
Q = f hA (TcEA - Tcore)
where
hA

= overall heat transfer coefficient

TcEA = CEA node liquid temperature
Tcore

f

4.18

= Core node liquid temperature

= fraction of contact area covered with liquid.

Geometric Losses for CEA Node Paths
The geometric loss k-factors for the paths entering and leaving the CEA node are a
function of the average control rod position. They are obtained by[

]
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4.19

Outputs to the Instrumentation Models
4.19.1

Instrumentation PressurizerLevel

The pressurizer level indicated by level instrumentation is calculated by unfolding the
pressure difference between the pressurizer and the reference leg using calibrated
conditions for the pressurizer liquid, pressurizer steam, and reference leg densities
(calibrated conditions for hot and cold conditions are used). That is,

Zliqainst

zbot

(4.19.1)

(Pre+caPstm.c)44DP
Pstm.cat
Puqt~ca
-

L

where
Zliq.inst =

pressurizer level indicated by level instrumentation for given calibrated
conditions

L_

DP

LZbot

= head pressure difference between the pressurizer and the reference leg.
= reference leg tap elevation (bottom)

7ref

=

reference leg height

=

liquid density at calibrated conditions

Lliq,caI
L

Pstnical=

steam density at calibrated conditions

Prercal =

reference leg density at calibrated conditions.

For an actual collapsed liquid height, Z7iq, the pressure difference, DP, is calculated as

follows:
DP = (Z

ref(

-e t)

- (Zliq - Zbot) (Pfiq - At-)) /

L
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14 4

(4.19.2)

where the density variables are as described above, with the difference that they are the
actual transient variables.
The liquid density for the reference leg is obtained from the pressurizer pressure and
reference leg temperature. The reference leg temperature Tef is obtained by means of a

The indicated level will deviate from the actual pressurizer collapsed level during a
transient, as conditions differ from the calibration conditions. See Section 6.2.2 for
additional information.

4.20

The Matrix Inversion Routine Constants
For the integration of the RCS thermal-hydraulic equations, the code internally
renumbers the flowpaths in a manner such that the matrix resulting from the
discretization of the conservation equations (Section 4.2) is a block type matrix like the
one shown in Figure 4.11. The only nonzero elements for this matrix occur in the
marked blocks in the matrix i.e., the entry at the ih, jh, position is nonzero only if the
renumbered ith path touches the head or tail of the renumbered jth path.
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The renumbering is done by first selecting the "chains" of paths (i.e. the paths
associated with the loops). Each of the square blocks in Figure 4.11 is a tridiagonal
block associated with a chain of paths. The renumbering is completed by adding to the
list the remaining paths ("non-chain" paths, i.e., paths in the vessel). The method of the
renumbering is documented in Reference 4.7.
This path renumbering is only done internally in the code, invisible to the user or to the
programmer outside the integration routine. This renumbering allows the code to use the
block inversion technique documented in Reference 4.7 for the solution of the system of
conservation equations associated with the RCS thermal-hydraulic model.

4.21

RCS Line Break Models
CENTS simulates the effect of a full or partial break of the following RCS lines:
(a) the letdown line exiting the Regenerative Heat Exchanger (RHX);
(b) a letdown line feeding the RHX from the RCS piping;
(c) a tributary line attached to the RCS piping; or
(d) the RCS main loop piping.
CENTS determines the critical break flow based on the pressure and enthalpy at the
break location. For models (a)-(c), CENTS explicitly calculates frictional losses in the
affected line between the RCS piping and the break.
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4.21.1

Letdown Line Break

Figure 4.12 presents a typical representation of the letdown and charging lines and the
possible break locations. Letdown flow is provided by a dynamic Control System
demanded flowrate. In the absence of a break, CENTS assigns this demanded flow to
the letdown lines, which are represented by non-momentum flowpaths exiting the RCS.
Charging flow is provided by up to three charging pumps, whose operation is
controlled by the Control System. The charging and letdown streams exchange energy
in the RHX. The charging flow returns to the RCS at a higher thermal state, via nonmomentum flowpaths. See Section 6.2.
Break Flaz and Parameters.

A break in the letdown line is user-defined via the

malfunction flag MALLDNBREAK, defined as ± the break area (ft2).
* When MAL_LDN_BREAK > 0, the break is located in the letdown line
downstream of the RHX.
* When MAL_LDN_BREAK < 0, the break is located in the first letdown line
upstream of the RHX. (The number of active letdown lines from the RCS to the
RHX is RCS_NUMOUTLDNS < 4.)
* When MALLDNBREAK = 0, the break model is not active.
Section 7.5.1 identifies the input parameters that describe the letdown line losses.
Pressure Drops. CENTS calculates pressure drops in the letdown line. If there is no
break, then the pressure drops are calculated from the RCS piping to the RHX inlet. If
there is an upstream break, then the pressure drops are calculated from the RCS piping
to the break. If there is a downstream break, then the pressure drops are calculated
separately from the RCS piping to the RHX, and from the RHX to the break. The
pressure losses between any two points consist of the following component losses:
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The break enthalpy depends on the location of the break:
s

The letdown line inlet enthalpy is the local enthalpy of the upstream node at the
elevation of the letdown line.

* If the break is upstream of the RHX, then hbak equals the letdown line inlet
enthalpy.
* If the break is downstream of the RHX, then hbreak equals the enthalpy at the RHX
exit.
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4.21.2

Small Break LOCA

Break Flag and Parameters. The Small Break malfunction is initiated via the
malfunction flag, MALSBLOCA(1:4), which is defined as the break area (fe2 ).
These four Small Break flags correspond to four non-momentum flowpaths.
The model supports specification of line pressure losses between the RCS piping and
the break, such as when the break is simulated to occur in a tributary line. Section
7.5.1 describes the input necessary to define a break line and its loss parameters. If
these parameters are not input, then the break is modeled at the RCS piping, using the
local RCS fluid properties for the critical flow calculation.
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PHASE SEPARATION IN LUMPED NODES
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Figure 4.4
PHASE SEPARATION IN SECTIONALIZED NODES
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Figure 4.5
PHASE SEPARATION IN SEGMENTED NODES
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Figure 4.6
STEAM FRACTION - PATH FULLY COVERED
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Figure 4.7
STEAM FRACTION - PATH PARTIALLY COVERED
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PRESSURIZER RELIEF SYSTEM: TYPICAL NETWORK
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Figure 4.12
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5.0

SECONDARY SYSTEM MODELS

5.1

Geometric Representation
The typical secondary system for a PWR is represented by the node-flowpath model
shown in Figure 2.2. Three nodes represent the secondary side of each steam generator
--

a downcomer

(saturated or subcooled

liquid and saturated steam),

an

evaporator/riser/economizer region (saturated or subcooled liquid and saturated steam)
and a steam dome (saturated or superheated steam). Additional nodes (Section 5.6)
represent the common steamline header. This system representation allows accurate
modeling of the recirculation phenomena and the downcomer and evaporator water
levels. The model represents all major components, including the secondary safety
valves, atmospheric dump and turbine bypass valves, main steam isolation valves,
steamline and feedline check valves, and a steam generator blowdown system. Control
systems are described in Chapter 6.

5.2

Steam Generator Secondary Model
The steam generator secondary model considers three control volumes (nodes) for each
steam generator -- downcomer, evaporator/riser and steam dome. The model maintains
conservation of mass and energy in each region, and satisfies a momentum balance in a
quasi-steady fashion. The model allows for non-equilibrium states, condensation of
steam by feedwater when the downcomer water level is below the feedring, heat losses
and condensation on the steam generator shell, recirculation flow and steamline drains.
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5.2.1

Node and Path Conservation Equations

The steam generator secondary model conserves mass and energy in each node by
dM = I W
dt

-=

-

(5.1)

YEWotw

I (WH).n - I (WH)out + YQjn - EQ,.t

(5.2)

dt
where
M = mass
U = internal energy
W=

flowrates

Q = heat transfer rates
H = specific enthalpies
t =time.
Once Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are integrated over a computational time step, the new
pressure is found by an iterative solution of the equations,
Mf Vf (P) + Mg Vg (P) = V

(5.3)

Mr + Mg = M

(5.4)

Mf Uf (P) + Mg ug (P) = U

(5.5)

where
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-

Mf, Mg = liquid and steam masses
Vf, Vg

= liquid and steam specific volumes, functions of pressure

Uf, Ug

= liquid and steam specific internal energies, functions of pressure

P

= pressure

V

= total volume

M

= total mass

U

= total internal energy.

5.2.2

Internal Flow Calculations

For the following discussion, refer to the node numbering system shown in Figure 7.6.
Flowrates are computed using various formulations, depending on the type of flow. The
inter-region flows are
W21 =

Steam flow from evaporator/riser to the steam dome.

W32 =

Circulation flow from downcomer to evaporator/riser at bottom of
downcomer.

W31 =

Steam flow from downcomer to steam dome when the downcomer
becomes saturated.

W23 = Recirculation flow from the evaporator/riser to the downcomer over the
can deck.
W13 =

Condensate flow from the steam dome to the downcomer along the walls.

Steam flow from the evaporator/riser to the steam dome is determined on the basis of
the steam bubble disengagement rate given by the Wilson correlation(5 '). The flowrate
is given by
(5.6)

W2= U2 1 Aint Pg2 F(a)
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where

U2 1

= steam separation velocity obtained by the Wilson correlation
= interface area between the steam and mixture region

Pg2

= steam density from node 2

F(a) = low power adjustment factor for bubble stratification
a

= void fraction.

Circulation liquid flow from the downcomer to the evaporator/riser is calculated[

The steam flowrate from the downcomer to the steam dome is calculated[
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The recirculation flow from the evajoratoririser to the downcomer is calculated[

The recirculation ratio above is found at time t as
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The condensate flowrate from the steam dome to the downcomer is calculated by
adding two condensate source terms: condensation on the walls due to heat loss and
condensation due to pressure change.[

I

5.2.3

Dry Steam Generator

When the steam generator secondary side becomes dry

]

[

The conservation equations solved for this case

are
Mass Balance:

I

[
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Energy Balance:

[]
where
m

= steam generator secondary side water mass

W

= mass flowrate

U

= steam generator secondary side internal energy

h

= enthalpy

Qjn

= heat input

QOUt = heat loss
and the subscripts are
G

= steam

BD

= blowdown

FW = feedwater
R
5.2.4

= ruptured tube
Inter-Region Heat Transfer

Heat transfer between the regions is calculated by the following equations:
Q,2 = U12 A12 (TI - T2 )

(5.17)

Q23 = U23 A23 (T2 - T3 )

(5.18)

where
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Q

= heat transfer rate

U

= heat transfer coefficient

A

= contact area between the regions

T

= temperature

and the subscripts are
1,2,3 = Steam generator secondary side regions (Figure 7.6).
5.2.5

Steam GeneratorHeat Loss

In calculating heat loss from the steam generators, the steam generator walls are
divided into those in contact with liquid and those in contact with steam. The heat loss
is calculated by solving the following transient heat transfer equation:

[

'.

where
MCP = steam generator shell heat capacitance
T

= temperature

hA

= area times overall heat transfer coefficient

and the subscripts are
A

= steam generator shell wall

c

= containment

liq

= water

stm = steam.
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The heat transfer coefficients are calculated by

where
A

= wall surface area

h

= heat transfer coefficient

R

= wall heat transfer resistance

]

The[

heat transfer coefficients are given as

]

where

(5.23)

AT

= fluid/wall temperature difference

L

= characteristic length

C

= constants (Btu/hr-ft2 -OF)

L-

I

The outside wall heat transfer coefficient is a constant.
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CriticalFlow

5.2.6

Critical flow of steam, where required, is calculated using the modified CRITCO
equation(5,2). The CRITCO equation is given as
(W/A)ait = Co (P - Pb)/(H - 185)

(5.24)

where
W/A = mass flux, Ibm/sec-ft 2
CO

= 0.53/0.000268, constant, Btu-in 2 flbf-sec-ft 2

P

= upstream pressure, psia

Pb

= back pressure, psia

H

= specific enthalpy, Btuflbm.

Critical flow of liquid or two-phase is calculated using one of two correlations, selected
by the user via the flag SGSCRrT_MODEL. They are the homogeneous equilibrium
model (HEM) correlation( 53 ) and the HenryFauske (H-F) correlation 5(4).

The HEM

and H-F tables are given in Appendix B.

5.3

Steam Generator Tube Heat Transfer
The steam generator heat transfer model is derived from a time dependent conservation
of energy equation accounting for the thermal capacitance and conductivity of the
steam generator tubes. Heat transfer coefficients are found for the fluid conditions on
the primary and secondary side including the effect of voids. Level depedence of heat
transfer area is modeled.

[

jis

explicitly. Provision is made for forward as well as reverse heat transfer.
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calculated

The steam generator tubes are sectionalized along their length. On these tube sections,
CENTS calculates dynamic distributions of the tube metal temperature, primary side
fluid conditions, primary side coolant-to-tube heat transfer rates, and secondary side
tube-to-coolant heat transfer rates.
Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 describe the calculations related to the sectionalization of the
tubes. These calculations relate mostly to the primary side dynamics. However, they
are integral to the steam generator tube heat transfer model, and are described here.
5.3.1

Geometric Model of Sectionalized Tubes
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5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Dynamic Application of Sectionalized Geometry on PrimarySide
Dynamic Sectionalization
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5.3.2.2

Distribution of Flowrates Through the Sections

Given a primary tube node with N sections, the inlet and exit flowrates of the node are
given by the RCS path information. Those are distributed smoothly over the node's
subsections:
w=WO

w1 = wvI +(WN-WO)/N

,

for 1I<i<N

where
wi = Flowrate at top of section i
WO = Inlet flow to node
WN = Exit flow from node
If there is a Tube Rupture at tube section M, then the above distribution is adjusted as
follows:
wi=WO

forO<i<M-1

Wm = WO-WsaR

Wi = Wi
1 l + (WN - WN) / (N - M),

for M+1 < i < N, where

wsGTR = Tube Rupture flow rate
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5.3.2.3

Distribution of Specific Enthalpies Through the Sections

Given a tube node with N sections and the flows determined as above, the specific
enthalpies of the node's inlet and exit flows are given by the RCS path information.
Those are distributed smoothly over the node's subsections, based primarily on the tube
heat transfer rates:
ho= Ho
hi = hi - Qi/ Wi

,

for I < i < N. where

Wi = Flow rate in section i.
hi

= Specific enthalpy at top of section i

Ho = Specific enthalpy of inlet flow to node
HN = Specific enthalpy of exit flow from node (used below)
Qi

5.3.2.4

= Heat transfer rate in section i (positive from the primary fluid to the tubes).

Temperature Profile for Heat Transfer

An input option, RCSSG_SECT_TOPT, determines the method for calculating the
section temperatures, for the purpose of interfacing to the calculation of tube metal
temperatures and heat transfer rates.
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5.3.3

Conservation of Tube Metal Enerey

Conservation of energy in the tube metal is applied separately each section (Section
5.3.2) of the tube bundle of each steam generator. For section i:
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-

- -

where
Cp

= heat capacitance of tubes

h

= heat transfer coefficient (Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5)

A

= area

M

= tube mass

T

= temperature

and the subscripts are
p

= primary side fluid conditions

i

= tube section number

T

= steam generator tubes.

The rimary heat transfer[

s reduced as the tubes are uncovered. The secondary

side:

]are adjusted to account for the

I

Provision is also made for a user-specified

degradation of tube heat transfer area due to plugging of tubes.
The model determines heat transfer rates separately for the primary and secondary
sides of the tubes, for each tube section of each node of the hot and cold sides of the
tube bundle, for each steam generator.
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5.3.4

Primary Side Heat Transfer

Both the forward and reverse heat transfer are modeled for the primary side. The
forward heat transfer consists of the following regimes:
1.

Subcooled forced convection: Dittus Boelter equation(5)

2.

Two phase flow with condensation: Akers, Deans and Crosser( '.6

The reverse heat transfer consists of the following regimes:
1.

Nucleate boiling: Thom's correlation(5 7)

2.

Superheated Steam: Dittus-Boelter equation(5.5)

5.3.5

Secondary Side Heat Transfer

Both the forward and reverse heat transfer are modeled for the secondary side. The
forward heat transfer considers the following relations:
1.

Pool boiling for liquid: Modified Rohsenow (58

2.

Steam superheat in free convection: McAdams(5. 9

The reverse heat transfer considered is
1.

Free convection: McAdams(59 ).
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5.4

Indicated Level
The water level indicated by the steam generator level instrumentation is calculated by
computing each reference leg's hydrostatic differential pressure as follows,
AP = Prhr {P3 h3 + pi(hr- h3 )}
where
AP

= differential pressure at reference leg taps

p

= density

h

= water column height

and the subscripts are
r

= reference leg

1,2,3 = Steam generator secondary side inner regions (Figure 7.6).
The reference leg temperature is normally taken as the containment temperature.
CENTS calculates the indicated water level from the differential pressure and the
calibration densities, using the same model that determines the indicated pressurizer
level, as described in Section 4.19.1. See Section 6.7.4 for additional information. The
indicated level will deviate from the actual -downcomer level during a transient, as
conditions differ from the calibration temperature.
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5.5

Feedwater Line Model
The details of the feedwater line model depend on whether the feedwater pumps and
piping are modeled explicitly in the CENTS database. The choice is indicated by the
CENTS user/modeler via the variable NUMFWS_PUMPS for the number of
feedwater pumps.

The two modeling approaches are described in the following

subsections.
If NUMFWSPUMPS > 1, CENTS employs a detailed model of the Main Feedwater
and Auxiliary Feedwater systems. The detailed model is described below in Sections
5.5.1 - 5.5.9.
If NUMFWSPUMPS = 0, CENTS employs a simplified model, described below in
Section 5.5.10.
5.5.1

DetailedModel - GeneralDescription

This section describes the CENTS discrete Main Feedwater (MFW) and Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) models.

The model enables accurate, time dependent transient

simulation for the MFW and AFW systems. This model allows the user to develop a
network of discrete MFW and AFW components and piping through input or through
the text input data file -fdern.dat. The system network is adaptable to different plantspecific designs. CENTS control system components are used to control MFW and
AFW system valves and pumps.
If the number of feedwater pumps (NUM_FWS_PUMPS) is greater than zero, CENTS
employs this detailed feedwater model.
The discrete MFW and AFW model includes control valves, minimum flow
recirculation control valves, check valves, isolation valves, condensate pumps, main
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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feedwater pumps, heater drain pumps, auxiliary/emergency

feedwater pumps,

feedwater heaters, the condenser, heater drain tanks and the feedwater piping including
cross connects. Pump head-flow curves, line and valve losses are modeled.
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5.5.2

Detailed Model - Pipink Network

The feedtrain model is a node and flowpath model which calculates steady-state flow
through the various flowpaths necessary to balance pump head rise against head losses
due to piping flow losses, valve flow losses, and elevation losses. The piping from the
outlet of the condenser to the steam generator inlets is modeled including the heater
drains.

The equations are as follows:
For each path:
P(in) - P(out) - p/62.4*R*Q * | Q | + p/144.* fht(in) - ht(out)} + p/144.*(hdpunv) = 0.0

where:
P
Q

node pressure, psia
5flow,

gpm

= w*448.83/p

R

e

flow resistance (psil(gpm)2 )

ht

e

elevation, feet.
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hdp.,w =-pump head, feet.

w

-- path flow, Ibm/sec

For each node:
Xw(in) - X;w(out) - wxtr = 0.0

where:
w

- path flow (lbmlsec)

w,.tf

-- external flow out of node.
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A matrix solution technique is used to simultaneously solve for flow and pressure
throughout the feedtrain. The iterative solution is continued until[
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I converges.

The calculation of reverse flow is prevented in those paths that are defined as including
a check valve.
The feedtrain node and flowpath configuration is defined by an input data file or by
CENTS data base input which include the definition of paths and nodes, flowpath flow
coefficients, external connections (pressure and enthalpy), and initial conditions. Input
data files also define the number and type of pumps or valves in a flowpath including
pump head-flow or valve Cv vs. position characteristics.
5.5.3

DetailedModel - FeedwaterLine Break

The momentum equation (above) is not used for the path defined to be a feedwater line
break path.

For a feedwater line break (FWLB), it is assumed that the flow is

proportional to the upstream pressure. The mass flux is obtained from critical flow
(Section 5.2.6) given the upstream node pressure and fluid properties.
w

= flux * Afwib
= flux * AEWlb * P / PO

where,
flux

= f(P, h, hg, v, Pcont) - (lbm/sec/ft 2 )

AfwIb

= feedline break flow area (ft2 )

P

= pressure at break location (psia)

PO

= pressure at break location at beginning of time step (psia)
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Therefore, the equation for a FWLB path becomes:
P - (Po / (flux

*

AfM.Ib))

*

w = 0.0

This equation allows the feedwater break flow and the pressure at the break to be
calculated as part of the simultaneous solution.
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5.5.4

Detailed Model - Feedwater Line Flow Leaks

The model allows for the calculation of leaks at each node.

5.5.5

[

DetailedModel - Feedwater Pumps

The pump head rise is calculated for both the variable-speed (turbine driven) pumps
and for the constant-speed
characteristics.

(motor driven) pumps,

using pump head-flow

A centrifugal pump model calculates the pump head rise using the

pump affinity laws to perform a parabolic fit of pump head versus flow about the head
axis for a given pump speed.
(Qi/Qo)

(NI/No)

(H,/Ho)

=(Ni/No) 2
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where,
Q

= Capacity in gpm

N

= Impeller speed in rpm

H

= Pump head in feet

( )o

= At pump test speed (rated)

( ),

= At current pump speed

Tables of flow (gpm) versus pump resistance coefficient (psi/gpm2 ) and flow (gpm)
versus total head (ft) are calculated from input tables of pump head (ft) versus flow
(gpm) during initialization as follows:

HT

= HD + kQ 2

k;

= - [HT (i) - HT (i-1)}

HD

= Pump head (feet)

HT

=

k

- Pump flow resistance (feet/(gpm) 2)

Rp

=

(Q2 _

2)

where,

Total Pump head (feet)

Pump flow resistance (psi/(gpm) 2)

The total head and pump flow resistance coefficients are calculated during the transient
by interpolating the above calculated tables as a function of flow. The flow resistance
coefficient and pump head are calculated as follows:
Rp

=ki*p/144.

hdpUp = HT * (NI / No) 2

Pump speed is calculated using a first order differential equation given pump speed
demand and using input first order lag time constants for pump acceleration or
deceleration.
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S(t + At) = Sdem + (S(t) - Sder)*eA"

where,
S

= pump speed (fraction) = (N / No)

Sdem

= speed demand (fraction)

X

= time constant (seconds)

t

= current time (seconds)

At

= time step (seconds)

Code input for the feedtrain pumps include rated pump head versus flow curves, pump
acceleration and deceleration first order lag time constants, initial pump speed (fraction
of rated speed), and the path number in which the pump is located. CENTS control
system components can be used to define the pump speed demand signal for the main
feedwater and auxiliary feedwater pumps.
5.5.6

DetailedModel - Feedwater Control Valves

The flow coefficient, Cv , of each control valve is calculated at each time step using a
table of valve Cv versus valve position.
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5.5.7

Detailed Model - Feedline Check Valves and Isolation Valves

Each flowpath can include a check valve, whose presence is defined by code input. The
input also includes the fully-open flow resistance of the check valve. If the flow
resistance for the check valve is zero, the check valve is assumed to be strictly bi-stable.
If the flow resistance is non-zero, a variable flow resistance across the check valve is
calculated as the check valve begins to close as flow decreases.
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Each flowpath can include an isolation valve. The isolation valve is assumed to either

be open or closed.

[
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]
5.5.8

DetailedModel - UnisolableFeedline Mass Expansion Flow

The flow network model assumes that the sum of the masses into and out of a node is
zero. However the expansion of feedwater mass in the feedlines can be modeled by

[

The mass flowrate to the steam generator because of expansion is the difference in the
steady state mass from one time step to the next.
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5.5.9

DetailedModel - FeediwaterEnthaloy and Feedwater heater

A secondary heat balance is performed to determine the feedwater enthalpy to the
steam generators.

The condenser outlet enthalpy is provided as an external node

enthalpy through input data.
Given turbine power, the heat addition from the low pressure and high pressure
feedwater heaters is calculated by interpolating input tables as a function of turbine
power. The enthalpy at the outlet of the heaters is calculated as a function of the heat
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added, the inlet enthalpy from the upstream node, and the mass flowrate. The enthalpy
calculation includes a representation of the thermal capacitance of the heaters. The
heater outlet enthalpy can be limited to the saturation enthalpy corresponding to the
extraction steam pressure to the last set of low or high pressure feedwater heaters
through input data. Input data for the feedwater heaters includes tables of heat added
and maximum outlet enthalpy versus turbine power and thermal heat capacitance.
The heater drain enthalpy is calculated given input tables of heater drain tank enthalpy
versus turbine power. The heater drain flowrate is calculated given input tables of
heater drain flow versus turbine power. The enthalpy at nodes where flowpaths with
different enthalpies combine is calculated using a mass and energy balance given the
node inlet flows and enthalpies.
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5.5.10

Simnplifled FeedwaterLine Model

If the number of pumps is set to NUM_FWS_PUMPS = 0, CENTS employs a
simplified model, in which the feedwater flowrate delivered by the pumps for each
steam generator is specified directly by the control system (Chapter 6 and Appendix C).
The model feeds the indicated flows to the steam generators, unless a feedwater line
break has occurred.
The break flow from feedwater lines is calculated by the critical flow model (Section
5.2.6). The feedwater flowrate to the steam generator is given by

IWSG(t) I =

F

PFW I (PFL - PSG)

I

WSG(t) = WFV(t) - Wbrajk(t)

(5.27)

where
FO = WFW(O) I VPFIV() (PFLo - PSG()

W

= Mass flowrate

P

= Pressure

p

= Density

and the subscripts are
FW = feedwater pump
FL

= feedwater line

SG

= steam generator feedwater nozzle

break = feedline break.
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The feedline pressure (PFL), the feedline break flowrate

(Wbrek)

and the flowrate at the

steam generator feedwater nozzle are determined by a simultaneous solution of
Equations (5.26) and (5.27) and the applicable critical flow correlation. The solution is
subject to the following factors depending on the feedline state:
1. Existence of break,
2. Break location relative to the feedline check valve,
3. Break size,
4. Feedwater pump delivery (WFw), and
5. Break area relative to the critical area, defined as the minimum area required
to divert all feedwater to a choked break. Note that if the break area exceeds
the critical area, then the flowrate at the feedwater nozzle, Wsr in Equation
(5.27), is negative.

5.6

Main Steamline and Header Model
5.6.1

General Description

The Main Steamline and Header Model includes the following (see Figure 7.10):
* The model simulates multiple main steamline header (MSLH) nodes and calculates
the cross flow between them. The calculation of the cross flow allows for two
different flow areas and flow resistances, depending on whether the turbine is
tripped or not.

This supports the main steamline break (MSLB) analysis by

providing accurate calculation of the steam flow from the intact steam generator to
the break.
* The model allows a MSLB to occur at any location along the steamline, specified
by the input parameter MSLH_FKBRK to specify the flow resistance from the
affected steam generator to the break location.
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* The model checks for critical flow in all the steamline flowpaths, including the
flowpath downstream of the steamline break location, and the cross-connect if the
multiple header node model is being used.
NUMMSLH is the input number of steamline header nodes, which with the current
dimensioning may equal 1 or 2. Accordingly, the main steamline model calculates the
input number of mass/energy nodes, which include the unisolable steamline volume
downstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). Each steamline is modeled.
An intermediate pressure between the steam generator outlet nozzle and the MSLH
node is calculated. For a steamline break in the steamline, the intermediate steamline
pressure calculation is performed at the point of the break. This allows the model to
correctly calculate the split between the steam flow to the break and the steam flow to
or from the downstream MSLH node. For all other conditions, the steamline pressure
calculation is assumed to be at a point just upstream of the MSIVs. The intermediate
stearnline pressure is calculated from flow balance equations at the point of the pressure
calculation.
Each MSLH node contains a metal wall. The wall metal temperature and heat loss are
calculated for each node. Steamline drain flows are modeled.

5.6.2

Metal Temperature and hleat Loss

For each steamline node, the metal wall energy equation is:
MCp dTw = HAin (TJ Tw) + HAout,* (Tamb Tw)
where,
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(5.28)

HAin

= heat transfer coefficient from steam to wall node (constant)

HA out

= heat transfer coefficient from wall node to ambient (constant)

Ti

= steam temperature in Main Steam Header Node.

Tamb

= ambient temperature

Tw

= steamline wall metal temperature.

The heat loss from steam header node to wall is:
(5.29)

QLOSS = HAin (Tj - TW)

Equation (5.28) is a first order linear differential equation, the solution of which is:
TwT(t) = Tw

+ Tw (t-At) - Tw ) e-At/T

(5.30)

where,

5.6.3

T = MCp / (HAin +HAout)

(5.31)

TWss = (HAin Tj + HAOut Tamb) / (HAin + HAou)

(5.32)

Steamnlire DrainFlows

The steamline drains remove liquid from the main steamline header nodes. The amount
of liquid that goes out the steamline drains is assumed to be a function of the flow
velocity and the amount of liquid available in the main steamline header nodes.
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5.6.4

Steamline Pressuresand Flows

The main steamline header model calculates the steamline flows by iterating on
steamline pressure until there is a flow balance. Steady state flow equations are used.
The steam generator pressure and the main steamline header pressure at the beginning
of the time step are used in calculating the steamline flows.
The unknowns are:

PSL (I)
outSG

= intermediate location steamline pressure.

= steam flow out of steam generator for each steamline.

WBK (I)

= steam flow out steamline break for each steamline.

WRLF ()

= steam flow out secondary safety valves and atmospheric dump
valves for each steamline.

wj (I)

= steam flow into steamline node from each steamline.

The knowns are:
P SG(ISG)

= steam generator pressure for each steamline. (ISG = SG ID)

P j(U)

= main steamline header pressure (U = mslh node ID)

Primed values denote at the beginning of the time step At.
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The steamline flow equations are:
The CRITCO Critical Flow Equation (Section 5.2.6) is:
W = C3 - AREA * PRESSURE

(5.36)

W = C 3 * AREA * (PRESSURE - BACK PRESSURE)

(5.37)

or, as applicable,

where
CO

C3

ENTHALPY-185.0

CO = 0.53/0.000268

CONSTANT ((BTU in 2 ) / (lbf sec ft2 ))

Steamline flow equations for each steamline:

Flow balance equation (Conservation of mass):
Wout(I)
O~SGJ

=

WBK(I) + WRLF(I) + Winj(l)

(5.38a)

=

ABK(I) C3 * (PSL - PCONT)

(5.38b)

Steamline break flow:
WBK(I)

where ABK is the break area, PcONT is the containment pressure (replaced by the
atmospheric pressure PATM for a break discharging to the atmosphere), and C3 is
defined above for Equations (5.36)-(5.37).
Steamline safety valve or atmospheric dump valve flow with valve open area ARLF:
W
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-

PATM

(5.38c)

Steam flow from SG to intermediate steamline location (PSL):
Wout

SG

(I) = Aline (PSG (P SG - PSL)/ (KSL /(2 144 gc))2
I

Steam flow from intermediate steamline location (PSL) to main steam header (Pj):

Wnj (I) = Aline PSG (PSL

where

Aline

P'J) (KsLO / (2 144 gc))}

is the steamline pipe flow area, and Ksl. and KSLO are pressure loss

coefficients for upstream and downstream portions of the steamline.
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Choked flow in the steamline:
Considering the Possibility of choked flow in the steamline, apply[
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5.6.5

Main Steamline lheaderFlow to Turbine and Condenser

Main Steam Header flow to the turbine.
Wturb

= Aturb * C3 * (P'J - P'turb)

C3 is defined above for Equations (5.36)-(5.37). If NUMMSLH =2, the value of Awb
used for each Main Steamline Header node is one half of the total turbine area
demanded.
Main Steam Header flow to the condenser.
Wcond

= Acond *C3 *(P'J - Pcond )

Main Steam Header flow to the atmosphere.
Wrif

= Arlf * C3 * (P'J - Patm )

In the above formulations, Aturb, Acond and Alf are the total flow areas (valves) from the
header to the turbine, condenser and atmosphere, respectively; and P'turb, Pcond and Patm
are the corresponding downstream pressures.
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5.6.6

Alain Steamline Header Cross-Connect Flows

If NUMMSLH > 1, the model calculates cross flow W,,,,, between the main steamline
headers.

5.6.7

Main Steamline Header ConservationEquations

The conservation of mass and energy equations are solved for each main steamline
header node. If NUMMSLH > 1, multiple main steamline header nodes are modeled,
and the total number of main steamlines (NLINES) is divided among the header nodes.
Equations:
Constant Volume:
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(5.47)

NLINES
Conservation of Mass:

dM I/ dt

= z

i=1

Win (i)
In

(5.48)

EWout

-

NLINES
Conservation of Energy: dUj / dt

= F2

Whin (i) - Whoutj
i=1

Qloss

Il

(5.49)
--

heat loss from steamline.

Woutj

total steam flow leaving steam header node.

If NUMMSLH = 2, then

Node 1
Conservation of Mass:

NLINES/2
dMjl / dt =

Node 2
Conservation of Mass:

NLINES
dMJ2 /dt = Z

i=1W inji(i)

Woul
u,

W.

J2i=l+NLINES/2 'nJ2

(i)-

Node 1
NLINES/2
Conservation of Energy: dM l1 / dt = X Wh.j (i)- ZWhout
i=1ou
Node 2
NNINES
Conservation of Energy: dMJ 2 / dt = Y
WhinJ 2(i) =l+NLINES/2

1

- Wcross

Wout

o~J2

-

Qloss

WhOut

-

cross

Whcross

Qloss
+ Wh

cross

The conservation equations for the main steam header node are solved simultaneously
for two unknowns; Pj, hj.
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ENERGY EQUATION:
A21 ,*Pj + A2 2 *hj=A 2 3
Steamline Header Conservation Equations
Constant Volume
dVj

dtM v)

ci =
dt

dMJ
-

dt

t
dt

Vj

+

dMj
-

(av
-

dt

dPj
-+

dt

dV

v +M
M=0
J
J dt

av dh )
IM ah dt ) J

Solving for dMJ
dt
dVj dtM v)
dMj
dV
d=
d
-v +M
J =0
dt
dt
dt J
J dt
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(5.50)
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5.7

Steam Generator Tube Rupture Model
5.7.1

GeneralDescription

The CENTS Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) model simulates the effect of
breaking one or more steam generator tubes.
CENTS models the flow from both sections of a ruptured steam generator tube.
Frictional losses are explicitly calculated. Critical flow is calculated using the tube
pressure at the break location rather than the upstream RCS node pressure. In addition,
a slot break may optionally be modeled.
5.7.2

Double Ended Guillotine Break Model

A single malfunction flag is provided for each steam generator. MALSGTR(1:4) is
defined as the number of ruptured tubes. See Section 7.5.2 and Table 7.27.
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For a double-ended guillotine break (DEGB), flow is calculated explicitly for both
broken ends of the ruptured tube. The flow area of each end is SG_TUBE_AREA, and
the total flow area for each ruptured tube is 2*SG_TUBEAREA.

6
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0

0
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0

S

5.7.3

Slot Break Model
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5.8

Iodine Dose Model
5.8.1

Model Overview

CENTS calculates integrated offsite dose due to Iodine 131. The CENTS dose model
tracks iodine concentration throughout the primary and secondary systems, including
primary-to-secondary leaks. Iodine releases to atmosphere, to the condenser, to the
containment building, and from the containment building to atmosphere are integrated
throughout the run. Iodine doses are then determined based on these integral releases
and user input X/Q data, breathing rates and dose conversion factors.
The user may specify how iodine partitioning of the tube leakage flow should be
treated. The user can also input the iodine partition factor between the steam generator
liquid and steam.
The dose model assumes that all isotopes of iodine are represented by an equivalent
concentration of Iodine 131, and that the input is consistent with this assumption.
5.8.2

RCS Solute Concentrations

The primary system solute transport model is described in Section 4.15.
CENTS tracks the concentrations of solute species in the primary side nodes in the
array RCSCONCQSOLUTE(50,20), where the index pair is (node,species).

For

convenience, the node concentrations of several specific solute species may be read and
written via the arrays:
RCS_CONC_BORON(1:50)
RCS_CONG_IOD(1:50)
RCSCONG_PART(1:50)
RCSCONCXEN(1:50)
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Boron concentration is important because it is used in the calculation of core power.
Iodine concentration is used in the calculation of doses but does not affect the transient
calculation.

5.8.2.1

Initial Conditions

The initial primary side solute concentration can be set as follows.
RCSPOSE_INIT_IOD is a user input that defines the initial iodine concentrations
(pCiflbm) of each RCS node during initialization.
RBINIT is a user input that defines the initial boron concentration (ppm) during
initialization.
The concentrations of the other solute species are set to 0.0 by the code during
initialization.
The user may load values into any of the arrays listed above, for each node after
initialization.

For example,

setting RCS_CONG_IOD = 17*27216 sets the

concentration of nodes 1 through 17 to 27,216 gCuriesflbm, which is 60 gtCuries/gm.

5.8.2.2

Primary Side Path Solute Concentrations

P_CONG_SOLU(150,20) is the concentrations of solute species in the flowpaths,
where the index pair is (path,species).

For convenience, the non-momentum path

concentrations of several specific solute species are available:
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RCS_P_BORON(1:50)
RCS_P_IOD(1:50)
RCS_P_PART(1 :50)
RCS_PXEN(1:50)
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5.8.2.3

Primary Side Solute Balance

Solute concentrations in CENTS (including Iodine) are explicitly calculated in each of
the RCS nodes by solving the concentration equation, as described in Section 4.15. The
rate of accumulation of solute in each node is calculated as:
PFLOW, * (PCONCGSOLUJK - RCSGCONCSOLUTENK)

RCSCUMSOLUN.K =

where:
The summation is performed for all paths J connected to node N.
RCS_CUMSOLUN,K

=

rate of accumulation of solute K in node N.

RGS_CONCSOLUTEN,K = concentration of solute K in node N (,uCuries/lbm).
PFLOW1 = mass flowrate through path J connected to node N (Ibm/sec).
P_CONCSOLUj.K

=

concentration of solute species K in path J (gtCuries/Lbm).

The concentration of solute in each node is then updated at time t+At as:

RCS_CONCSOLUTEN,K = RCSGCONCSOLUTENK +

At*RGS GUM SOLUN
-C-S
N.K
MASSTOTN

where:
MASS_TOTN = total mass (liquid and steam) of primary node N (Ibm)
At = time step size (sec).
The iodine concentration is then corrected for decay, as discussed in Section 4.15,
where Equation (4.15.3) multiplies the iodine concentration by the decay factor:
2 At/ HALFUFESOLUES (K)

where HALF_LIFE_SOLUTES(K) is the input iodine half-life (sec), and K is the solute
number of iodine (IDffYPE_IODINE).
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5.8.2.4

Global Checks of RCS Iodine Inventory

A global check is performed on the primary side iodine inventory. At each time step,
the total iodine inventory of the primary side (Curies) is calculated as:
RCS_TOTAL_IODINE=1-o

I

RCSCONC_SOLUTE

NKK *

MASSffOTN

N

where the summation is over all the RCS nodes, and K = ID_TYPEIODINE.
The rate of change of total RCS iodine inventory (gCuries/sec) is calculated as:
RCSIODRELRATE = E PCONC_SOLU JK * PFLOW J

where the summation is over all the non-momentum paths.
Finally, the integrated change in total RCS iodine inventory (Curies) since the
beginning of the run is updated at time t+At as:
RCS_IOD_RELTOT (t+At) = RCSIOD_REL_TOT (t) + 10 At* RCS_IOD_R.EL_RATE
These variables can be used to check the solute concentration calculation. The change
in RCS_TOTAL_IODINE should be equal to RCSIODRELTOT.
5.8.3

Steam GeneratorSolute Concentrations

CENTS keeps track of the concentrations of solute species on the secondary side
(Section 7.3.5, Table 7.17). The concentrations in the steam are tracked separately
from the concentrations in the liquid.
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--

Iodine is used in the dose model, as described below.
Boron concentration is important only in the case of back flow from the steam
generator to the primary side. In that case the concentration of the RCS could be
diluted by the steam generator inventory.
5.8.3.1

Initial Conditions

All solute concentrations are initially set to 0.0.

After initialization, the solute

concentrations can be set to some other value. For example,
SGS CONI01 = 453.0, 0.0
SGSCON_102 = 45.3, 0.0
sets the iodine concentration of the steam generator #1 steam region to 453
gCuries/lbm (1.0 p.Curies/gm). The steam generator #1 downcomer and evaporator
region concentration is set to 45.3 p.Curies/Lbm (0.1 giCuries/gm). Steam generator #2
iodine concentrations are set to 0.0.
5.8.3.2

Solute Flows to and From the Steam Generator

Solutes in Feedwater Flow
Solutes can enter or leave the steam generator via feedwater. When feed flow is into
the steam generator, the feedwater solute concentration arrays are set (Section 7.3.5,
Table 7.24):
1. Boron

0.0

2. Iodine

FWS CON 10

3. Particulates

FWS_CONPT

4. Xenon

FWSCON_XE
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When feed flow is negative, which can only occur during a feedline break simulation,
the solute concentration of the exiting fluid is set to the concentration of the steam
generator.
Solutes in Steam Generator Tube Leak
Solutes can enter or leave the steam generator via a tube leak. This section describes
how the concentration of the path fluid is determined.
For primary-to-secondary leaks, as described above, the solute concentration of the path
is set to the concentration of the primary. side node.
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Solutes in Steam Generator Steam Flow
Iodine and noble gases leave the steam generator via the steam flow. For flow out of
the steam generator, the concentration of the steam exiting the steam generator is the
steam space concentration. For flow into the steam generator, the solute concentration
is that of the steamline path (Section 7.3.5, Table 7.24).

5.8.3.3

Steam Generator Solute Balance

An explicit balance of the iodine inventory in the steam space and the liquid region is
performed at each time step.
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5.8.4

Steamline Header Solute Flows

The main steamlines are represented by paths connecting the steam generators to the
header nodes. An iodine balance is performed for the header nodes at every time step
based on the flows into the header and the current header mass and iodine inventory.
The iodine concentration of the steamlines is simply the flow-weighted average of the
flows into each steamline.
Steam can leave the steamline header node or the steamlines via any of four exit paths.
Some properties of the exiting steam are stored in array MSLH_OUTFLOW(1:5,1:4).
Here the first index, J, is the property number identifier:
J=1 => Steam flowrate
J=2 => Steam exit enthalpy
J=3 => Iodine concentration

J=4 => Particulate concentration
J=5 => Xenon concentration

and the second index, I, is the exit path:
1=1 => Atmosphere
I=2 => Condenser
I=3 => Containment

1=4 => Turbine
The iodine flows to each of the exit paths is integrated. The results are stored in four
variables. These are:
MSLH_10_INTATM
MSLH_IOINTCOND
MSLHIOINTCONT
MSLH_IINT_TURB
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5.8.5

Release From Containment to Atmosphere

The flowrate from containment to atmosphere (gCi/sec) is calculated at each time step:
MSLHI0_CONTLEAK = (MSLH_10_TNT_CONT MSLH_10_CONT_INTLEAK) *

106 *

RCS_DOSE_CONT LEAK / (24.*3600.)

where:
MSLH_I1_CONT-LEAK = release rate from containment to atmosphere (piCi/sec)
MSLH_10_INTCONT = integrated release from header to the containment (Ci)
MSLH_1Q_CONTTNTLEAK = integrated iodine released from containment to
atmosphere(Ci )
RCSDOSECONTLEAK = user input containment leak rate. (fraction / day).
At each time step the integrated leak from containment to atmosphere is updated as:
MSLH_TO_CONT_INT_LEAK(t+At) = MSLH_ICONT_INT_LEAK(t)
+At* MSLHITO CONT LEAK * 106
5.8.6

Total Iodine Release from Secondary Systems

The sum of the iodine released through all paths is:
RCS_DOSE_TOTCURIE = MSLH_IO_jNT_ATM
+

MSLUI0_CONTTNTLEAK

+ MSLH_IO_TNT_COND/RCS_DOSECONDDF
+
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where:
RCS_DOSE_TOT_CURIE

= total release of iodine through all sources which

contribute to offsite dose.
MSLH_10_INTATM = total iodine release from the main steam system directly to
atmosphere. This component includes the contribution from the main steam safeties,
the atmospheric dump valves and (possibly) bypass valves which discharge to
atmosphere, as well as any contribution from an outside-containment steamline break.
MSLH_I0_CONT_INT_LEAK = total integrated iodine release from containment to
atmosphere.
MSLH_10_INTCOND = total integrated iodine release from the main steam system
to the condenser. This component includes discharges from the bypass valves, which
dump to the condenser.

It does not include discharges through the turbine. The

contribution of the iodine discharged to the condenser is reduced by the factor
RCSDOSECONDDF, which is the iodine decontamination factor to be applied to
leakage through the condenser.
MSLH_10_INT_TURB = total integrated release from the main steam system to the
turbine. The contribution of the iodine discharged to the turbine is reduced by the
factor RCS_DOSE_COND_DF, which is the same iodine decontamination factor
which is applied to leakage directly to the condenser.
RCSDOSECOND_DF = iodine decontamination factor applied to discharges to the
turbine and directly to the condenser.
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5.8.7

Global Checks of Secondary Iodine Inventory

A global check is performed on the secondary side iodine inventory. At each time step,
the total iodine inventory of the secondary side is calculated as:

SGS_TOTAL_IODINE-10

(6

(SGSCONJIOl1 *SGS_Mi1 +
SGS_CON3102 1 * SGS_M21 +
SGSCON1021 * SGSM3 1 +

MSLH_CONIO * MSLH_M +
MSLH2_CON_-O * MSLH2LM

I

where I is the steam generator number. The last term of the above equation is relevant
only if the main steamline header is modeled with multiple nodes, NUM_MSLH = 2
(Section 5.6).
5.8.8

Dose Calculation

The CENTS dose calculation converts the total iodine release to a 2-hour and 8-hour
offsite dose as follows:
For time < 2 hours:
RCS-DOSE 2HR = RCS DOSE TOT CURIE * RCS DOSE CF *
RCSDOSEBF * RCSDOSE)XOQ2
For time < 8 hours:
RCS-DOSE 8HR = RCS-DOSE TOT CURIE * RCS-DOSE-CF *

RCSDOSEBF * RCS_DOSELXOQ8
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where:
RCS_DOSE_2HR = "two hour" dose. Iodine releases after 2 hours of simulation
time do not contribute to this dose.
RCSDOSE_8HR = "Eight hour" dose.

Iodine releases after 8 hours of

simulation time do not contribute to this dose.
RCS_DOSE_TOT_CURIE = total release of iodine through all sources which
contribute to offsite dose (Ci).
RCS.DOSE CF = iodine conversion factor.

This factor converts the iodine

release from units of curies to units of REM.
RCS_DOSE_BF = effective breathing rate factor (ft3 /sec).
RCS_DOSEXOQ8 = site dispersion factor (sec/ft3 ) which accounts for
dispersion of the iodine cloud as it moves from the release point to the site
boundary, during the period 0-8 hours after the accident.
RCS_DOSE._XOQ2 = site dispersion factor (sec/ft3 ) which accounts for
dispersion of the iodine cloud as it moves from the release point to the site
boundary, during the period 0-2 hours after the accident.
The information calculated by CENTS as decribed above supports the analysis of preexisting or generated iodine spike (GIS) scenarios. In a post-analysis calculation, the
user can readily determine thyroid and whole-body doses.
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Mr. Gordon Bischoff, Manager
Owners Group Program Management Office
Westinghouse Electric Company
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SUBJECT:

FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-15996-P,
"TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION MANUAL FOR THE CENTS CODE"
(TAC NO. MB6982)

Dear Mr. Bischoff:
On December 13, 2002, and February 19, 2003, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG)
submitted Topical Report (TR) WCAP-1 5996-P, "Technical Description Manual for the CENTS
Code" to the staff. On October 6, 2003, an NRC draft safety evaluation (SE) regarding our
approval of WCAP-15996-P was provided for your review and comments. By letter dated
October 31, 2003, the WOG commented on the draft SE. The staff's disposition of the WOG's
comments on the draft SE are discussed in the attachment to the final SE enclosed with this
letter. The red-line and strikeout version of the SE, along with numbering the lines of the SE,
was very helpful in reviewing your comments. In the future, it would be helpful if you numbered
the comments in the table in addition to providing the SE line numbers.
The staff has found that WCAP-15996-P is acceptable for referencing in licensing applications
for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering designed pressurized water reactors to the
extent specified and under the limitations delineated in the report and in the enclosed SE. The
SE defines the basis for acceptance of the report. The dose model portion of the CENTS code
is being reviewed separately and will be the subject of a separate SE.
Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject report. We do not intend to
repeat our review of the acceptable material described in the report. When the report appears
as a reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies
to the specific plant involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this topical report
will be subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards.
In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that the WOG
publish an accepted version of this topical report within three months of receipt of this letter.
The accepted version shall incorporate this letter and the enclosed SE between the title page
and the abstract. It must be well indexed such that information is readily located. Also, it must
contain in appendices historical review information, such as questions and accepted responses,
draft SE comments, and original report pages that were replaced. The accepted version shall
include a '-A' (designating accepted) following the report identification symbol.
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G. Bischoff

If the NRC's criteria or regulations change so that its conclusions in this letter, that the topical
report is acceptable, is invalidated, the WOG and/or the licensees referencing the topical report
will be expected to revise and resubmit its respective documentation, or submit justification for
the continued applicability of the topical report without revision of the respective documentation.
Sincerely,
IRA!

Herbert N. Berkow, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Licensing Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 694
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-15996-P. "TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION MANUAL FOR
THE CENTS CODE"
WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP
PROJECT NO. 694
1.0

INTRODUCTION

By letters dated December 13, 2002, and February 19, 2003, the Combustion Engineering
Owners Group (now part of the Westinghouse Owners Group [WOG]) submitted Topical Report
(TR) WCAP-15996-P, "Technical Description Manual for the CENTS Code' (References 1 and
2), to the NRC staff for review and approval of the transient analysis methodology described
therein for licensing applications with regard to both Combustion Engineering- (CE) and
Westinghouse-designed pressurized water reactors (PWRs). By letter dated June 13, 2003,
the WOG provided responses to the staff's request for additional information (RAI)
(Reference 3). WCAP-15996-P is an update of CENPD-282-P-A (Reference 4); the latter was
previously reviewed and approved by the staff for application to CE-designed PWRs
(Reference 5), and subsequently the staff extended this approval to Westinghouse-designed
PWRs (Reference 6). Central to the methodology described and discussed at length in both
submittals is the CENTS computer code. This review focuses on, although is not limited to, the
changes made to the CENTS code, between the approved version described in
CENPD-282-P-A and the improved version described in WCAP-15996-P. The changes were
made to more accurately model plant systems and transient behavior of the reactor system. To
assist the staff in the review, the WOG prepared a "Roadmap that identified the changes made
to the original TR, CENPD-282-P-A, and the rationale for the changes. This review relies to a
great extent, although not exclusively, on the submitted Roadmap."
TR WCAP-1 5996-P will, on approval, supercede CENPD-282-P-A; the latter was previously
found acceptable by the staff for referencing in licensing actions with respect to the calculation
of transient behavior in PWRs. CENPD-282-P-A may continue to be utilized as it was originally
approved by the NRC. In particular, the evaluation and approval of the models in the CENTS
code, central to the CENPD-282-P-A methodology, are limited to non-loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) licensing analyses. That is, CENTS is not approved for demonstrating compliance to
10 CFR 50.46 acceptance criteria. It is, however, acceptable when used to model small breaks
in the primary system that can be classified as LOCAs for the purpose of demonstrating
compliance to non-LOCA regulatory acceptance criteria. For example, CENTS is used to
evaluate the dose consequences of steam generator tube rupture and letdown line break
events. The qualification of the previous versions of the CENTS code was based on CENTS
predictions of startup measurements, operating transients, and comparisons to calculations

-2 made with the staff-approved design codes CESEC, CEFLASH-4AS, and RELAP 5/MOD 3.
Since model upgrades to the CENTS code are under review, the staff evaluated differences in
the predictions of the originally approved code version and those of the upgraded CENTS
version described in WCAP-1 5996-P for the most limiting design basis events. The basis for
the approval of WCAP-1 5996-P is that any variance from previous results due to the model
changes precludes exceeding the safety-related limits on which the approved CENPD-282-P-A
methodology was based.
2.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

Section 50.34 of Titlel 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) contains requirements for
the analysis of abnormal plant operating events by licensees. NUREG-0800, "Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," provides guidelines to licensees and the staff for
evaluating these types of events. Section 50.71 requires licensees to update the final safety
analysis report (FSAR) for a given plant periodically. Included in the FSAR are the descriptions
of abnormal events and accidents for which a given plant is analyzed. These are typically
referred to as Chapter 15 analyses, corresponding to Chapter 15 of NUREG-0800.
The CENTS code is intended to provide analysis capability in the areas of engineering,
operations and training. It also is intended to provide evaluation capabilities for transient
events, accidents, operator actions, design and scoping studies. Under this review, it is
specifically being evaluated for non-LOCA Chapter 15 analyses for PWRs.
3.0

SUMMARY OF WCAP-15996-P

The WOG submittals identified the specific changes that have been incorporated into the
CENTS code since its previous approval. These modifications can be grouped into
two classes: those that do not have an impact on the computed results and those that do affect
the computed results.
In the former class are the editorial changes to the descriptions in CENPD-282-P-A with regard
to the models of the bubble rise velocity used in the heat transfer coefficient for bubble
condensation and the annulus bubble release rate. Both changes bring the text in the TR into
conformance with the correct and previously approved coding in the CENTS code. The staff
approves these changes. Westinghouse also requested a clarification of the restriction on the
use of the CENTS code for application to control element assembly (CEA) ejection licensing
analyses. With regard to CEA ejection licensing analyses, the safety evaluation for
CENPD-282-P-A states, "... CENTS is not approved for performing CEA ejection licensing

analyses." The rationale for this restriction is stated as 'Benchmarking for the CEA ejection
transient has not been provided...." A sui generis application of the CENTS code to a
CEA ejection event has been reviewed and approved by the staff (Reference 7). The staff will
continue to entertain, on a case-by-case basis, such analyses for review.
The WOG has added a new dose assessment model to the CENTS computer code that has the
capability to calculate offsite dose due to an accident condition. Westinghouse has indicated
that this model is essentially the same as the currently employed hand-calculated assessments
used to determine dose consequences. The WOG has indicated that the benefit offered by the
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exact iodine tracking and release calculations.
NRC review of this new dose assessment model is ongoing. Pending final approval, applicants
may use the new model. Until such time as the new CENTS dose assessment model is
approved by the NRC, the NRC will review each licensee's dose assessment on a case-by-case
basis.
3.1

Model Changes

To technically justify those upgrades to the CENTS code that provide new modeling capabilities
or provide more detail and accuracy for existing models, and, thereby have an impact on the
computed results, the WOG performed benchmark testing. There are four such modifications
to the CENTS code considered in this review; review of the fifth, a modification in the dose
model, is ongoing as discussed in Section 3.0.
3.1.1 Core Channel Heat Transfer Model UDgrade
The original channel enthalpy model ignores the heat capacity of the fluid, and is based on the
assumption that the change in the enthalpy over a computational section is negligible relative to
the transport-time constant over the section. The new version of the CENTS code allows for a
time-dependent change in the enthalpy in a computational section by taking into account the
heat capacity of the liquid. The differential equation for the rate of change of enthalpy in a
computational section is solved analytically. Thus, this new option not only takes into account
the heat capacity of the fluid, but also precludes any numerical instability that might be
introduced through a finite-difference solution for large time steps.
3.1.2 Steam Generator (SG) Tube Nodalization Model with Sectional Coolant Enthalpy
The updated SG model consists of an increase in the number of active-tube nodes per SG.
Within each of the active-tube nodes of each SG tube, an internal calculation tracks a detailed
temperature profile for the coolant and the tubes. For this purpose, each tube node is divided
into multiple subsections; the number of sections in each tube node is specified via input. This
more detailed nodalization of the primary side of the SG is provided as an option to support the
enhanced tube heat transfer model described above.
3.1.3 Multiple Node Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Downcomer Model
The updated CENTS code contains an option for a more detailed nodalization in the reactor
vessel downcomer. This modification, by introducing both axial and azimuthal nodalization,
improves the simulation of the asymmetric effects in the loops of the reactor coolant system
(RCS).
3.1.4 Detailed Main Feedwater Model
For the previously approved simplified feedwater line model, the feedwater flowrate delivered by
the pumps is specified directly by the control system for each SG. The model feeds the
indicated flows to the SGs unless a feedwater line break has occurred. In the latter case, the

-4 break flow from the feedwater lines is calculated by the homogeneous equilibrium model, or if
the flow is choked, by the Henry-Fauske correlation.
The updated CENTS code allows discrete main feedwater (MFW) and auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) models. This capability enables accurate, time-dependent transient simulation of the
MFW and AFW systems. The models are predicated on the availability of a network of discrete
MFW and AFW components and piping through user developed and specified input. Thus, the
system network is adaptable to different plant designs.
4.0

EVALUATION

Benchmark testing consisted of code comparisons for six events:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Main Steamline Break
Feedwater Line Break
Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Sub-critical Conditions
Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Hot Zero Power Conditions
Reactor Coolant Pump Seized Rotor
SG Tube Rupture

These are viewed as the most limiting design basis events in this review.
To test that all the minor code modifications and error corrections made since 1994 have not
had a significant net effect, the above six cases were run with the new version of the
CENTS code with the upgrade models described above deactivated. No significant variances
in the results were observed when compared to the results from the previously approved
version. They are judged to preclude exceeding the safety-related limits on which the approval
of the CENPD-282-A methodology is based. The staff accepts that the new version of the
CENTS code (with the model upgrades described above deactivated) is comparable to the
previously accepted version and that it continues to be acceptable to use CENTS in this
manner.
The model upgrades in the new version of the code consist, as a whole, of a more realistic
description of physical phenomena and a more detailed description of system components. As
such, they will lead to more realistic and accurate results. These results may be noticeably
different from those obtained with the previously approved version. To demonstrate that the
new models lead to correct results, a second set of comparisons for the same general
scenarios was made with all the CENTS upgrade models activated. To isolate the effect of the
individual upgrades and evaluate their phenomenological behavior, the upgrades were also
separately activated.
The new models in the CENTS code induce the following main changes in the results of the
six benchmark cases.
4.1

Main Steamline Break

The new models cause a slightly more severe and rapid blowdown of the affected SG which
results in a deeper drop in the core temperatures. This drop in core temperature has a
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deactivated. This change in reactivity is far from sufficient to induce a return to power; it is
conservative. The staff accepts that the CENTS code with the new models continues to give
conservative results for this event.
4.2

Feedwater Line Break

The upgrade models, together and individually, result in greater system flow to the intact SG.
This results in lower long-term RCS temperatures and pressures, and less swell into the
pressurizer. The regulatory acceptance criterion for this event, with a limiting single failure, is
that the peak RCS pressure must be less than 120 percent of the RCS design pressure. The
staff accepts that the CENTS code with the new models continues to give conservative results
with respect to this criterion for this event.
4.3

Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Sub-critical Conditions

The only upgrade that has a significant effect on the results in this event is the channel heat
transfer model. The improved modeling of the core fluid heat capacity reduces the positive
moderator temperature reactivity feedback, and, thereby, lowers the peak power from -1 19
percent to -105 percent of nominal. The improved modeling reduces the code conservatism,
however, it is physically based and is acceptable to the staff.
4.4

Control Element Assembly Withdrawal from Hot Zero Power Conditions

As in the previous event, the only upgrade that has a significant effect on the results is the
channel heat transfer model. The improved modeling of the core fluid heat capacity reduces
the positive moderator temperature reactivity feedback, and, thereby, lowers the peak power
from -106 percent to -101 percent of nominal. It is acceptable to the staff as described above.
4.5

Reactor Coolant Pump Seized Rotor

The comparison of results between the upgraded CENTS code with models deactivated and
activated shows good agreement, and, thereby, precludes exceeding safety-related limits on
which the approved CENPD-282-P-A methodology was based. It is therefore acceptable to the
staff.
4.6

SG Tube Rupture

The SG tube rupture event is a penetration of the barrier between the RCS and the main steam
system due to the failure of a steam generator U-tube. The integrity of the barrier between the
RCS and the main steam system is significant from the radiological release standpoint. The
limiting event considered is a double-ended rupture of a SG tube with concurrent loss of
alternating current (AC) power. Both phenomenologically and quantitatively, the comparison of
thermal-hydraulic plant response parameters between the CENTS code with and without the
upgraded model is excellent. The safety-related consequences for this event are mainly
predicated on'the dose model. The dose model portion of the CENTS code is presently under
review by the staff as discussed in Section 3.0.

-6Although this review is based solely on the results of the above comparisons of benchmark
calculations, the WOG has submitted results of a comparative analysis of a main steamline
break event and a feedwater line break computed with CENTS with upgrades and
RELAP5/MOD3 (Reference 8). The agreement is good, and, furthermore, gives some insight
into the effectiveness of the model upgrades in the CENTS code.
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

The staff has reviewed TR WCAP-15996-P and the supporting documentation sent in response
to the staff's request for additional information. On the basis of this review, the staff approves
the transient methodology described in WCAP-1 5996-P for referencing in licensing actions with
respect to the calculation of transient behavior in PWRs designed by CE and by Westinghouse,
subject to the limitations stated below. These limitations were placed on the approval of the
CENPD-282-P-A methodology and apply to WCAP-1 5996-P methodology, approved herein.
This does not include approval of the CENTS code dose model. The dose model portion of the
CENTS Code is under NRC review at this time. The CENTS code dose model will be evaluated
separately.
1.

CENTS deDarture from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) analysis: The CENTS DNBR
calculation for determining overall trends in thermal margin should not be used for
licensing analyses. The DNBR licensing analyses should be performed with the
presently approved CE DNBR methods.

2.

Limitation to CE and Westin-ihouse Tvye Plants: The application of CENTS is limited to
PWRs of CE and Westinghouse design.

3.

LOCA and Severe Accident Analysis: Adequate benchmarking of the CENTS LOCA and
severe accident capabilities has not been provided. Consequently, CENTS should not be
used for performing LOCA or severe accident licensing analyses. CENTS is not
approved for demonstrating compliance to 10 CFR 50.46 criteria. It is; however,
acceptable for use in modeling small breaks in the primary system that can be classified
as LOCAs for the purpose of demonstrating compliance to non-LOCA regulatory
acceptance criteria.

4.

Three-Dimensional Core Neutronics: Benchmarking for the CENTS three-dimensional
core neutronics capability has not been provided. Consequently, licensing applications of
CENTS should be based on a point kinetics model.

5.

CEA Eiection Analyses: This review does not give general approval for the application of
CENTS simulations of a CEA ejection transient for licensing analyses. The staff will
consider and review such requests on a case-by-case basis. This portion of the CENTS
code remains under review at this time.
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Attachment: Disposition of Comments on Draft SE
Principal Contributor: Yuri Orechwa
Date: December 1, 2003

DISPOSITION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM WOG ON
THE DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION OF WCAP-1 5996
This table Identifies and tracks the resolution of comments received from the WOG on
October 31, 2003.

Comment
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

Comment Description
A = comment accepted; PA = comment partially accepted;
R = comment rejected
Suggest incorporating reference for submittal of CENTS Volume 4.
Suggest incorporating reference for submittal of CENTS RAI responses.
A
Update reference numbers due to previous incorporation of additional references.
A
Request for clarification of the intent of the word usupercede" on Line #29. A
Suggest incorporating a more specific statement regarding CENTS usage with
respect to analysis of LOCAs.
Editorial
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ABSTRACT
CENTS is an interactive computer code for simulation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System
and related systems. It calculates the behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal conditions
including accidents. It is a flexible tool for PWR analysis which gives the user complete
control over the simulation through convenient input and output options.
CENTS is an adaptation of design computer codes to provide PWR simulation capabilities.
It is based on detailed first-principles models for single and two-phase fluids.

Use of

nonequilibrium, nonhomogeneous models allows a full range of fluid conditions to be
represented, including forced circulation, natural circulation, extensive coolant voiding and
lower mode operation. The code provides a comprehensive set of interactions between the
analyst, the reactor control systems and the reactor.

This allows simulation of multiple

failures and the effects of correct and incorrect operator actions. Examples of simulation
runs with CENTS are steady state, power change, pump trip, loss of load, loss of feedwater,
steam line break, feedwater line break, steam generator tube rupture, anticipated transients
without scram, rod ejection, loss of coolant accidents, anticipated operational transients, and
malfunctions of components, control systems or portions of control systems.
The CENTS code models most of the nuclear steam supply system and related systems. Core
power is computed using a point kinetics model. Boiling curves for forced convection and
pool boiling are used in the multi-node core heat transfer model. Primary and secondary
thermal-hydraulic behavior is calculated with detailed multi-node and flowpath models.
Nonhomogeneous, nonequilibrium conditions are also modeled, as well as the transport of
solutes and non-condensible gases. The main control systems for reactivity, level, pressure,
and steam flow are simulated.

A multi-node and flowpath representation of the feedwater

system is provided. Related balance of plant systems for single-phase fluid are represented.
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The code features a Generic Control System design that processes system parameters and
produces signals to drive the various plant subsystems. The control system is modular in
design. It is constructed by the system modeler to simulate a specific plant's control systems,
and can be made as simple or as true to the actual controllers as desired. It has an inventory
of predefined functional modules, including arithmetic, Boolean, integro-differential and
specialized functions. Once the control system structure is established by the modeler, it
functions automatically, and its details do not normally concern the CENTS user. However,
the user can, at any time during a transient, interactively change setpoints, disable control
systems or exercise manual control. The control system designer/analyst, on the other hand,
may study the detailed functioning of control modules by tracing their dynamic behavior,
experimenting with their parameters and algorithms, or interfering with the lines of
communication among the control modules.
The CENTS database provides a complete description of the nuclear plant systems that are
modeled. Multiple plant states can be maintained on disk simultaneously as independent
"snapshot" files, each of which contains the database plus a complete set of transient
information. To initiate a transient from any snapshot, the user effects appropriate changes
or perturbations to the plant. A new plant state is obtained by running a simulation to
maneuver the plant interactively from a given plant state, or by using the code's selfinitialization feature. Any intermediate state during a transient simulation can be saved as a
snapshot for later study or to initiate parametric variations on plant behavior.
Use of CENTS is supported by executive software that handles most of the simulation
mechanics, and allows the user to interact with CENTS as the transient progresses. This
software provides a sophisticated command language that supports basic simulation
maneuvers, collection of transient data, as well as complex interactions and probes by the
advanced user.

The executive software supports changes desired in the course of the

transient and facilitates evaluation of the plant behavior details. The user may freeze, resume
or backtrack a transient simulation at any time, examine plant parameters, make changes,
take manual actions and initiate malfunctions. The user may, at any time, instruct the code to
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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automatically make changes, display parameters or take any interactive action at pre-selected
times, or when pre-selected dynamic conditions are satisfied, if desired, without interrupting
the simulation.
CENTS may also be driven by a graphical environment in which the user accesses an
interactive menu system via mouse-driven controls. Its live system parameter plots and
graphical depictions of the plant state are invaluable tools in helping the user gain an
understanding of the system behavior. In addition, a combination of standard and userdefined numerical outputs allows the user to explore details of the plant subsystem behavior.
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6.0

REGULATING SYSTEMS AND BALANCE-OF-PLANT
This chapter describes the balance of plant and control system models and user control
of the related systems. It describes the database input variables that are used in these
models and notes, which are accessible, by the user to control the system (e.g.,
setpoints, manual control signals and certain hardware performance characteristics).
The user may change the values of input variables supplied in the database at any time
during the transient. This chapter also identifies many of the related output variables.
The values of output variables, which change dynamically during the transient, may be
observed interactively by the user, or may be included in a user-defined output format
using the executive software.
CENTS provides a very flexible method to handle control systems for the core,
primary system, secondary system, and selected balance of plant systems. This is done
by a shell program and a set of generic control system modules. The shell provides
interfaces for the process models, control models, and the user. The variable
dictionary provides variables to define the controllers including setpoints, performance
of ancillary components and interfaces to the process models. The systems supported
by the shell are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reactor protective system,
Pressurizer level control and CVCS,
Pressurizer pressure control,
Primary system relief valves,
Safety Injection Systems (accumulators and ECCS pumps),
Turbine control, admission, isolation, dump, relief and bypass valves,
Feedwater - main and auxiliary, and
Control rod regulating system.

The actual controllers are defined by means of the generic control system modules.
The system modeler selects the level of detail to be provided for each controller, and
then assembles each controller using the generic modules and control system (setpoint
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and component performance) variables as building blocks. This provides a very
flexible capability to handle plant specific characteristics of control systems.
The resulting control system modeling scheme enables the system modeler to define
simple or more sophisticated controllers as needed. However, the code user does not
need to approach the control systems at this level. The interface provided by the
control system shell, the setpoint variables and the ancillary component performance
variables are used to control operation of the reactor. This interface is described fully,
in the text below. Details of the controllers and interfaces that are supported by
CENTS are summarized in the tables and figures. Examples of controllers and
interfaces representative of typical modeling practices for C-E and Westinghouse
designed plants are provided. The controls used and the modeling detail may differ
depending on the analysis application, e.g., non-LOCA licensing or full plant
simulation. Consequently, a subset of the control system models and variables are
used as needed in the basedeck for each plant or application. The CENTS control
system modules and their uses are discussed in Appendix C.
Where ambiguity exists as to whether a particular control function or calculation is
done, by the code or generic control system (GCS), the text indicates (CODE) or
(GCS). Note that agreement between the order and function of the control system
variables described here and their use in the control systems depends on choices made
by the control system modeler. It is recommended that control systems use the
variables and models in a manner consistent with their intended function as described
here.

6.1

Reactor Protective System

The CENTS Reactor Protective System (RPS) model initiates reactor trip on any one
of twenty system conditions, in addition to manual trip by the operator. A complete
list of the trips, which are available, and those implemented for a typical plant is given
in Table 6. 1.
The system models define the form of the initiating condition.
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A typical example is:
(SYSTEM STATE)
6.1.1

exceeds

(TRIP SETPOINT)

User Input and Control

The user may control the Reactor Protective System as follows.
a.

CTL_CORECONTROLAUTO (logical)
= T, (normal setting) RPS operational. Reactor may be tripped
automatically by the RPS or manually by the user.
= F, RPS disabled. Manual trip only.

b.

Trip setpoints - see Table 6.1 for a list of the setpoint variable names and their
values, which may be changed to alter the trip setpoints.
The database values associated with the setpoints listed in Table 6.1 are
normally selected to be appropriate for full-power operation. Operation at other
states may require changes to the setpoints for proper control. The user may
change any setpoint or override any trip signal as described below.

c.

Trip overrides - see Table 6.1 for variable names ending in _OR.
Override variable = 1.0, the trip signal malfunctions, fails to
actuate on the corresponding trip-initiating
condition. Reactor may still trip on another
condition, or manually (GCS).
= 0.0, normal setting.

d.

Trip delay time (seconds) - see Table 6.1 for variable names ending in
_DELAY or _DL

e.

Manual trip. The reactor may be manually tripped at any time by setting the
logical variable CTL_CORETRIP = T.
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f.

6.1.2

Reset. The user must reset the RPS to clear the trips as discussed in Note f of
Table 6.1.

Observable Variables

The user may observe the operation of the RPS as follows.
a.

Reactor trip. To determine whether or not the reactor has been scrammed, refer
to the standard output (Section 7.6.1), or observe the variable
CTL_CORETRIP = T, scram
= F, no scram.

b.

Reactor trip signals. To determine which of the conditions listed in Table 6.1
initiated trip, observe the status of the trip signals
CT1LCORETRIPSIG(J)

= T, signal issued
= F, signal not issued.

where J = 1,..., CTL_NUMRPS (the total number of trip signals) for the trip
signals in Table 6.1. Only the first trip affects this array or the entries in the
GROUT output variable for the RPC controllers since the first trip puts all RPS
controllers in manual mode.
c.

Time elapsed since reactor trip = CTLTIMECORE_TRIP.

d.

Power fraction at time of trip = POWCORETRIPFRACTION (has a value of
1.0 for full power operation if the reactor has not tripped).
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6.1.3

High Power Rate-of-Chance Trip (GCS)

An option is available to generate a reactor trip signal when the rate-of-change of
power, measured in decades/minute exceeds the setpoint
CTL_COREHIPOWERSURTRIP. Since this is a Start-Up-Rate protective mode,
the trip signal may be inhibited at power fractions:
below CTL_COREHIPOWERSURBYPS(1) and
above CTIL_CORE_HI_POWERSURBYPS(2).
Typical values for the inhibit points are[
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Table 6.1
Reactor Protective System Trip Signals and Trip Initiating Conditions

Trip a
1

2

Description
High power fraction

High power startup rate
of change (SUR)

System Variable
CTLCOREPOWERFRACTION
or POWEXCORE_POWERAV
Startup rate computed by CENTS

Parameter to inhibit or modify

4

5

6

Low pressurizer pressure

High pressurizer pressure

High pressurizer level

Over-temperature thermal

PRESS(N)

PRESS(N)

CTLPRZRLEVEL_INST or
CTLPRZR_ILEVEL

CTh_COREJILPOWERFRACTRIP
(CTL.._COREIIPOWERFRACTRIPOR)
(CTLCOREIPOWERFRAC_TRIPDL)

sec

CTLCOREHIGHPOWERSURTRIP
(CTLCORE_HI_POWERSURTRIPOR)
(CTLCOREHIPOWERSURTRIPpDL)

sec

CTLCORE_LOWPRZRPRESTRIP
(CTLCORE_LOWPRZRPRESTRIP_OR)
(CTLCORE_LOWPRZRPRESTRIPDL)

psia

CTLCORE_HIPRZR.PRESTRIP
(CTLCORE_HI_PRZRPRES_TRIPOR)
(CTLCORE_HI_PRZRPRES_TRIPDL)

psia

CTL_COREIjPRZR.LEVELTRIP
(CTLCOREHI_PRZR_LEVEL_TRIPOR)
(CTLCORE_HI_PRZRLEVELTRIPDL)

CTL_TAVG, PRESS(N)

CThCOREOVERTEMP_MRGNJTRIP
(CTL.CORE_OVER_TEMP_-MRGNTRIPOR)
(CTLCOREOVERTEMPMRGNTRIPDL)

margin
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CTLCORE_HI_POWER.SURBYPS(1)
CTL_CORE_HI_POWERSURBYPS(2)

SUR trip.

3

Units/

Setpoint Variable
(Override Variable)
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sec

sec
frac
sec
b

sec
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Trip '

Description

System Variable

Setpoint Variable
(Override Variable)

Units/
Comments

7

Over-power thermal margin

CTL_TAVG

CTLCOREOVERPOWERMRGN_TRIP
(CTLCORE_OVERPOWERMRGN_-TRIPOR)
(CTLCOREOVERPOWERMRGNTRIPDL)

C

sec

CTLCORERCSFLOWFRACTRIP
(CTLCORERCSFLOWFRACTRIP_OR)
(CTLCORE_RCSFLOWFRACTRIPDL)

frac
d
sec

CTL_,CCORE_SIAS_TRIP
(CTLCORESIASTRIP_-OR)
(CTLCORESIASTRIPpDL)

e
sec

CTLCORELOW_SQPRESTRIP
(CTLCORE_.LOW_SGPRES_TRIPOR)
(CTLCORELOWS(GPRESTRIP_.DL)

sec

8

Low reactor coolant flowrate

P_FLOW in each cold leg
CTL_RCP_FLOWSTPOINT
computed by CENTS

9

10

Core trip on SIAS

Low steam generator pressure

CTLSIASTRIP

SGSP (in each SG)

11

Low steam generator level

SGSJITI or
CTL_SGILEVEL

CTL_CORE_LOLW_SGLEVELJRIP
(CTL_..CORE_.LOW_.SG_-LEVEL_TRIPOR)
(CTLCORELOWSG_-LEVEL_TRIPDL)

frac
(any SG)
sec

12

High steam generator level

SGS_HTI or
CTLSG_ILEVEL

CTLCOREIIS GLEVELTRIP
(CTLCORE_HI_SG_LEVELTRIPOR)
(CTLCORE_-HI_SGLEVEL_TRIPDL)

sec

13

Steam, feedwater, flowrate
mismatch coincident
with low SG level
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CTLSTEAMFEEDMISMATCHTRIP
(CTLSTEAMFEEDIISMATCHTRIPOR)
(CTLSTEAMFEED_MISMATCH_TRIPpDL)
CTLSTEAMFEED_MISMATCH_BYPS

SGSWOUTSG - FWSFLOW,
SGS_HTI or CTL_SG_ILEVEL
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frac level
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Trip'

Description

System Variable

Setpoint Variable
(Override Variable)

Units/
Comments

14

Core trip on turbine trip

CTL_TURBTRIP_TIME

CTICORE_TURBTRIP-DELAY
(CTLCOREJTURBTRIPDELAYOR)
CTLCORETURBTRIP-BYPS

sec

CONT-PRES

CTL_CORE_HI_CONTPRES_TRIP
(CTLCOREHIICONTPRESTRIPOR)
(CTLCORE_HI_CONT_PRES_TRIPDL)

sec

CTL_CORE_USERDEFINEDJTRIP
(CTLCORE.USERDEFINEDTRIP_OR)
(CTLCOREUSERDEFINEDTRIPDL)
(CT MISSC_TRIPDELAYS(20))

sec
sec

Parameter to modify trip
15

16 - 25

High containment pressure

User defined
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Footnotes to Table 6.1 (For a Typical Control System)
a.

Number of trip subscript for the CTL_CORETRIP._SIG array (up to 25 entries). This
order depends on the control system assignments in the array
CTLRPSCONTROLLERS being consistent with that in Table 6.1.

b.

Thermal margin over-temperature trip setpoint computed by generic controller models as

where
T

= maximum Tavg

T'
P
AT(rated)
P'

= CTICORIEOVER.POWERMARGINaTRIP
= Pressurizer pressure
= CTL_CORE_USERDEFINED_BYPS(3)
= CTL_COREOVERTEMPMARGINTRIP
= constants

Ki

= time constants

F(AI)
c.

= bias for core axial offset (shape index)

Thermal margin over-power trip setpoint computed by generic controller model as

where

Ki = constants
xi = time constants
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Table 6.1 Footnotes (Continued)
d.

Reactor coolant flow trip has different logical conditions (GCS) for tripping depending on
the core power fraction permissive state
0LCOREUSERDEFINEDBYPS(2)
power < permissive,
power > permissive,

2 out of 3 loops must fall below the setpoint to get a trip
any loop flow below the setpoint will cause a trip

The trip setpoint CTL_RCP_FLOWSTPOINT is computed (CODE) as the product of
CTLCORERCSFLOWjFRACLTRIP
and the rated pump delivery rate given by
RATED_VOL_FLOW * RATEDPUMPDENS.
e.

Core trips on SIAS unconditionally (GCS).
SIAS trip model described in Section 6.5.

f.

All core trips are coded in the generic control system to stay tripped until reset, even if the
condition that caused the trip is removed. They must be manually reset:
i)

Set CTL_CORETRIP = F or CTL_CORECONTROL_AUTO = F

ii)

Set CTL_CORE_TRIP_SIG(I) for trip(s) I to be reset to F

and
Alternatively,
iii)

RESTore the full power normal operation state or any other pre-trip state.
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6.2

Pressurizer Level Control System and Chemical & Volume Control System

The. pressurizer level control system (PLCS) supplies level signals for control of the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) and for limited control of the pressurizer
heaters. The PLCS model in CENTS performs the following functions as specified in the
generic controller models:
l.

Dynamically determines the programmed pressurizer level setpoint as specified in
Figure 6.1 for a typical control system.

2.

Maintains pressurizer level at the programmed setpoint during normal steady state
operation and transients (within the capacity of the CVCS).

3.

Modifies charging pump flowrate.

4.

Modifies letdown flowrate.

5.

Energizes or de-energizes the proportional and backup heaters.

6.

Provides auxiliary pressurizer spray for manual operator control as needed.

7.

Provides a means of controlling the reactor coolant boric acid concentration.

A typical pressurizer level control system is depicted in Figure 6.2.
6.2.1

ProjerammedPressurizerLevel (GCS)

To properly maintain the pressurizer water level at all power levels, the water level in the
pressurizer is programmed as shown in Figure 6.1 for a typical control system. CENTS
variable names for the independent variable, level setpoints, and programmed level
setpoint are shown in Figure 6.1.
6.2.2

PressurizerInstrumentationLevel Indication (CODE)

Level instrumentation located on the pressurizer determines the pressurizer water level by
means of a differential pressure reading. The instrument is calibrated to process this
reading into an indicated water level at the reference conditions of the pressurizer. During
a transient that departs from the reference conditions, the instrument's indicated water level
deviates from the actual level in the pressurizer.
CENTS determines the instrument level indication (CTIL_PRZRLEVEL_INST, feet;
CTL_PRZR_ILEVEL, fraction) as a function of the pressurizer's transient liquid mass and
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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coolant specific volumes {MASS_.LIQ(N), SVOL,.LIQ(N), SVOLSTM(N), where N =
1,..., NODE_PRZR). The reference coolant specific volumes at which the instrument is
calibrated are
CTL_PRZRLIQSPVOLREF and
CTLPRZR STM SPVOL REF.
The actual equations are given in Section 4.19.1.

6.2.3

PressurizerLevel ErrorSivnal (GCS)

A typical control system compares the programmed level with the measured level, as in
Figure 6.2. As described below, the resulting error signal, CTL_PRZRLEVEL-ERROR,
is used to control the operation of the CVCS.

6.2.4

Letdown and Chariing- Automatic Control (GCS)

Figure 6.2 shows the operation of a typical PLCS. A low pressurizer level error signal
reduces letdown flow and/or increases charging flow. A high level indication increases
the letdown flow and/or decreases charging flow. In some plants it also energizes the
pressurizer backup heaters. Table 6.2 shows the various charging and letdown setpoints,
with CENTS variable names. Upon receipt of SIAS, all charging pumps are turned on and
letdown flow is shut off; both actions are subject to manual override (Section 6.2.5).

6.2.5

Letdown and Charizins! - Manual Control

The user may exercise manual control, overriding the automatic controls described above.
Separate manual overrides are provided, for letdown and the charging pumps.
Control of letdown is determined by the logical variable
CTLLDNAUTO = T for automatic control as described above,
= F for manual control.
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When letdown is under manual control, the user may manipulate the letdown flow
fraction, via the variable
CTLLETDOWNFRAC(J), J = 1, RCS-NUMOUT_LDNS (1 in most plants).
Then the letdown flowrate in Ibm/sec is (CODE)
LDNSRCSFLOW(J) = 0.137 CTL_LETDOWN_FRAC(J) CTLCVCS_LDN_W_GPM(2)
and
CTLLDNFLOW = X,LDNS_RCS_FLOW(J), J = 1,..., RCS-NUMOUTLDNS.
J
Full letdown flow is defined in Table 6.2.
Control of the charging pumps is determined by
CTL_CH_PUMP_AUTO(J) = T for automatic control as described above,
= F for manual control
where J is the pump number (J = 1,..., NUM_CHGS_PUMPS). Under manual control, the
user may manipulate the charging pump flowrate fraction via the variable,
CTL_CIPUMP_FRAC(J) for pump J.
The total flowrate for each charging pump J is then a function of the rated flowrate and the
flowrate fraction, or (CODE)
CTL_CHPUMPFRAC(J) - CTmCHPUMP_W_RATED(J).
The rated flowrate for the charging pumps is given in Table 6.2. The
total flowrate for all pumps (lb/sec) is
CTL_CHFLOW=

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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6.2.6

Delivery of CharRing Flow

The charging flow is normally delivered to one or more cold legs. The operator may
divert a portion of the charging flow to the pressurizer auxiliary spray line.
In CENTS, the user may control charging flow delivery to the cold legs and to the
auxiliary spray by means of the flow control valves' fractional openings
CTL_CHV_FRAC(J), for injection paths J = 1 to J = RCS_NUMINCHGS + 1 (number
of charging injection locations in RCS + 1 for the auxiliary spray).
The charging flowrate to RCS location I is (CODE)
CHGSRCS-FLOW(I) = CTL_CHFLOW
*

CTLCHV RAREA(I) * CTL CHV.-FRAC(I)
7 CTL_CHVRAREA(J) * CTLCHVYFRAC(J)
J

where the summation runs from 1 to RCS_NUMINCHGS+1.
The array
CTL_CHVRAREA represents the relative flow areas of the charging system valves to
the RCS and auxiliary spray.
The auxiliary spray flowrate is (CODE)
CHGS.ASPRAY FLOW = CTICH-FLOW
*

CTLCHV RAREA(K) * CTLCHVYFRAC(K)
Z CTL_CHVRAREA(J) * CTLCHVLFRAC(J)
J

where K = RCS_NUMINCHGS+1, and the summation runs from 1 to K.
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6.2.7

Regenerative Heat Exchanizer (CODE)

The regenerative heat exchanger (RHEX) transfers heat from the letdown stream to the
charging stream. CENTS computes the heat transfer rate on the basis of the mean stream
temperatures and a user-specified overall heat transfer coefficient. This coefficient should
be chosen to produce the heat exchange rate reported for the RHEX at normal letdown and
charging flows. That is,

where
hA = overall heat transfer coefficient
= CTL_HA_REG_HEAT_X

Wc = charging flow (lbm/sec)
T c, iin, T c'out = charging flow inlet and outlet temperatures

TL in TL out = letdown flow inlet and outlet temperatures.

The charging water temperature and enthalpy at the RHEX inlet, CTL_CHT(I) and
CTL_CHH(l), remain constant throughout the transient, unless changed by the user.
The concentrations of boron, iodine, particulates and xenon in the charging stream are
user-defined via the variables listed in Table 6.2. See Tables 7.14 and 7.15 for information
on other species of solutes and non-condensibles.

6.2.8

Observable Variables

The user may observe the operation of the PLCS/CVCS by means of the variables in Table
6.3.
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Table 6.2
Pressurizer Level Control System Setpoints
UNIT+

DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE NAME

Programmed level:
Temp. for level program
Programmed level

CTL_PRZRPLEVELTEMP(I)
*
CTLPRZRPLEVEL(I)

OF
Frac

CTLPRZRLIQ.SPVOL_REF

ft3 /lbm

CTL_PRZR_STMSPVOL_REF

ft3 /bm

CTLCVCS_LDN_W_GPM(2)
RCSNUMOUT_LDNS (< 2)

gpm

CTL_CHPUMP_W_RATED(J)
NUM_CHGSPUMPS (• 4)
(J = 1,... NUMCHGSPUMPS)

gpm

CTL_CHVFRAC(K)
CTL_CHV_RAREA(K)
RCSNUMINCHGS (< 4)
(K = I,..., RCSNUMINCHGS)

frac
frac

CThCHPUMPFRAC(J)
CTLLEThOWN-FRAC(J)

frac
frac

Indicated level:
Reference liquid
specific volume
Reference steam
specific volume
Rated letdown:
Full flow
Number of paths
Rated charging:
Maximum flow
Number

Charging flow distribution:
Fractional valve positions
Relative valve areas
Number of injection sites

Normal operation:
Charging flow fraction
Letdown flow fraction
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Table 6.2 (Continued)
Pressurizer Level Control System Setpoints
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE NAME

UNIT+

Charging pump solutes
Boron concentration
Iodine concentration
Particulate concentration
Xenon concentration

CHGSRCS_BORON
CHGSRCS_IOD
CHGSRCS_PART
CHGSRCSXEN

ppm
mC/sec
mC/sec
mC/sec

Regenerative heat exchanger:
Inlet charging temperature
Inlet charging enthalpy
Overall heat transfer coefficient

CnCHT(1)
CTL_CHH(l)
CTLHAREGHEATX

OF
Btu/Ibm
Btu/sec- 0F

Heater cutoff:
Low level

CTL_LEVELHEATEROFF

frac

Pressurizer heaters:
Level setpoint (if used)

CT1_PRZRBHLEVELSPOINT(I)

frac

CTL_CVCS_CHlSPOINT(I)
*
CTL_CVCS_CH2_SPOINT(I)

frac
frac
frac
frac

Charging pump setpoints:
Pump no. I (if used)
Pump no. 2 (if used)
Pump no. 3 (if used)
Pump no. 4 (if used)
Letdown setpoints:
Level setpoints (if used)
Flowrate (if used)

CTLCVCS_CH3_SPOINT(I)
CrLCVCSCH4SPOINT(I)

CTL_CVCSLDNZSPOINT(1)
CTLCVCSLDNWGPM(I)

Upper and lower setpoints (I = 1,2)
+ Units for setpoints may be defined differently in some controllers.
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*

frac
gpm

Table 6.3
Output Variables for PLCS and CVCS
Variable

Definition+

CTL_T_AVG

Loop average coolant temperature, 'F
(auctioneered-high or system-average)

CTLPRZRPROGLEVEL

Programmed pressurizer level, frac

CTIL_PRZR_LEVEL_INST

Pressurizer instrument level reading, ft

CTLPRZRILEVEL

Pressurizer instrument level reading, frac

LEVLMIX(N)

Actual pressurizer coolant level, ft
(N = 1,...,NODEPRZR)

CTL_PRZR_LEVEL_ERROR

Pressurizer level error signal, fraction

CTLCHFLOW

Total delivery rate of charging pumps, Ibm/sec

CHGSRCS_FLOW

Charging flow to cold leg, ibm/sec

CHGSASPRAYFLOW

Auxiliary spray flowrate, Ibm/sec
Solutes are the same as those for charging in Table
6.2.

CTLCH_T(K)

Charging flow temperature, 'F;
K = I at RHEX inlet, K = 2 at cold leg

CTI,_CHLH(K)

Charging flow enthalpy, BtuAbm; see above

CTL_LDNFLOW*

Letdown flow demanded by control system, Ibm/sec

CTLLDNT(K)

Letdown flow temperature, OF;
K = I at RHEX inlet, K = 2 at RHEX outlet.

CTLLDNLH(K)

Letdown enthalpy, BtuAbm; see above.

LDNSRCSFLOW

Letdown flow from cold leg, Ibm/sec

*

+

This doesn't include flow when there is a letdown line break. See PFLOW in Table 7.12.
Units may be defined differently for variables calculated or used in controllers.
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6.3

Pressurizer Pressure Control System

The pressurizer pressure control system (PPCS) maintains system pressure within
specified limits by the use of pressurizer heaters and spray valves. Pressurizer pressure
sensors provide input to the system.
During normal operation, a small group of heaters is proportionally controlled to maintain
operating pressure. If the pressure falls below the proportional band, all of the heaters are
energized. Above the normal operating range, the spray valves are proportionally opened
to increase the spray flowrate as pressure rises. A small, continuous spray flow is
maintained (CODE) through the spray lines at all times to keep the lines warm, to reduce
thermal shock as the control valves open, and to ensure that the boric acid concentration in
the coolant loops and pressurizer is in equilibrium. A low pressurizer water level deenergizes all heaters, for heater protection. Generation of the pressurizer pressure control
system signal for a typical plant is described in Figure 6.4.
6.3.1

PressurizerHeaters (GCS)

The pressurizer heaters in CENTS are controlled through their voltage supply. For a
typical automatic heater controller, voltage to the proportional heater group varies
continuously with pressure within the proportional band, while the backup heater group
receives either full or zero voltage. The full voltage rating of both groups is given by
CTL_PRZRHEATERS_VOLT.
Automatic vs. manual control of the heaters is set by
CTL_HEATERS_CONTROL_AUTO = T, Automatic,
= F, Manual.
In the automatic mode, the proportional and backup heaters operate as specified by the
modeler. The pressure setpoint variables are shown in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.4. If the
pressurizer instrumentation water level reading (see Section 6.2.2) indicates a level below
the cutoff setpoint (Table 6.4), both heater groups are de-energized regardless of system
pressure.
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In the manual mode, the above control logic is bypassed. Heater power remains constant,
unless it is controlled by the user by changing either or both of:
CTL_VOLTPROP
CTL_VOLTBACK
6.3.2

Voltage to proportional heaters,
Voltage to backup heaters.

PressurizerSpray

Pressurizer spray control may be in automatic or manual mode, depending on
CTLPRZRSPRAYCONTROLAUTO = T, Automatic,
= F, Manual.

In the automatic mode, the admission valves for pressurizer spray from the cold legs
operate as defined by the modeler with the setpoint variables in Table 6.4, and as shown
for a typical control system in Figure 6.3 (GCS). A small bypass around each valve
provides a minimum continuous flow even when the valves are closed (CODE).
In the manual mode, the spray valve positions remain constant, unless controlled directly
by the user, through the spray valve signal variable:
VLVPRZR_MSPRAYSIG(J) for spray valve J,
J = 1,..., RCSNUMMSPRAYVLVS.
This variable represents the valve position signal, expressed as fraction (0-1) of the fullopen position. The actual valve position is determined in response to the signal, and in
accordance with the valves' dynamic characteristics (GCS).
CENTS also provides an operator-controlled auxiliary spray as part of the charging
system. See Section 6.2 for details.
6.3.3

Observable Variables

The user may observe the operation of the PPCS by means of the variables in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.4
Pressurizer Pressure Control System Setpoints
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

UNIT+

Proportional heaters:
Full on pressure
Cutoff pressure
Number

CTLPRESPHEATERON
CTLPRESPHEATEROFF
NUM_PROPHEATERS

psi
psi

CThPRESBHEATERON
CTL_PRESBHEATEROFF
NUMBACKHEATERS

psi
psi

CTL_PRZRHEATERS_VOLT
CTLLEVELHEATEROFF

V

CTLPRZRSPRAY_PRES_ON
CTL_PRZR_SPRAYPRESOFF
RCSNUMMSPRAYVLVS

psi

CTL_PRZRREF_PRES

psia

Backup heaters:
Full on pressure
Cut off pressure
Number
All heaters:
Supply voltage
Low level cutoff

Frac

Main spray valves:
Full on pressure
Full off pressureNumber
Reference pressure

+ Units may be defined differently for variables calculated or used in controllers.
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psi

Table 6.5
Observable Variables for PPCS
Variable

Definition

PRESS(NODEPRZR)*

Pressurizer pressure, psia

PRSI_HEATER_VOLT_FRAC(J)

Pressurizer heater voltages, fraction
J = l, NUMPROPHEATERS (proportional heaters)
J = NUMPROPHEATERS + 1,..., NUMWHEATERS
(< 6) (backup heaters)

CTLPRZRHEATERSVOLT

Supply voltage to pressurizer heaters, V

VLVPRZRMSPRAY(J)

Spray line valve positions,
fraction of full-open area.
See Table 7.28 for actual flow areas
J=1
RCS_NUM_MSPRAYVLVS (< 2)

P_FLOW_SPRAY

Total spray flowrate, lbm/sec (main and auxiliary)

P_ENTH_SPRAY

Spray specific enthalpy, Btu/lbm

P_BORONSPRAY

Spray boron concentration, ppm

L
* NODEPRZR - Pressurizer node
+ Solutes and non-condensibles in the main spray are determined by the variables for the
source path (normally Path 143) discussed in Chapter 7.

LI
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6.4
6.4.1

Primary Coolant System Relief Valves
PressurizerPower OperatedRelief Valves

The pressurizer's power-operated relief valves (PORVs) may be controlled either
automatically or manually. In automatic mode each PORV vents to the quench tank and
opens when the pressurizer pressure exceeds the PORV's pressure setpoint given in Table
6.6 (GCS).
The user initiates manual control by means of the logical variable
CTL_PORVLAUTO(J) Automatic control of PORV
(J = 1,..., RCS_NUMPORVS); T, Auto; F, Manual.
The valve position (fraction open) is controlled by the variable
VLV_PRZR_PORVSIG(J), J = 1,..., RCS_NUMPORVS
which signals the desired position for the valve.
The actual valve position (fraction open) is given by VLV_PRZRPORV(J), J = 1,
RCSNUMPORVS. Any difference between the signal to the valve and the valve
position is due to the valve handler, an example of which is described in Table 6.6 (GCS).
The PORVs can be isolated using a pair of motor operated block valves (MOVs). To
control the isolation MOV for a PORV set its position (fraction open) via the variable
VLVPRZR.MOV(J), J = 1,..., RCS_NUMPORVS.
PORV flow is determined by the smaller of the MOV and PORV open flow area
(CODE; See Table 7.29).
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6.4.2

PressurizerSafety Valves (GCS)

The pressurizer safety valves in CENTS are driven by the pressurizer pressure, PRESS
(NODEYPRZR). The setpoint variables for the valves are given in Table 6.6.
The safety valve position (fraction open) is given by
VLVPRZRSAFETY(J), J = 1,..., RCS-NUM_SAFETYVLVS.
The valve behavior is described in Table 6.6. The pressurizer safety valves vent to the
quench tank.
6.4.3

PressurizerVent Valves

A vent line provides direct operator (user) control of pressurizer pressure and inventory,
and the option of venting to containment or to the quench tank. The valves on these lines
have only manual controls.
For pressurizer venting to containment the variable
0.0 < VLVPRZRCONT • 1.0
controls the valve position (fraction open).
For pressurizer venting to the quench tank, the variables
0.0 < VLVPRZRQT(1) < 1.0
0.0 < VLV_PRZRQT(2) < 1.0
are the fractional flow areas of two valves in series directly controlled by the user. Flow
through this line is determined by the smaller of the two areas.
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6.4.4

Upper Head Vent Valves

Two vent lines provide direct operator (user) control of upper head pressure and inventory,
and the option of venting to containment or to the quench tank. The valves on these lines
have only manual controls.
For upper head venting to containment, the cue
0.0 5 VLVUHEADCONT < 1.0
represents the user's signal to open or close the valve to the corresponding fractional flow
area.
For upper head venting to the quench tank, the variables
0.0 < VLVUHEAILQT(1) < 1.0
0.0 < VLVUHEAD&QT(2) < 1.0
are the fractional flow areas, directly controlled by the user, of two valves in series. Flow
through this line is determined by the smaller of the two areas.
6.4.5

Observable Variables

The flowrates through the pressurizer vent and relief valves are given by the following:
PORV's
Safety valves
Vent to containment
Vent to quench tank
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The flowrates for fluid and non-condensibles through the upper head vent valves are given
by
To containment
To quench tank

P_FLOWUHEAD_CONT
P_NONGUHEADCONT
P_FLOWUHEAD&QT
P_NONGUHEAD.QT

Additional information for the upper head and pressurizer vent valves is given by the
arrays for nodal and flowpath information discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 noting
that the nodes upstream of these valves are NODE_UHEAD and NODEPRZR. More
complete information on solutes and non-condensibles in the primary system is given in
Section 7.2.7. The actual flow areas of all valves in the primary system are given by the
variables listed in Table 7.29.
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Table 6.6
Primary Coolant System Relief Valve Setpoints
SETPOINTS
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

UNIT

PORV:
Opening pressure
Number

CTL_PORVPSET(I)
RCSNUMPORVS (< 4)

psia

Safety Valves:
Full closed pressure
Full open pressure
Reclosing pressure
Number

CTL_PSV_PSET_CLOSE(J)
CTLPSVPSET_OPEN(J)
CTLPSVPSETBLDN(J)
RCSNUMSAFETYVLVS (< 4)

psia
psia
psia

VALVE HANDLERS
DESCRIPTION (GCS)

VALVE
PORV

Opens linearly as a function of time in a given time when
PRESS (PRZRNODE) exceeds the setpoints. Closes in a
similar manner when pressure falls below the setpoint.

Safety Valve

Opens linearly as a function of pressurizer pressure
between the two setpoints. Closes in a like manner.

**

I =1,...,RCSNUMPORVS
J =1,...,RCSNUMSAFETYVLVS
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6.5

Safety Injection System

The safety injection system (SIS) supplies borated water for emergency core cooling in the
event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The system consists of high pressure safety injection
(HPSI) pumps, low pressure safety injection (LPSI) pumps, and safety injection tanks
(SITs). A safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) is generated on low pressurizer pressure
and, in some plants, on deteriorating conditions. The SIAS typically functions to start the
HPSI and the LPSI pumps, open the SIS discharge valves to each of the cold legs, start all
charging pumps and shut off letdown.
6.5.1

Safety Injection Actuation Signal (GCS)

The criteria for SIAS are defined by the modeler using the setpoint variables in Table 6.7.
A typical system is described in Table 6.8. One may prevent SIAS by adjusting the
setpoints, or by overriding the automatic control:
CTL_SIAS_CONTROL_AUTO = F, SIAS override,
= T, SIAS automatic control.
The user may manually generate SIAS by setting
CTLSIAS-TRIP = T.
6.5.2

IIPSI and LPS1 Flows (CODE)

Upon receipt of SIAS, CENTS imposes an appropriate time delay before starting the
HPSI/LPSI pumps. This delay is given by the database variable CTL_SISDELAY. It
simulates the delays associated with diesel startup (assuming loss of offsite power), load
sequencing and HPSItLPSI pump startup.
Following the delay, CENTS calculates HPSI and LPSI flows to the RCS_NUMIN_SIS
injection locations. The flows are determined from user-supplied tables for pump delivery
rate versus discharge pressure. The user also specifies, in the database, the split of HPSI
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and LPSI deliveries among the delivery points, the number of available pumps of each
type, and the specific enthalpy and boron concentration.
Using the flow split variables, the flowrates can be apportioned unevenly, to account for
the different piping geometries and flow losses in the SI lines. (The flow splits need not
sum to unity.) The number of available pumps provides an easy means of changing the
availability of SI pumps.
CENTS provides multiple flow delivery tables as a function of the number of pumps
operating. This facilitates modeling of non-linear flow behavior as the number of pumps
operating is increased. Multiple flow delivery tables, CThHPSI_NPOINTS_TAB or
CTL_LPSINPOINTS_TAB
long,
are
provided
in
the
flow
tables
CTIL_HPSI_FLOW_TABLE or CTL_LPSI_FLOW_TABLE. The number of pumps
CTL_HPSIPUMP_NUM and CTL_LPSI_PUMP__NUM select the table to be used. Any
number of tables may be used within the limits of at least two entries per table and no
more than 30 total entries.
The input variables used by the HPSI and LPSI flow models are listed in Table 6.9.
6.5.3

Safety Injection Tanks (CODE)

The SITs (accumulators) provide a passive means of injecting borated water into the RCS
following a loss-of-coolant accident. Each tank discharges into one cold leg, when the
SIT-to-cold leg pressure difference permits; i.e., when
AP = Pgas + Pelev - PCL >0
where
Pgas = SIT gas pressure, psia
Pelev = SIT discharge line elevation head, psia
PCL = cold leg pressure, psia.
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CENTS keeps track of the liquid inventory and gas pressure in each tank during the SIT
discharge. The discharge rate is

II

where

y

= gas specific heat ratio (isentropic constant)

At

= time step size, sec

Vf

=

VfS

= gas

liquid specific volume, ft3flbm

I

volume, ft3

I

and C sis a discharge coefficient,

where

A = discharge line area, ft2
g = 32.174 lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2
k = frictional loss factor, dimensionless.

Each SIT discharge line has an isolation valve that isolates the tank during system
depressurization and cooldown. The status of each valve may be user-controlled at any
time. Operator control of the tank nitrogen gas pressure (adjustment or venting) may be
simulated by the user through direct manipulation of the gas pressure.
Gas pressure during SIT discharge follows the expansion law,

[

CENTS uses the variables listed in Table 6.10 for the SIT flow calculations. Table 6.11
provides a complete list of the observable variables.
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6.5.4

Shudown Coolini"Return Flow Via SI Lines (CODE)

When Shutdown Cooling (SDC or RHR) is active, it is bled from the hot side of the RCS
loop, and returns via the SI lines to the cold legs with lower enthalpy. The SDC flows are
user-controlled boundary conditions on the RCS.
CENTS provides two SDC flowpaths. Either one or both (RCSNUMOUTSDC = 1 or
2) are typically connected to the hot leg nodes. The SDC bleed flowrate for these paths is
input as SDC_RCSFLOW(i). The SDC enthalpy and the concentrations of boron and
other solutes are determined by CENTS, based on the upstream conditions in the hot legs.
The return flow in each SI line (j) is CTL_SDCSPLIT(j) * 7,SDCRCSFLOW(i), where
CT1L_SDCSPLIT are input fractional flow splits to the injection points, (need not sum to
1.0). The return flow enthalpy is the averaged bleed enthalpy, reduced by the input
CTL-_SDC_DH. The return flow concentrations solutes equals those of the bleed flow.
Table 6.9 summarizes the input variables for Shutdown Cooling flow.
6.5.5

SIS Flow - Combined lIPSI. LPSI. SITand SDC Flows (CODE)

The net SIS flow delivered to each injection location is
WSIS= WS 1 pumps + WSIT + WSDC

with the following specific enthalpy and boron concentration:
Hsis = (Ws, pumps Hs, pumps + Wsrr Hsrr + WsDc HsDc) / WsLs
Bsis = (Ws, pumps Bs, pumps + Wsrr Bsrr + WsDc BsDc) / WsLs

6.5.6

Observable Variables

The user may observe the operation of the safety injection system through the variables
listed in Table 6.11.
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Table 6.7
Safety Iniection System Setpoints
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

Trip Setpoints:
Low pressurizer pressure SIAS trip
High steamline/header
differential pressure
Low containment pressure SIAS trip
Low Tavg
Low steamline pressure
Delay HPSI and LPSI for
diesel generator startup:

UNIT+

CTL_SIASPRZRPRES_LOW

psia

CTL_SIAS_SL_SHDP
CTL_SIASHICONTPRES

psid
psia

CTLSIAS LOW TAVG
CTLSIASJLO0WMSL_PRES

OF
psia

CTISISDELAY

sec

Number of Safety injection locations RCSNUMIN_SIS (• 8)

+ Units may be defined differently for variables calculated or used in controller models.
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Table 6.8
Safety Injection Actuation Signal
Typical 3 Loop Plant (GCS)
1. High Containment pressure
CONT-PRES > CTLSIASHICONT PRES
2. Low pressurizer pressure
PRESS(PRZR&NODE) <CTL_SIAS_PRZRPRES_LOW
3. High steamline differential pressure: 2/3 loops I
SGSP(I) - MSLH_P > CTL_SIAS_SL_SH_DP

4. High steam flow (2/3 loops I) in coincidence with low
steam-line pressure (2/3 loops I) or
low Tavg (2/3 loops I)

a. Steam flow setpoint depends on turbine demand CTL_TURBDEMAND

Psett

0.0

.
Pde

I .1

CTL_TURBDEMAND
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Table 6.8 (Continued)
b. High steam flow (2/3 loops I)
SGS_WOUTSG(I) *3 > Steam flow setpoint
CTL_TURB_STEAM_RATED
c. Low steam-line pressure (2/3 loops I)
( I+,rs )

MSLH_PSL(I) < CTL_SIAS_LOW_SL_PRES

where
.T

= time constant
= time constant

d. Lowv Tav (2/3 loops I)

**

TEMPLIQ(m) + TEMP LIQ(n) <CT_ SIASLOWTAVG
2
where

m = cold leg numbers
n = hot leg numbers

* Refer to primary and secondary system variable definitions
Sections 7.2 and 7.3
** Refer to Figure 7.2
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Table 6.9
Variables for HPSI, LPSI and SDC Flow Models
HPSI Flow:
CTL_HPSI_FLOW_TABLE(K)

Flowrate, gpm (K = 1,2,...,m)+

CTLHPSIPRESTABLE(K)

Back pressure, psia (K = 1,...,
CTL_HPSINPOINTS_TAB)

CTL_HPSINPOINTS_TAB

Entries for each pump, < 15

CiTLHPSIPUMPNUM

Number of available HPSI pumps

CTLHPSISPLIT(J)

HPSI flow split to the injection locations
(J = 1,..., RCSNUMINSIS) (< 8)

LPSI Flow:
CTL_LPSI_FLOW_TABLE(K)

Flowrate, gpm (K = l,...,n)++

CTLLPSI_PRES_TABLE(K)

Back pressure, psia (K = 1,...,
CTLLPSINPOINTS_TAB)

CTLLPSINPOINTSTAB

Entries for each pump, < 15

CTLLPSIPUMPNUM

Number of available LPSI pumps

CTL_LPSI_SPLIT(J)

LPSI flow split to the injection locations
( = ,..., RCSNUMINSIS) (• 8)

SDC Flow:
SDCRCSFLOW(I)

Flowrate, Ibm/sec (I = 1,...,RCSNUMOUT._SDC)

CTLSDCSPLIT(J)

SDC flow split to injection points
(J = 1,..., RCSNUMINSIS) (• 8)

Flow Properties:
CTLSISHLPSIH

HPSI / LPSI flow enthalpy, BtuA/bm

CTL__SISHLPSIBC

HPSI / LPSI flow boron concentration, ppm

CLISDCDH

Shutdown Cooling enthalpy drop, Btu/lbm

CTLSDCHMIN

SDC minimum return enthalpy, Btu/lbm

+m = multiple of CTL_HPSI_NPONTSTAB;
maximum = smaller of CTLHPSINPOINTSTAB *CTL_HPSI_PUMP_NUM or 45.
++n = multiple of CTL_PPSINPOINTSTAB;
maximum = smaller of CTL_LPSI_NPOINTS_TAB *CTL_LPSI_PUMP_NUM or 45.
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Table 6.10
Variables for SIT Model
Constants
CTL_SIT_ELEVJPRES(J)*

SIT discharge line elevation head (Pelev) psi

CTL_SIT_FLOWGCOEFF(J)*

SIT discharge coefficient (CS)

CTL_SIT_GASCONST

Gas specific heat ratio (y)

CTL_SrLLIQ.QSPVOL(J)*

Liquid specific volume (Vf), ft 3 tlbm

CTLSIS-SITH

Liquid specific enthalpy (HSIT), Btu/lbm

CTLSISSrlTBC

Liquid boron concentration (BSIT), ppm

Constant subject to user control
CTLSIlTISOVALVE(J)*

SIT isolation valves
= T, valve open
= F, valve closed

Transient variables that require initial values

*

CTL_SIT..LIQOLUME(J)*

SIT liquid volume (Vliq), ft3

CTL_SIT_GASVOLUME(J)*

SIT gas volume (V gas), ft3

C`LSITGASPRES(J)*

SIT gas pressure (P gas) psia

The subscript J refers to the safety injection tank that discharges to cold leg J,
J = 1,...,NUMSCL_NODES (< 4).
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Table 6.11
Observable Variables for Safety Injection System
Variable
PRESS(K)

Description
System nodal pressures. In particular
K = NODE_PRZR for the pressurizer, and
K = NODEI.CL(J) for the cold legs

CTL_SIASTIME
CTL_SIAS_TRIP

Time elapsed since S.I. Actuation Signal
Safety Injection Actuation Signal
= T, signal
= F, no signal
*

CTSITLIQ)VOLUME(J)
*
CTLSITGASVOLUME(J)
*

CTh_SIT_GAS_PRES(J)

SITANKFLOW(J)
SIS_RCS_FLOW(J)

SISRCSENTH(J)

*

*

SIT gas volume, ft3
SIT gas pressure, psia
SIT discharge flowrate, lbm/sec
Combined safety injection to cold leg:
Flowrate, Ibm/sec

*

SIS_RCS_ BORON (J)

SIT liquid volume, ft3

Combined safety injection to cold leg:
Specific enthalpy, Btullbm
*

Combined safety injection to cold leg:
Boron concentration, ppm.

The subscript J refers to the safety injection tank that discharges to cold leg J,
J = 1,..., NUM•CLNODES.
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6.6
6.6.1

Turbine Control and Steam Regulating Systems
Turbine Steam Demand andAdmission Valve Response

The turbine steam demand, the positioning signal to the Turbine Admission Valve (TAV),
and the resulting TAV open position, are determined based on the status of two user flags
and the Turbine Trip signal. Table 6.13 summarizes the TAV opening calculation in
CENTS. The shaded region in Table 6.13 represents the state during normal transient
analysis.
The following subsections provide an in depth discussion of the details of Table 6.13.
6.6.1.1

Turbine Steam Demand (CODE)

The turbine steam demand, CTLTURBDEMAND, drives the Turbine Admission Valve
(TAV) controllers. During the CENTS initialization (INITIAL; see Appendix D), the
steam demand is initialized to a value such that the secondary heat load equals the primary
heat generation. During the transient calculation, the turbine steam demand is determined
in one of two ways, described below, depending on the user flag,
CTLTURB_CONTROLLOAD. However, an active Turbine Trip signal will override
this logic (Section 6.6.2).
If CTL TURB CONTROL LOAD = F, the turbine steam demand is constant, except as
reset by the user, or set during the initialization. This is the normal state for this flag.
If CTL TURB CONTROL LOAD = T, CENTS computes the turbine steam demand
such that it matches the heat load on the secondary system. This is a convenience model
that is helpful for maintaining a balanced secondary side during tuning or testing. This
model is not used for normal transient analysis. When this model is activated, it computes
the steam demand as:
(6.1)

=

TAV

H,.
1 - H(6
15 l
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where
1

rAV

Qsec

=

turbine steam demand (fraction), CTL...TURBDEMAND

= secondary system heat load (heat transfer from the primary minus

heat losses to containment), SGS_HEAT_LOAD
WRat

= rated turbine steamflow, CTL_TURBSTEAMRATED

H FW

= feedwater specific enthalpy, calculated from mixed feedwater
flowrate and enthalpy, FWS_;FLOW(I) and FWSENTH(I)
for all I

HMSLH
6.6.1.2

= main steamline header specific enthalpy, MSLHH.
PositioningSienal to the Turbine Admission Valve (GCS)

The Turbine Admission Valve (TAV) positioning signal may be set automatically by the
controllers, or manually by the user, based on the flag CTL_TURB_CONTROL.,_AUTO,
as described below. However, an active Turbine Trip signal will override this logic
(Section 6.6.2).
If CTL TURB CONTROL AUTO = T, the TAV is in automatic control. The controllers
generate the signal for the TAV opening (fractional valve position), based on the turbine
steam demand (Section 6.6.1.1). Table 6.14 lists the variables used in conjunction with the
TAV controller, and Table 6.15 describes a typical TAV signal controller. The resulting
valve signal is a member of the array MSLH_VALVE._SIG, as described in Table 6.15.
If CTL TURB CONTROL AUTO = F, the TAV is in manual control. The user
specifies the valve positioning signal via the signal array MSLHVALVESIG as
described in Table 6.15. The signal remains constant until reset by the user.
6.6.1.3

Position of the Turbine Valve (GCS) and Steam Flow (CODE)

The actual valve position of the TAV is determined by the characteristics of its response to
the positioning signal (Section 6.6.1.2). This is done via a valve position handler
controller, if one is provided. If the TAV controller is not a valve "handler", then the
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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valve position is the same as the valve signal. The signals to the TAVs and their response
characteristics are specified separately for normal operation and for Turbine Trip.
The actual TAV steam flow is dynamically calculated by CENTS as choked flow through
the given valve flow area (position) at the thermodynamic conditions of the main
steamline header (CODE). This calculation is performed for all modes of turbine control.
Observable variables are listed in Table 6.21.

6.6.2

Turbine Trip (GCS)

CENTS generates an automatic Turbine Trip on a set of conditions defined by the user,
e.g., Table 6.12. The user may disable the automatic Turbine Trip by
CTL_TURB_TRIP_AUTO = T, Auto trip possible,
= F, Auto trip disabled.
The turbine may be manually tripped at any time, independently of the above, by setting
CTL TURBITRIP = T.

The time elapsed since the Turbine Trip is CTL_TURB_TRIPT1ME, seconds.
If a Turbine Trip signal is active, then CENTS does the following:
i.

Set the turbine steam demand (Section 6.6.1.1) to zero, regardless of the status of the
user flag CTL_TURB_CONTROLLOAD.

ii.

Shift control of the Turbine Admission Valve signal and position, from the controllers
that drive the TAV in normal operation, to separate controllers that drive the TAV
after Turbine Trip.

iii. As determined by the above controllers, drive the TAV signal and position to zero,
regardless of the status of the user flag CTL,.TURB_CONTROL_AUTO.
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Table 6.12
Turbine Trip Conditions (Typical)
1.

Core trip
CTL_CORETRIP = T (True)

2.

Feedwater trip
CTLFWS_TRIP =T (True)

3.

No load on turbine (anti-motoring trip)
CTITURBDEMAND <K
where K is a constant.

4.

High steam generator water level in any one generator
CTL_SGILEVEL(J,1) > fraction setpoint, J= any SG.

5.

Time delay after reactor trip, seconds
CTL_TURBTRIP_DELAY.
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Table 6.13
Turbine Admission Valve Control Lo2ic

The shaded region in the Table represents the state during normal transientanalysis.
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Table 6.14
Turbine Admission Valve Control Variables

-

DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

UNIT

Time constant for normal operation
Trip closure time for TAV
Turbine steam demand
Rated turbine steam flow
Actual turbine steam flow
Number of TAVs
Path number on MSLH (Fig. 7.5)

CTL_TURBAOU`_TC
CTL_TURDTRIPVALVE_TIME
CTL_TURBDEMAND
CTL_TURBSTEAMRATED
MSLHFLOWLTURB
CTLTAVNUM (5)
CTLTAVPATH(J)
(J = 1,...,ITLTAVLNUM)

Turbine demand mode

CTL_TURB_CONTROLLOAD
T or F
F = User inputs demand
T = demand set by code
CTIL_TURB_CONTROLAUTO
T or F
F = User inputs valve signal
T = controller calculates valve signal

TAV control mode
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sec
sec
frac
lbm/sec
Ibm/sec

Table 6.15
Turbine Admission Valve Control System (Typical. GCS)
Controllers are provided to determine the valve state
MSLH_VALVESIG(I)

Signal to TAV

MSLHVALVE.POS(I)

Position of TAV

Automatic Control (With No Turbine Tripl)
MSLH_VALVESIG(I)§ = MSLHVALVE-POS(I)*
CTL`TURB_DEMAND * CThTURB STEAM RATED
MSLH FLOWfTURB
where

MSLHFLOW_TURB = Actual TAV flowrate, Ibm/sec
0.0 < MSLHVALVESIG(1) § • 1.0

MSLHVALVEPOS(I) § lags the signal with time constant CTL_TURBAOUTTC.
Manual Control (With No Turbine Trip):
MSLHVALVE. SIG(I) § = User specified signal to TAV
MSLH_VALVE_-POS(I) § is set by the valve handler as for normal operation above.
Turbine Trip;
If the turbine is tripped, CTLTURB_TRIP = T, then:
MSLHVALVE..SIG(I)' = 0.0 (closed)
MSLHVALVEJPOS(I)§= MSLHVALVEyPOSW CTL_TIME_STEP /CTL_TURB_TRIP_VALVE_TIME
where CTLTIMESTEP = CENTS time step, seconds.

I = TAV path number on the steamline header, CTL_TAV_PATH(J), J = 1,...,CTLTAV_NUM.
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6.6.3

Main Steam Isolation Valves (GCS)

A main steam isolation signal (MSIS) is generated as defined by the modeler, e.g.,
Table 6.16. The setpoint variables are also given in Table 6.16. The MSIS closes the
main steam isolation valves (MSIVs).
To disable automatic MSIS generation, use
CTL_MSIS_CONTROL_AUTO = T, auto MSIS,
= F, auto MSIS disabled.
The user may manually close the MSIVs by generating a MSIS,
CTL_MSISTRIP = T
or by direct control of the valves,
CTLMSISSCONTROLAUTO = F
MSLHMSIVSIG(J)
= 0.0, J=1, NUM_SG
where
NUM_SG is number of steam generators.
The user may manually open the MSIVs by:
CTL_MSISCONTROLAUTO
CTLMSIS_TRIP
MSLHMSIVSIG(J)
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Table 6.16
Main Steam Isolation Valves
SETPOINTS
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

UNIT

Low SG pressure
High containment pressure
Steamline flow

CTL_MSISSG_PRESTRIP
CGTL_MSIS_CONTPRESJfRIP
CIL_MSISSGSLFLOWJTRIP(J)
(J = 1,...NUMSG)
CTIL_MSISTRIPDELAY

psia
psia
Ibm/sec

Delay time for trip

seconds

Main Steam Isolation Signal
(Typical 3 Loop Plant)
High steamline flow (2/3 loops I) coincident with either low steamline pressure (2/3
loops I) or low Tavg (2/3 loops I).

In this example, the setpoints and determination of these conditions are the same as for
the SIAS trip described in Table 6.8.
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6.6.4

Atmospheric Steam Dump (GCS)

The position of the atmospheric dump valves (ADV's) is controlled by the ADV
controllers defined by the modeler. The setpoint variables and input for the controllers
are listed in Table 6.17. The function of the controllers for a typical plant is described
by Figure 6.5.
To manually control the ADVs after turbine trip, disable the automatic control,
CTL_ATM_DUMP_CONTROLAUTO = F, Manual control
= T, Auto control
Manipulate the valve position (0.0 - 1.0) via the signal to the valve position controller
MSLHVALVESIG(K)
where K is the ADV path number on the steamline (Figure 7.5):
K = CTL_ATM_DUMPPATH(J), J = 1,..., CTL_ATMDUMPNUM.
The ADV paths are identified as shown in Table 6.17.
The flowrates through the ADV are determined (CODE) using the steamline pressure
and enthalpy (Table 6.21) appropriate to the valve location on the steamline. Table
6.21 lists observable variables for the ADV.
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Table 6.17
Atmospheric Dump Valves
SETPOINTS

DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

Atmospheric dump setpoints

CTL_ATMDUMPSPOINT(I)
(I = 1, 2)

Path number on MSLH

CTL_ATMDUMPPATH(J)
(J = 1,..,CLATMDUMPNUM)

Number

CTLATMDUMPNUM(5 10)

UNIT+

Atmospheric Dump Valve Controller
(Typical Plant, See Figure 6.5)

Opening pressure

CrLATMDUMPSPOINT(1)

psia

Full open pressure

CTLATMDUMPSPOINT(2)

psia

+Units defined by usage in controller.
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6.6.5

Turbine Bypass (GCS)

The turbine bypass valves (TBV) exhaust steam directly to the main condenser,
bypassing the turbine. This system, together with the atmospheric steam dump system,
is used to limit secondary steam pressure by rapidly removing reactor coolant system
stored energy following a turbine/reactor trip. Like the atmospheric dump system, the
turbine bypass system may operate automatically or manually.
The position of the turbine bypass valves (steam dump valves) is controlled by the
bypass valve controllers defined by the modeler. Setpoint variables for the TBV
controller(s) are given in Table 6.18. The overall function of the controllers and details
of the controller logic for a typical plant are described in Table 6.19 and Figure 6.6
respectively.
To manually control the bypass valve after turbine trip, disable the automatic control,
CTL_TURBBYPASS_CONTROL_AUTO = F, Manual control
= T, Auto control
and control the fractional valve openings directly (0. - 1.0):
MSLH_VALVESIG(K)
where K is the TBV path number on the steamline (Figure 7.5):
K = CTL_TURBBYPASSPATH(J)
The TAV path variable is listed in Table 6.18.
Critical flow for the turbine bypass is determined using the pressure and enthalpy
(Table 6.21) appropriate to the valve location on the steamline (CODE).
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Table 6.18
Turbine Bypass Valve Setpoints
SETPOINTS
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

Opening pressure
Full open delta pressure
Quick-open rate
Normal-open rate
Quick-close rate
Normal-close rate
Operational mode

CTL_TURBDUMPOPEN
CTL_TURB_DUMP_DELP
CTL_TURB_DUMP..QOPEN
CTL_TURBDUMPNOPEN
CTIL_TURB_DUMPQCLOSE
CTL_TURB_DUMPNCLOSE
CTL_TURB_DUMP_MODE
"Temperature Average"
"Steam Pressure"

Path numbers on MSLH

CTL_TURBBYPASS_PATH(J)
(J = 1,..., CTLTURBBYPASSNUM)
CTLTURB_BYPASS_NUM (•5)

Number of TBV

UNIT+
psia
psia
(sec) 1
(sec) 1
(sec)(sec) 1i

+ Exact meaning of setpoints and units may be affected by controller usage. Typically,
CTL_TURB_DUMP_MODE is a flag to allow use of alternate controllers depending on
plant mode, e.g., "Temperature Average" or "Steam Pressure".
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Table 6.19
Turbine Bvpass Valve Control System
(Typical 3 Loop Plant)

Rate of Valve Movement:
Valve Movement Rate

Operating Conditions
Normal Open
Normnal Close

CTL_TURB_DUMP_NOPEN
CTL_TURB_DUMPNCLOSE

Quick Open

CTL_TURB_DUMPQOPEN

Valves A-D, if signal (Figure 6.6A) 2 0.5
Valves A-H, if signal (Figure 6.6A) 2 1.0
Quick Close
Low-Low Tavg (2/3 loops)

CTL_TURB_DUMPQCLOSE

"Steam Pressure" Mode:
1.
2.

CTL_TURB_DUMPMODE=1.0

Valve signal from Figure 6.6B
Valve position changes linearly towards the signaled position at the rate selected
by the rate controller.

"Temperature Average" Mode:
1.

CTL_TURBDUMP_MODE=0.0

Valve signal
a.
Low-low Tavg (2/3 loops) - Signal = 0.0
b.

Normal Operation - Signal from Figure 6.6A
CTLTURBTRIP = F, Load Rejection Controller
= T, Turbine Trip Controller

2.

Valve position changes linearly towards the signaled position at the rate selected
by the rate controller.
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6.6.6

Steam GeneratorSafety Valves (GCS)

Secondary side relief valve protection is provided by steam generator safety valves.
Setpoint variables for the safety valves are listed in Table 6.20. The valve
characteristic of a typical valve is described by Figure 6.7. Critical flow through the
safety valves is determined using the pressure and enthalpy appropriate to the valve
location. Observable variables are listed in Table 6.21.

6.6.7

Observable Variables

Table 6.21 summarizes the CENTS variables through which the behavior of the turbine
control and steam regulating systems may be observed. Variables representing the
various steam flowrates appear in Figure 6.8.
The specific enthalpy and the fission product concentrations of the various steam
flowpaths identified in Figure 6.8 are observable via the corresponding properties
associated with the appropriate upstream nodes (steam domes or main steamline
header). The CENTS variables representing these nodal properties are listed in Table
7.16. For example, the turbine bypass flow enthalpy is MSLHH (main steamline
header enthalpy). Path numbers for the paths exiting from the MSLH are given in
Figure 7.5 for typical plants.
An alternate means of observing the properties of steam flowpaths is via the array
MSIJI_OUTFLOW. This array is described in detail in Table 7.19.

6.6.8

Turbine Runback and Setback (GCS)

Provision is made to model turbine runback and setback control systems that are used
to rapidly match secondary power to reactor power in the event that the reactor power
cutback system (RPCS) described in Section 6.8.4 is actuated. The resulting signals
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are linked to the turbine admission valves via the demand controller described in
Section 6.6.3. Variables used to build, control and observe the state of these systems
are provided as follows.
a.

Turbine runback signal
CTLTURB_RUNBACKAUTO (logical)
= T, auto turbine runback system is operational.
= F, auto operation disabled

CTL_TURBRUNBACK, signal to user for state of system (logical)
= T, turbine runback is engaged.
= F, not engaged; can't be set manually

CTLTURBRUNBACKDELAY
= Delay time, seconds

b.

Turbine setback signal
CTLTURBSETBACK_AUTO (logical)
= T, auto turbine setback system is operational.
= F, auto operation disabled; permits manual control
CTLTURBSETBACKTRIP (logical)
= T, turbine setback is engaged (can be manually engaged).
= F, not engaged

CTL_TURBSETBACK_TRIPDELAY
= Delay time from trip to actuation, seconds
CRLTURBSETBACKSETPOINTS(T), (I = 1,..., 10)
Setpoint values used to build controllers (units depend on usage)
-
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Table 6.20
Steam Generator Safety Valve Setpoints
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

Design open pressure
Design open fraction

CTL_SGSVPSETLOPEN(J)
CTLSGSVASET.OPEN(J)

psia

Full closed pressure
Full open pressure

CTL_SGSVPSETI.CLOSE(J)
CTL_SGSVPSETYFULL(J)

psia

Number of loops

NUMSG (S 4)

Path number on MSLH (Figure 7.5 shows typical plants)

*

J = 1,..., maximum of 24.
Units depend on usage in controller.
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UNIT+

frac

psia

Table 6.21
Observable Variables for Steamlines and Header
Variable

*

Definition

Steam flowrates
CTL_TURB_TRIP
CTLMSISTRIP

See Figure 6.8
Turbine trip signal: T, trip; F no trip
Main steam isolation signal:
T, signal; F, no signal

MSLHPSL(JJ)
MSLH_TSL(JJ)
MSLHHSL(JJ)
MSLH_P
MSLH_H
MSLHFLOWCOND
MSLHFLOWATM
MSLHFLOW_TURB
MSLHMSIV_POS(JJ)
FWSENTH(J)
AFWSENTH(J)
MSLH_VALVESIG(K)
MSLH_VALVEPOS(K)
SL_IPFLOW(K)

Steamline pressure, psia
Steamline temperature, OF
Steamline enthalpy, Btu/lbm
Main steamline header pressure, psia
Main steamline header enthalpy, Btu/lbm
Total flow to condenser, Ibm/sec
Total MSLH flow to atmosphere, lbm/sec
Total MSLH flow to turbine, Ibm/sec
Main steam isolation valve position, frac
Main feedwater enthalpy, Btullbm
Auxiliary feedwater enthalpy, Btu/lbm
Signal to MSLH valve for path K, frac
MSLH Valve position for path K, frac
Flowrate for MSLH path K, Ibm/hr

J
JJ

= 1,..,NUMSG
= 1,.,NUM G NUMSL

K

=1,..,MSLHVALVENUM

NUM_SG

= Number of steam generators (< 4)

NUMSL

= Number of steamlines per steam generator (• 2)

MSLHVALVE_NUM = Number of steamline valves
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6.7
6.7.1

Feedwater Systems
Main FeedwaterRegulating System (GCS)

The main feedwater control system is designed to maintain steam generator level by
controlling the amount of feedwater admitted to the steam generator. As explained in
Section 5.5, the details of the feedwater line model depend on whether the feedwater
pumps and piping are modeled explicitly in the CENTS database. The choice is
indicated by the CENTS user/modeler via the variable NUM_FWS_PUMPS for the
number of feedwater pumps, as shown below.
NUMFWSPUMPS = 0, Use the simplified model (Section 5.5.10)
> 0, Use the detailed model
(Sections 5.5.1 - 5.5.9)
For the simplified model, the control system directly specifies the flowrate to each
steam generator. For the more detailed model, the control system controls the
feedwater pump speed and the flow control valves.
CENTS simulation of the feedwater control system supports operation in one of four
modes:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Normal automatic control of steam generator level,
Feedwater rampdown following turbine trip,
Feedwater trip, and
Manual control of main feedwater.

The logical variable that determines automatic or manual feedwater control is
CTL_FWS_CONTROLAUTO = T, Auto control
= F, Manual control.
When the detailed feedwater model (above) is active, separate auto/manual controls are
available for the various components:
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Flow control valve to downcomer of steam generator J:
CTL_FWS_VALVEAUTO(J) = T, Auto control
= F, Manual control.
Flow control valve to economizer of steam generator J:
CTLFWS_ECON_VALVEAUTO(J) = T, Auto control
= F, Manual control.
Speed control of feed pump K:
CTL_FWSECON_VALVEAUTO(K) = T, Auto control
= F, Manual control.
Master manual control for all flow control valves and feed pumps:
CTL_FWS_CONTROL_AUTO = T, Individual Auto/Manual control of
components as above,
= F, All components under Manual control.
Normal Automatic Control A typical controller for normal automatic control, defined
by the modeler, is depicted in Figure 6.10. Setpoint and other variables for the
controller are listed in Table 6.22. An example steam generator level setpoint program
is shown in Figure 6.9.
Feedwater Rampdown CENTS will perform a feedwater rampdown, if the feedwater
system is under automatic control at the time the rampdown is initiated and if the
system modeler specifies a rampdown procedure and initiating conditions. The
setpoints for this option are given in Table 6.22. An example feedwater rampdown
controller is depicted in Figure 6.11.
Feedwater Trip Under automatic feedwater control, trip of the main feedwater system
is generated by the feedwater trip controller, an example of which is described in Table
6.23. In manual control, only user action (setting CTh_FWS_TRIP = T) can trip the
system. Feedwater flowrate behavior after trip is controlled by the feedwater
controller, for example, Figure 6.10 or Table 6.23. Normally, feedwater trip results in
a complete shutdown of main feedwater flow.
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Manual Control Under manual control, the calculation of feedwater control functions
is bypassed. In the simplified model (above), feedwater flowrates remain constant,
unless reset or manipulated by the user via FWS_FLOW. In the detailed model, pump
speeds and flow control valve positions remain constant, unless reset or manipulated
by the user as follows:
CTL_FWSSIG(J)

Demand signal for flow control valve to
downcomer of steam generator J.

CTL_FWS_ECONSIG(J)

Demand signal for flow control valve to
economizer of steam generator J.

CTL_FWS_SPEEDSIG(K)

Demand speed signal to feed pump K.

CTL_FWSBYP_SIG(K)

Demand signal to bypass valve K.

See Table 6.22 and Figure 6.8 for other related variable names.
Observable Variables Observable variables for the main feedwater system are given in
Table 6.21 and Figure 6.8. Table 7.27 lists additional observable variables associated
with a feedwater line break.
6.7.2

Auxiliary FeedwaterSystem (GCS)

Auxiliary feedwater flow has historically been controlled manually by the operator.
For convenience, CENTS provides an option to use a controller to simulate automatic
control or simulate operator actions. The determining variable is
CTLAFWSCONTROL_AUTO = T, Auto control
= F, Manual control.
In the manual mode, the user may control the flow directly through the auxiliary
feedwater flow variables shown in Table 6.24. The automatic mode is controlled as
defined by the modeler via the setpoint variables in Table 6.24. A typical auxiliary
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feedwater controller is described in Table 6.25. Observable variables for the auxiliary
feedwater system are given in Table 6.21 and Figure 6.8.
6.7.3

FeedwaterEnthaloy (CODE)

The feedwater enthalpy is calculated by CENTS as described in Section 5.5.9 when the
detailed feedwater system model is used.

Information about the behavior of the

detailed feedwater model is provided by the variables discussed in Section 7.3.4. The
feedwater enthalpy is calculated using the model described below when the simplified
feedwater system model is used. The model to be used is selected as follows:
NUM_FWS_PUMPS = 0, use simple model
NUM_FWS_PUMPS > 0, use detailed model
Simplified Main Feedwater Enthalpy Model Under full-power steady state conditions,
the feedwater heaters increase the specific enthalpy of the main feedwater from HI at
the condensate storage tank, to H2 at the steam generator inlets. This is the enthalpy
increase at full power when the feedwater flowrate matches the steam flowrate to the
condenser. However, the enthalpy rise is a function of the turbine load. Furthermore,
when the feedwater flowrate and steam flowrate are mismatched, the feedwater
enthalpy will differ from the matched-flows steady state value. To account for these
effects, as well as for the considerable thermal inertia of the feedwater reheating
system, CENTS employs a simple model to determine the feedwater enthalpy.
The feedwater enthalpy that would result if current steam and feed rates persist for a
long time is approximated by
H_ = HI + fi(load) *(H2 - Hl) *(W, / WF) <

HFnax

where
W.,

= steam flowrate through the turbine admission valves,

WF

= feedwater flowrate,
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HF~twx

= maximum allowable feedwater enthalpy for low-feed conditions.

load

= normalized turbine load
= MSLH_FLOWTURB / CTL_TURBSTEAM_RATED

f,,(load)

= normalized enthalpy rise from input table (see Table 6.22)

= (H - HI) / (H2 - Hi) when the flows are matched.
For safety analysis, the limiting enthalpies are usually set equal to each other (H2 = HI)
which makes He = Hi.
The change in feedwater enthalpy during a time step is given by
Hnew -Hold

exp -

H. -HoldTnrh

where
Hold,

Hnew

= enthalpy at beginning and end of time step,

At

= time step size (typically one second)

TFW,h

= user-supplied time constant for feedwater enthalpy changes.

Input variables for the main feedwater enthalpy model are listed in Table 6.22, where
Hi, H2

J = I, 2
,CTL_FWS_H(J),

HFrnax

CTIL_FWS_H_MAX

TFWh

CTL_FWS_H_TC

fi 1(load)

FWS_HTABLE_LOAD(L)
FWSHTABLE_ENTH(L)

The resulting feedwater enthalpy at the steam generator inlet is stored in the variable
FWS.ENTH(J) for steam generators J = I,..., NUM_SG.
Auxiliary Feedwater. The specific enthalpy of the auxiliary feedwater for the steam
generators, is given by the variable AFWS_ENTH(J), J
constant unless changed by the user.
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1,..., NUM.SG, and remains

6.7.4

Steam GeneratorInstrumentation Level Indication (CODE)

Level instrumentation located on the steam generator determines the steam generator
water level by means of differential pressure readings between the end taps of several
external reference legs. The instrument is calibrated to process these readings into an
indicated water level at the calibration conditions of the steam generator and reference
legs. During a transient that departs from the calibration conditions, the instrument's
indicated water level deviates from the actual level in the steam generator.
CENTS determines the instrument level indication (SGS-_HTI(IJ), feet;
CTL_SG_ILEVEL(1,J), fraction) as a function of the steam generator's transient
distribution of liquid mass and the coolant specific volumes. Here I refers to the steam
generator number (I = 1,..., NUMSG) and J refers to the reference leg number in each
steam generator (J = 1,3). The multiple reference legs are used for wide or narrow
range as well as duplicate instruments. The calibration specific volumes are
SGSVFREF
SGS_VG_REF
SGS_VLEGREF

Steam generator liquid specific volume
Steam generator vapor specific volume
Reference leg specific volume.

The actual reference leg specific volume depends on the reference leg temperature
(SGSTREFLG), which changes only if it differs from the containment temperature
(CONT_SG_TEMP).
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Table 6.22
Main Feedwater System Variables
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

UNIT+

SG load for level program

CTL_FWS_SG_LEVELLOAD(I)

(1=1,2)

Minimum programmed level

CTL_FWSSGLEVELLOW

frac

Maximum programmed level

CTL_FWSSGLEVEL_HIGH

frac

Maximum flowrate per SG

CT, FWS MAX-FLOW

Ibm/sec

Multiplier on pump speed
(= 0.0 to trip pump)

CTLFWSSPEEDMULT(J)

Low temperature trip

CTL_FWSTRIP_SP

°F

Main feedwater trip signal

CTLFWS TRIP

logical

Delay time for FWS trip

CTLFWSTRIPDELAY

sec

Flow at end of ramp after trip

CTL_FWSTURBTRIP_FRAC

frac

Duration of ramp after trip

CTLFWS_TURBTRIP_DELAY

sec

Feedwater flow to downcomer

FWSFLOW(J)

Ibm/sec

Feedwater flow to economizer

FWSECONFLOW(J)

Ibm/sec

Feedwater flow, total

FWSFLOW_TOT(J)

lbm/sec

Feedwater enthalpy

FWSENTH(J)

Btu/lbm

Signal to downcomer control valve

CTL_1FWS_SIG(J)

frac

CTLFWSPOS(J)

frac

CTL_FWS_ISOjOS(J)

frac

Feedwater bypass valve demand sig. CTLFWS_BYP-SIG(J)

frac

Signal to economizer control valve

CTL_FWSECONSIG(J)

frac

Position of

CTL_FWS_ECON_POS(J)

frac

Speed signal to feed pump K

CTL_FWSSPEED_SIG(K)

frac

Speed of-feed pump K

CTL_FWSSPEEDFRAC(K)

frac

Reference speed of feed pumps

CTLFWSSPEEDMAX

RPM

Number of steam generators

NUMSG, (J = 1,..., NUMSG)

Position of

"

"

"

Feedwater isolation valve position

"

"
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Table 6.22 (Continued)
DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE

UNIT'

Condensate storage tank

CTL.FWS-j(1)

Btullbm

Steam generators

CTL.FWSJH(2)

Btullbm

Maximum allowable enthalpy

CTL_FWS_H_MAX

Btullbm

Time constant for enthalpy

CTL_FWS_H_TC

sec

Table of normalized enthalpy

FWS_HTABLEENTH(L)++

frac

Table of normalized load

FWSlTABlLELLOAD(L)+

frac

Number of entries in above table

FWS_HTABLE_NUM

Enthalpy at:

L

*

= 1,., FWSHTABLENUM (< 20)

At 100% power steady state conditions

+

Units of setpoints depend on usage in controller.
++

When this table is used for manual input of feedwater enthalpy, the table and the initial
conditions must be adjusted to account for non-linearities in the feedwater enthalpy as
a function of load. Since the initialization model assumes a linear relationship, this
problem is resolved with user input by setting CTL_FWS-_H(1) = CTL_FWS&H(2) =
desired enthalpy.
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Table 6.23
Main Feedwater Trip (Typical)

Conditions for Trip
1.

Safety injection initiated
CTL_SIAS_TRIP = T

2.

Core trip coincident with low Tavg
a.

Core trip
CTL_CORE_TRIP = T

b.

Low Tavg

MAX(Tavg all loops) < CTL_FWS_TRIPSP

Consequences of Trip
Complete shutdown of main feedwater flow.
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Table 6.24
Auxiliary Feedwater Setpoints
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

Minimum programmed level
Maximum programmed level
Total AFWS flow capacity
SG pressure difference for cutoff
Delay in actuating AFWS pumps
Multiplier to change flow
Availability indicator for:
Turbine-driven pumps
Motor-driven pumps

C`,_AFWS_SG_LEVELLOW(J)
CYLAFWS_SG_LEVELHIGH(J)
CTL_AFWS_TOT_FLOW
CTLAFWSSGDPHIGH
CTL AFWS DELAY
CTL_AFWS_FLOW_MULT(J)

Auxiliary feedwater flowrate
Auxiliary feedwater enthalpy
Number of AFWS pumps
AFWS flow to each nozzle
AFWS pump speed demand signals
Number of steam generators

AFWS_FLOW(J)
AFWSENTH(J)
NUM_AFWPUMPS (<4)
AFWS_NOZ_FLOW(J)
CTL_AFWS_SPEED_SIG(J)
NUMWSG, (J = 1,..., NUMSG)

UNIT±

Ibm/sec
psid
sec

CTL_AFWS_TURBPUMP
CTL_AFWSMOTORPUMP
Ibm/sec
Btu/lbm
counts
BtuAbm
frac

*

Calculated by the controller in automatic mode. May be manipulated by the user in manual
mode.
+

Units of setpoints depend on usage in controllers.
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Table 6.25
Auxiliary Feedwater Control System
(Typical 3 Loop Plant)

Condition for Turbine Pump Actuation:
Low steam generator level (2/3 loops I)
(Indicated SG level < CTLCORE_LOW_SG_LEVEL_TRIP)
Condition for Motor Pump Actuation - Either of:
1.

Low SG level (2/3 loops 1) or main feedwater trip, in coincidence with no SIAS
(Indicated SG level < CTLCORE_LOW_SG_LEVEL_TRIP

or

CTL_FWS_TRIP = T, in coincidence with CTL_SIAS_TRIP = F)

2.

Time after SIAS exceeds AFWS delay
(CTLSIAS_TRIP
CTL_SIASTIME
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Table 6.25 (Continued)
Total AFWS Flowrate:
Pump Actuation State (if modeled in GCS)
Tiurine

On
Off
On
Off

Mntor

AFWSqFlwrnte

On
On
Off
Off

User Table 1
"*

"

2

of

of

3

0.0

User Tables(l):
Anay

Definition

XTAB
YTAB
NOTAB
MAB

Independent variable, back pressure( 2 ), psia
Dependent variable, AFWS flowrate, Ibm/sec
Number of entries in each table
Location of first entry for each table

The user tables are available to be used for tabular data in all controllers. The
current dimensioning supports up to 100 tables, with a maximum 2000 entries for
all the tables combined.
(2)

The average steam generator pressure is taken as the backpressure for the auxiliary
feedwater pumps.

Flow to Each Steam Generator:
The total AFWS flow is split evenly between the generators. The flow may be
redistributed or changed by varying the multiplier CTL,_AFWS_FLOW_MULT(I),
I= 1,..., NUM SG.
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6.8

Control Rod Regulating System

CENTS provides several options for managing reactivity in the reactor core. Provision
is made for maintaining criticality during normal operation, meeting a desired power
demand, reactor trip, and manual operation. The control rod motion and controller
options are presented here, while details of the reactivity inputs and the option for user
specification of power are discussed in Chapter 7. The control rod regulating system
options are summarized in Table 6.26.
6.8.1

Control Rod Speed (GCS)

Control Rod Regulating System
When CTL_CEA_AUTO = T and
CTL_CEA_PERFECT = F, the control rod speed is determined by the control rod
controller provided by the CENTS system modeler. Figure 6.12 describes a typical
control rod controller. Table 6.27 lists the setpoint and other input variables for the
controller.
Manual To gain manual control of the control rod speed set
CTL_CEAAUTO = F
and set the control rod speed with the variable
CTL_CEASPEED, Steps/Minute.
6.8.2

ControlRod Position(CODE)

Rod Stepper Logic CENTS models the behavior of a magnetic jack moving control
rods with one or more stepping rates if
CTICEAPERFECT = F and
CTL_CORETRIP
= F.
For each time step, the code determines the number of steps to be moved and the
direction based on the rod speed (CTL_CEA,_SPEED), the time step length, and the
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time since the last rod movement (CTL,_CEA_LASTTIME). A change in the rod
position, CTL._CEA_POS, occurs only when it is consistent with the rod speed and the
time since the rod last moved.
Perfect Controller (CODE) An alternative to using the control rod regulating system
provided by the system modeler is provided when
CTLCEAAUTO
CTL_CEAPERFECT

= T and
= T.

The perfect control rod controller model in CENTS computes all reactivity deviations
from the initial conditions due to Doppler (fuel temperature), boric acid concentration
and moderator temperature (or moderator density) changes. It then immediately moves
the control rods the appropriate number of steps from the current position, within one
whole step, to exactly compensate the reactivity deviation from criticality. No
allowance for rod speed limits is provided. An error message is provided if the rod
worth available relative to the current position is insufficient.
Position Initialization The initial position of control rods, CTL.,_CEA_POS, is set in
the database. This initial setting depends on the plant's CEA management. For
example, the control rods may be partially inserted at full power to provide some
"bite". To ensure that the reactor is just critical, the CENTS initialization algorithms
(Appendix D) calculate the reference control rod reactivity feedback
POWKINDKINSZ based on the initial rod position and the rod worth table (Section
7.1.1, Table 7.4).
Trip The rod position is set to zero when a core trip occurs:
CTmCORETRIP = T.

The resulting reactivity insertion is determined by the scram rod table described in
Section 7.1. This overrides all other control rod modes as shown in Table 6.26.
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6.8.3

Observable Variables

The state of the control rod regulating system, or other control rod options, may be
determined with the input variables described in the text and Table 6.27. Additional
information is provided by the state variables in Table 6.28.

6.8.4

Reactor Power Cutback (GCS)

CENTS makes provision to model a reactor power cutback system (RPCS) which is
used to
1.

prevent a reactor trip following the loss of one or more main feedwater pumps or

2.

prevent reactor trip or lifting of primary or secondary safety valves due to a
turbine load rejection from any load to a smaller load, including turbine trip from
full power.

These objectives are accomplished by rapidly reducing the core power by dropping a
pre-selected set of control rods and reducing turbine power by partially closing the
turbine admission valves by means of signals generated using the turbine setback and
runback system described in Section 6.6.8. The variables used to define the reactivity
table for the control rods inserted due to an RPCS signal are described in Table 7.4.
Variables used to build, control and observe the state of this system are provided as
follows:
CTL_RPCS_CONTROL_AUTO (logical)
= T, auto RPCS control is operational
= F, auto operation disabled
CTL_RPCS_TRIP (logical)
= T, RPCS signal is engaged
= F, RPCS not engaged
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CTLRPCSTRIPDELAY
-RPCS

delay time, seconds

CTL._RPCS_SETPOINTS(I), (I =1,...,5)
= Setpoint values used to build controllers (units depend on usage)
CTLRPCS_PTRIP (logical)
-RPCS

signal at last time step

C17L RPCSTRIP TIME
= Time elapsed since RPCS was engaged, seconds
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Table 6.26
Control Rod Controller Ontions

CTLCORETRIP
T

F

CTLCEAAUTO
F

I

T

CTLCEAPERFECT
F

T
CTIL_CEASPEED

CTLCEASPEED

not applicable

CTL_CEASPEED

CTLCEASPEED

from controller

is user input

defined by system
modeler
CTICEAPOS
=0.0

CTL CEA-POS

CTL_CEA_POS

CTL CEA POS

From perfect

from rod stepper

from rod stepper model

controller to maintain

model

criticality
Reactivity from

Reactivity from

Reactivity from

Reactivity from

POW_KINQDK

POWKINDKINS

POW_KINDKINS

POW_KINDKINS

table

table

table

table

Refer to Section 7.1 for reactivity tables
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Table 6.27
Control Rod Regulating System Setpoints and Input
SETPOINTS
DESCRIPTION

SETPOINT VARIABLE

No load reference temperature

CTL_CEATREF_NO

Full load reference temperature

CTL_CEATREFFULL

Exponent for gain term

CTLCEAGAINEXP

Gain, G2

CTLCEA_TURBLDGAIN

UNIT

OF
*

INPUT
**

Length of one step
**
Total travel length
**
Rod position
Rod speed
Initial rod worth for position
Insertion worth table

CTLCEASTEP
CEASDIST
CTL_CEAPOS
CTL_CEASPEED
POWKINDKINSZ
Section 7.1

* Computed by CENTS controller, for example, Figure 6.12
** These must be consistent
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in
ft
steps
Step/Min

Table 6.28
Observable Variables for Control Rod Regulating System
VARIABLE

DEFINITION

CTL_CEAPOS

Control rod position, Steps

CTLCEASPEED

Control rod speed, Steps/min

CTL]CEA LAST-TIME

Time since last rod motion, Sec

CTL_CEAPOSITIONFRAC

Position of Control Rods, Fraction

POW_KINDKROD

Reactivity change relative to
initial rod position, Sk/k-
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FIGURE 6.1
PRESSURIZER LEVEL SETPOINT PROGRAM
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FIGURE 6.3
PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL PROGRAM
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FIGURE 6.7
STEAM GENERATOR SAFETY VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 6.8
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FIGURE 6.9
STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL SETPOINT PROGRAM
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7.0

INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR CENTS
The balance of plant and control system models including the associated user inputs are
described in Chapter 6. This chapter describes inputs to the core power and kinetics
model, fuel failure model, quench tank, and system malfunction models.

It also

summarizes the more useful output variables for characterizing the state of the PWR
and its components. This chapter also describes the CENTS data dictionary and the
CENTS standard output.

7.1

Core
This section describes the CENTS core model, representing the fuel rod bundle and its
associated coolant channel. Variables for controlling the axial power shape, the power
model, the point kinetics model, and the fuel failure model are described.

Also,

variables describing the state of these models as well as the core heat transfer model
are described.
7.1.1

Core Power

CENTS provides two options for the core power: user input and a point kinetics model
(Section 3.1.1). To access these options, see Table 7.2.
User Control The options for control of core power and the input variables controlling
the options are summarized in Table 7.1. The detailed input variables are listed in
Table 7.2. A list of output variables summarizing power production in the reactor is
given in Table 7.3.
Use of Point Kinetics Model The input variables for the point kinetics model described
in Section 3.1.1 are listed in Table 7.4. Separate control rod models are used to
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simulate insertion by scram, regulation by the control system, or a user-defined
excursion. Note that if the moderator density feedback is used instead of the moderator
temperature and boric acid concentration feedbacks, then the reactivity table as a
function of moderator density must then be appropriate for the boric acid concentration
in the core. The feedback reactivity output variables are listed in Table 7.5.
Initialization of Reactivity Model The reactivity feedbacks are based on change from
an initial steady state value as explained in Section 3.1.1. The reference database for
the CENTS code is initialized at steady state full power operation. Any change in fuel
temperature, coolant temperature and coolant boric acid concentration (or moderator
density if this option is used) from the reference conditions will produce a reactivity
change which will change core power. The user may do one of the following to
compensate for the changes:
l)

Simulation of automatic reactivity compensation provides a reactivity equal to
the perturbation, but of opposite sign, which exactly compensates for the
perturbation.

Use of this option overrides all feedbacks until the option is

revoked; at which time a transient can be initiated from the just critical condition.
(See Section 6.8 on the use of the CTL_CEAPERFECT option.)
2)

Re-initialization of the reference reactivity feedbacks for a different set of system
conditions establishes a new steady state for the database. Establish user control
of the power as explained in Table 7.1, change other system variables as needed,
and run a transient to a new steady state. Obtain values of the Doppler and
moderator feedback reactivities (Table 7.5). Compute the new reference (initial
condition) reactivities as
P o = Pa + AP

where
Pa

= original reference reactivity, Table 7.4

Ap

= reactivity change due to change in system state, Table 7.5.

Enter the new initial condition reactivities in place of the original ones.
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Point kinetics (Delayed and Fast Neutron Coefficients)

The variables for these

parameters are found in the POWER_COMMON partition POWKIN_COMMON.
The variables are defined in the CENTS variable dictionary.

The user can input

alternate values.
Switch to Decay Heat Curve CENTS computes the core power using the point kinetics
model until core trip. At that time, it computes core power using both the point
kinetics model (power stored in CTIL_COREPOWERFRACTION) and the decay
heat curve described in Table 7.2 multiplied by the decay heat multiplier
POWDKHT_DHCFCT (power stored in POW_USERQCDLOOKUP). CENTS
normally switches from the point kinetics model to the decay heat curve when the core
power drops below an input value. That is, after trip (CTL_CORETRIP = True),
when
CTLCORE POWER-FRACTION < POW DKHT DHCBEG
then a permanent switch is made to take the power from the decay heat curve in the
database. This can produce a discontinuity in power if the power from the decay heat
table differs from the power from the point kinetics model at the time of the switch.
Alternatively, a smooth transition can be achieved by comparing the power from the
two models, using the following technique in a CENTS command file:
1. Set POW_DKHT_DHCBEG < 0.0
2. When CTLCORETRIP is True, then:
3.

When POWUSERQCDLOOKUP 2 CTIL_COREPOWERFRACTION, then:
4. Set POWDKHTDHCBEG > maximum decay heat power in table

This produces a smooth transition from the point kinetics power to the decay heat
power.
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Axial Power Shape The axial power shape is defined by the user using one of three
options controlled by the variable AXPDINPUT_OPT as described in Table 7.2 and
the text below.
The AXPD_INPUT_OPT = 0 option supports an input shape with an average power
for each fixed sized node (node-centered power) for any number of equally spaced
axial nodes up tc[

]

CENTS determines the number of non-zero values, normalizes

the total power to 1.0 and maps the power shape to the CHT_NUM_NODE axial nodes
used for the core heat transfer solution conserving total power. The user must set any
unused elements of the input axial shape array to zero.

The resulting shape is

transferred to the array POWUSERQAXL.
The AXPDINPUTs_OPT = 1 option supports input of pointwise power fractions
(node-end-point power) for up tc[

] unevenly spaced axial nodes.

If values are not

entered for the 0.0 or 1.0 axial height fraction locations, CENTS extrapolates the input
shape to find the pointwise power at these locations. The input axial power shape is
integrated assuming that the average power in an interval is the average of the powers
at the ends of the interval. The integral power for each axial node used in the core heat
transfer solution axial nodalization is found by interpolation in this integrated power
shape. Finally, the average power for each axial interval is found by subtracting the
integral power at the bottom of the node from that at the top of the node. This axial
power shape is normalized to conserve power and the resulting shape is transferred to
the CHT_NUM_NODE axial nodes in the array POW_USERQAXL.
The AXPD_INPUT_OPT = 2 option supports input of an axial shape with the same
nodalization as the core heat transfer solution. This shape is transferred to the array
POWUSER.QAXL without any processing.
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7.1.2

Core Heat Transfer

The core heat transfer is modeled by an average power fuel rod in a closed channel.
Details of the model are given in Section 3.3. The fuel rod is subdivided radially and
axially as shown in Figure 7.1. Typically, there are[

]

An option to use the original model or an improved model to calculate

enthalpy in the coolant channel (models described in Section 3.3.5) is selected by the
following input variable:
CHT USE NEW ENTHALPY OPTION
= 0.0, use original model for coolant channel enthalpy calculation
= 1.0, use improved model for coolant channel enthalpy calculation
Figure 7.1 shows the CENTS variables, which describe the state of the fuel rod and
coolant channel. The variables are defined in Table 7.6.
The heat transfer type, forced or natural convection, and the heat transfer regime on the
boiling curve being used by CENTS are indicated by the variables CHT_BOILING and
CHT_IHT, respectively, as shown in Table 7.7. The correlations being used are shown
in Section 3.3.4.
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7.1.3

Fuel Failure

CENTS does not have a mechanistic fuel failure model associated with its point
kinetics model. However, the consequences of fuel failure are modeled.

Fission

product presence in the RCS, steam generator secondary side, main steamline header
and quench tank, and fission product release from paths exiting these components are
modeled.
The user simulates fuel failure by entering release rates for the various fission product
groups at the time failure is to occur. As many a(

] different fission product species

or isotopes may be released in the core and tracked around the system. Of those, the
core release rates for the following isotopes have specific variable names:
Cesium

csD7

COREPARTREL

(gC/sec)

Iodine

i131

COREIODREL

(jIC/sec)

Xenon

XeD3

COREXENREL

(gC/sec).

Additional

isotopes

CORERELE SOL{

(e.g.,

]

Krypton)

may

be

released

via

the

array

The structure of this array parallels that of the array of

identifying pointers for all species, IDTYPESPECIES(1:20), which is displayed in
Table 7.14. The first five elements are reserved for the predefined species that are
tracked by the solutes transport model (Section 4.15) - boron (release = 0.0),

16 N

(production rate calculated by code), and the above three isotopes (input release rate).
The last five elements are reserved for non-condensible gases (Section 4.12), of which
hydrogen production in the core is calculated by the code. The remaining elements
6-15 are available for defining other species. The half-life of all species and isotopes
being defined are input in the parallel array HALF LIFESOLUTES(1:20).

Their

relative solubilities in liquid and steam (Section 4.15) are input in the parallel array
CONC_RATIO_STM_LIQ(1:20).
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Variables for fission product release by the primary and secondary systems are detailed
in tables in later sections of this chapter.

Note that the abbreviation PART for

particulates replaces cesium in many variable names.
Fission product concentrations through the system are calculated on the basis of the
various sources and sinks for these products, as described in Section 4.15. For the
complete primary system represented by CENTS, the sources include:
a.

release due to fuel failure

b.

influx via the charging system (Section 6.2.6).
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Table 7.1
User Control of Reactor Power
POW USER IFUPOW

Power and Reactivity Procedure

False

CENTS calculates power based on reactivity

(F)

feedbacks in Table 7.5.

This includes the

reactivity from the control rod regulating system
computed according to the options described in
Section 6.8.
True

The user controls power through the input of a

Cr)

power versus time table as described in Table 7.2.
Reactivity varies because of feedbacks due to
the power change.

The control rod controller

may be used to compensate these reactivity
changes as described in Section 6.8 if this is
appropriate.

Must also set CTLCORECONTROL_AUTO = F, Section 6.1.
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Table 7.2
Core Power Inputs
User Defined Power Inputs
POWUSER_IFUPOW

User supplies power table if True (T)
and CTLCORECONTROLAUTO is False (F)

POW_USERNPOWT

Number of entries in power table

POWUSERTPOWT

Time for power tables entries (sec)

POWUSERPOWT

User power table (fraction of rated power)

POWUSERPOWZ

Rated power (MWt)
Decay Heat

POW_DKHT_DHCFCT

Multiplier on decay heat curve

POWDKHT_NDHC

Number of entries in decay heat table

POW_DKHTTIMDHT

Time for decay heat table (sec)

POW_DKHTANSDHC

Decay heat table (frac of the power at trip)

POWDKHTDHCBEG

Core power frac for switch to decay heat curve+
Zirconium-Water Reaction

POW_ZRH2ONYZIR

Flag to include Zr-H 2 0 reaction, yes if True

Must also set CTLCORECONTROLAUTO = F, Section 6.1.
*Current table in database is ANSI/ANS-5.1 - 1979 for nominal full
power operation of a PWR (Reference 7.1).
+

Normally equal to the first entry of the decay heat table. Switch to
decay heat occurs after scram when as described in Sections 3.1.2 and 7.1.1.
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Table 7.2 (Continued)
Axial Power Shape
AXPD_INPUTOPT = 0

Input shape as node average power for
equally spaced nodes

KSHAPIN(J)

Node average power for fixed length nodes
(I = 1,User Choice < 50)

AXPDPRINT_NORMALIZATION

Cue to edit normalization details
(0/1 = not done/edit details)

AXPD_INPUT_OPT = 1

Input shape as node average power

AXPD NUM POINTS

Number of axial points

KSHAPIN(J)

Node average power
(J = 1, AXPDNUMPOINTS < 50)

ZSHAPIN()

Fraction of core height
(J = 1, AXPDNUMPOINTS < 50)

AXPDPRINTNORMALIZATION

Cue to edit normalization details
(0/1 = not done/edit details)

AXPD_INPUTOPT = 2

Input shape as node power fraction
(Must sum to one)

KSHAPIN(J)

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Table 7.3
Core Power Outputs
Power

CTL_COREPOWERFRACTION

Fraction of rated power, actual

POWEXCOREPOWERAV

Fraction of rated power, from ex-core
detectors

POWCORE_TRIP_FRACTION

Fraction of rated power at trip

CFFH_RCSAXIALQ(J)*

Axial distribution of fuel heat generation rate
(Btu/sec)

CTL_COREPOWER

Core power (Btu/sec)

CTL_COREPOWERA

Core power (MWt)

POWUSER.QAXL(J)*

Axial power shape (Normalized to 1.0)
Decay Heat

POW_DKHTTIEDHC

Flags switch to decay heat curve if true (T)

POWDKHTTIMDHC

Time of switch to decay heat (sec)

POWUSERQCDLOOKUP

Decay heat power from table (frac)
(Table value * POW_DKHTDHCFCT)

POWUSERQCD

Final decay heat power (frac)
Zirconium-Water Reaction

POWZRH2OH2M

Hydrogen generation (lbm/sec)

CHT_HT_GENZRWAT(J)

Heat rate generated (Btu/sec)

POWZRH2Q.QZRH2O(J)

Heat flux generated (Btu/ft2 -sec)

POWZRH2QPCZR(J)

Percent zirconium reacted

POWZRH2CLZX(J)*

Thickness of reacted cladding (ft)

Defined for J=1,..., CHT_NUM ROD ( < 20) axial segments of fuel rod, Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.4
Core Reactivity Inputs
Control Rod Scram
(CTLCORETRIP = T and POWKINSCRAMRODOPTION = T)
POWKIN.NQDK

Number of entries in table ( < 30)

POWKINTQDK

Time for control rod reactivity table (sec)

POWKINQDK

Reactivity+
User Specified Reactivity
User specified reactivity due

POWKINDK

to rod motion or other effects.'
Doppler Reactivity (POW KINDOPPLERFB_OPTION = T)
POWKINNDKTMP

Number of entries in table ( < 30)

POWKINTDKTMP

Fuel temperature for Doppler reactivity
table (IF).

POWKINDKTMP

Reactivity+

POWKINDKTMPZ

Doppler reactivity for initial conditions+

Moderator Temperature (POW_KIN_MOD_TEMP_FB_OPTION = T)
POW_KINNDKCTM

Number of entries in table ( < 30)

POWKINTDKCTM

Moderator (coolant) temperature for table
(oF)
Reactivity+

POWKINDKCTM

Moderator temperature reactivity for initial
conditions+

POWLKINLDKCTMZ
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Table 7.4 (Continued)
Moderator Boric Acid Concentration (POW_KIN_BORONFBOPTION = T)
POWKINNDKCON

Number of entries in table ( < 30)

POWKIN_TDKCON

Moderator boric acid concentration for
table (ppm)

POWKINDKCON

Reactivity+

POWKINDKCONZ

Moderator boric acid reactivity for initial
conditions+

Moderator Density (POW_KINMODDENSITY_FB_OPTION = T)
.POWKINNDKDEN

Number of entries in table ( < 30)

POWKINTDKDEN

Moderator density for table (lbm/ft )

POW_KIN_DKDEN

Reactivity+

POWKINDKDENZ

Moderator density reactivity for
initial conditions+

POWKINMODDENSITY_OPTION
=

F, Use core bulk density, X(VI/v,) / Y:(V 1 )
summed over the core axial sections

T, Use cold edge temperature
(Appendix E) with the following
parameters:
=

POW_KIN_EDGEWEIGHT

Edge temp. geometric weight, frac

POWKINDHFACTOR

Core enthalpy rise, frac

POWKINHERMCREDITOPTION
=

T, Use Hermite credit (Appendix E)

= F, Do not

use Hermite credit

(See Appendix E for the full set of input to support the Hermite
ractivity credit CESEC emulation model.)
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Table 7.4 (Continued)
Control Rod Regulating System (PONVKINREG_ROD_OPTION = T)
POWKINNDKINS

Number of entries in table ( < 100)

POWKINTDKINS

Control rod position for table

POWKINDKINS

Reactivity +

POWKINDKINSZ

Control rod regulating system
reactivity for initial rod position

Reactor Power Cutback System
(CrLRPCSTRIP = T and POW_KIN_CUTROD_OPTION = T)
POWKINNCUTBACK

Number of entries in table (< 10)

POWKINTCUTBACK

Time for RPCS reactivity table

POW_KINCUTBACK

Reactivity

+

Fixed Neutron Source

POWKINSOURCE

Kinetics source term
(fraction of fission power)

T means true, F means false.
**Use CEER's RAMP function to simulate variable insertion or withdrawal.
+Reactivity

units - 8k/k
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Table 7.5
Core Reactivity Outputs
Feedback Reactivity
POWKINOUT

Data Dictionary partition for the following
parameters (see the CENTS variable dictionary)

POWKINDKT

Total reactivity

POWKINDK

User specified reactivity

POWKIN_DKBOR

Moderator boric acid reactivity

POWKINDKMOD

Moderator density reactivity

POWKINDKDOP

Doppler effect reactivity

POWKINDKTMD

Moderator temperature reactivity

POWKINDKROD

Control rod regulating system reactivity

POWKINDKSCRAM

Control rod reactivity (insertion, scram)

POWKINDKCUT

Reactor power cutback rod reactivity

POWKINDKHERMC

Hermite 3-D credit reactivity

POWKINDK_INIT

Initial subcriticality reactivity

Independent Variable for Reactivity Feedback Interpolation**
POWKINT

Average fuel temperature for Doppler (fF)

RCSBORONCORE

Boric acid concentration in core (ppm)

CHT_TCOOLAV

Moderator temperature in core (fF)

POWKINDENCOR

Moderator density in core (lbm/ft )
Other

SCRAMDELAY
Reactivity units - 8 k/k

NVCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Table 7.6
Fuel Rod and Coolant Channel Variables
Fuel Rod Nodal Variables
CHT_HT_GEN_ZR_WAT(J)*

Zirconium-water reaction heat
generation rate (Btu/sec)

CFTH_RCSAXIAL..Q(J)

Axial distribution of fuel heat generation
rate (Btu/sec)

CHTTEMPROD(IJ)"

Temperature distribution in fuel rod (fF)

CHT_TEMP_FUEL_AV

Average temperature of rod (0 F)
Cladding Surface Variables

CNT_HT_FLUX(J)

Heat flux into coolant (Btu/ft2 /sec)

CHTTEMPSURF(J)

Cladding surface temperature (fF)

CHT_BOILING

Flag for heat transfer mode, natural
convection is True.

CHTJIHT (J)

Heat transfer regime (Table 7.7)
Coolant Channel Variables

CHTENTH_COOL(JJ)

Coolant enthalpy at bottom of section
(Btu/lbm)

CHT_TEMP_COOL(JJ)

Coolant temperature at bottom of section
(oF)

*Dimension of variable
I

= 1,..., CNT_NREGIONS_RAD

Number of radial regions in fuel rod (< 10)

J

= 1,..., CHT-NUMNODE

Number of axial sections in fuel rod (< 20)

JJ

= 1,...,CHTNUMNODE + 1

No. of axial sect. in coolant channel (< 21)
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Table 7.7
Core Heat Transfer State
Heat Transfer Type
CHTBOILING*

TYPE

F

Forced convection

T

Natural circulation (pool boiling)

Heat Transfer Regime on Boiling Curve
REGIME

CHT_IHT
1

Subcooled

2

Nucleate boiling

4

Transition boiling

5

Stable film boiling

7

Steam

8

Supercritical steam

*F = false, T = true.
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7.2

Primary System
As used here, primary system includes all of the major primary system components reactor vessel, hot and cold legs, pressurizer, steam generators (primary side), pumps,
and quench tank. The reactor core is discussed in Section 7.1.
The thermal-hydraulic equations for all of the primary system components except the
quench tank are solved -simultaneously as a single, coupled system. Consequently a
single set of variables describes the primary system, with the exception of the quench
tank which is discussed separately.
Additional variables providing more information about the primary system are listed in
the CENTS variable dictionary and Appendix A.

7.2.1 Nodes

Typical CENTS nodal maps of the primary system for PWRs designed by Combustion
Engineering and Westinghouse are shown in Figure 7.2. Diagrams for the original
nodalization and a more detailed nodalization are shown.

The more detailed

nodalization for the primary side of the steam generator (SG) is provided as an option
to support the enhanced SG heat transfer model described in Section 5.3. An option to
use a more detailed nodalization in the reactor vessel downcomer improves simulation
of asymmetric effects in the loops of the RCS. Table 7.8 describes the system
component(s) represented by each node in Figure 7.2
Selected variables describing the thermal-hydraulic state of each node are listed in
Table 7.9. The node numbers in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.8 correspond to the subscripts
used for the variables in Table 7.9. The "overall node variables" describe the average
state of a node at any time. When two-phase conditions occur in a node, details about
the liquid and steam phases are provided by the "two-phase node variables" in Table
7.9.
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7.2.2

Flowyaths

The momentum equation for flow between the primary system nodes is solved as part
of the coupled system of equations.

The internal flowpaths included in the

simultaneous solution are referred to here as momentum flowpaths. Other flowpaths
for which a simpler flow solution is performed, mostly used as sinks or sources of fluid
external to the primary system, are referred to as non-momentum flowpaths.
The momentum flowpaths on the primary side are shown in Figure 7.2 and listed in
Table 7.10. The non-momentum flowpaths are shown in Figure 7.3 and listed in Table
7.11. Table 7.29 summarizes the current states of valves and leaks for many of the
non-momentum paths in the primary system. Variables giving the area and crossreferences to a description of the appropriate system are also given.
Selected variables describing the state of the fluid in the momentum and nonmomentum paths are listed in Table 7.12. Again the path numbers in Figures 7.2 and
7.3 and in Tables 7.10 and 7.11 correspond to the subscripts in Table 7.12.
Note that two numbering schemes are used for the non-momentum paths in Table 7.12.
For the variables PFLOW, PYENTH and P_QUAL, the path numbers above 100 in
Table 7.11 and Figure 7.3 refer to the non-momentum paths. The same information
and additional variables are available for the non-momentum paths in Table 7.12. The
non-momentum path numbers for these variables are numbered from 1 to 50 as
described in Table 7.11. Here the Figure 7.3 path number for these variables must be
reduced by 100 to obtain the proper subscript for the non-momentum path.
example,.
P_FLOW(105) = RCSLP_FLOWNONM(5).
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For

7.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pumps

Table 7.12 also lists selected variables describing reactor coolant pump operation. The
dimensioned pump variables refer to the reactor coolant pumps shown in Figure 7.2,
with subscripts 1, ...,NUMPUMPS (number of RCP). Additional pump variables may
be found in the RCP_COMMON partition of the CENTS database. (See Section 7.6,
the CENTS variable dictionary and Appendix A.)
Manual trip of any reactor coolant pump may be achieved by setting the pump voltage
variable (Table 7.12) to zero. For example, RCPI_VOLT_FRAC(1) = 0.0 trips the
pump in Loop 1.
7.2.4

Core Bypass

Core bypass is controlled by the variable RTRVBYPASS, representing the fraction of
total reactor vessel flow that bypasses the core. CENTS uses the reduced flow in
computing forced-convection heat transfer coefficients, coolant heatup and certain
frictional loss terms in the core.
7.2.5

Core-Exit Enthalpy Tilt

CENTS calculates the core-exit/hot-legs enthalpy tilt that results from non-symmetric
operation of the steam generators, using a reactor vessel mixing model.
The code determines the liquid enthalpy difference being fed from the cold legs to the
reactor vessel downcomer, with a proper accounting for abnormal conditions, such as
uncovery of the reactor vessel inlet nozzles or back flow through one of the nozzles.
The contribution of the fluid from each cold leg to the inlet enthalpy of each hot leg is
given by a matrix of weighting factors. This downcomer enthalpy tilt is subjected to
fluid mixing during flow through the downcomer, flow skirt and lower plenum,
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resulting in a lower, core-inlet enthalpy tilt. The mixing process is governed by a coreinlet mixing factor, F1, and by the relative and absolute magnitudes of the cold-leg
coolant flowrates. Coolant passing through the core is mixed further, with a flowdependent mixing factor Fo. The resulting core-exit enthalpy tilt is then transmitted to
the flow streams in the hot legs.
CENTS models core mixing using the following three input arrays:
RTRVMIXINLET(1:2), Fj
(1)

inlet plenum mixing factor for low flowrate

(2)

inlet plenum mixing factor for high flowrate

RTRVMIXOUTLET(1:2), Fo
(1)

outlet plenum mixing factor for low flowrate

(2)

outlet plenum mixing factor for high flowrate

RCSKWEIGHTLHTILT( 1:4,1:4)
(IJ): In the I'th hot leg, impact weight of the flow from the J'th cold leg.
Using these inputs, the hot leg enthalpy tilts, RCSDELHHLTILT(1:4), are
calculated:
RCSDELHHLTILT(I) = (Hweighted(I)
*

-

Haverage)

f.(Fi) * g.(Fo) * h0 (flow imbalance among loops)

where
Hweighted(I):

enthalpy of hot leg I, calculated from weighted contributions
from the cold legs, according to the weights array,
RCSKWEIGHTHTILT.

Havergc

flow-weighted average enthalpy of the hot legs

fn, gn, h : linear functions of the parameter.
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Then for each hot leg path J, connected to hot leg node I, the path enthalpy is tilted:
P_ENTH(J) <= PLENTH(J) + RCSDELHHLTILT(I)
The effect of the tilt on the hot legs can be observed through the path arrays PENTH
(above), PENTILLIQ and 1_QUAL (Table 7.12), and the node arrays ENTI-_TOT,
ENTHLIQ, TEMPTOT and TEMPLIQ (Table 7.9).
7.2.6 Ouench Tank

The nodes and flowpaths used in the quench tank model are summarized in Figure 7.4
and Table 7.13. The state variables for the node are defined in Table 7.13.

State

variables for the rupture disk flowpath and a vent flowpath to the containment are also
defined and solute information for the exit paths is provided. Variables for controlling
opening of the exit paths are provided.
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7.2.7 Non-Condensibles and Solutes

CENTS provides models for transporting non-condensibles (Section 4.12) and solutes
(Section 4.15) throughout the primary system. The variables available to the code user
for sources, transport, sinks and release of non-condensibles (NC) and solutes in the
primary system are summarized in Tables 7.14 and 7.15.

Inputs in the CENTS

basedeck that define the characteristics of these species are required to use the noncondensible and solute models. The following species are supported:.
1.

Non-condensible gases - hydrogen, nitrogen, air, and additional species defined
via the CENTS basedeck.

2.

Solutes - boron,

16N,

iodine, xenon, and particulates (usually cesium) , and

additional species defined via the CENTS basedeck.
There are three sources of non-condensible (NC) gases:
1.

Input of a gas (such as nitrogen) by the reactor operator. This is simulated by
the CENTS gas system using the variables described in Table 7.14.

2.

Input of gases (such as nitrogen) through the safety injection system.

The

variables described below are used by the system modeler or user to define the
injection rates.
3.

Production of hydrogen in the core by the zirconium-water reaction is described
in Section 3.1.3 and Table 7.3.

There are three types of solutes with different sources:
1.

Boron injection as boric acid from the CVCS and safety injection systems is
modeled directly in CENTS.
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2.

16N

production by neutron capture in the coolant is represented using the

production constant listed below. This is the production rate at full power, which
is multiplied in CENTS by the fraction of core power due to fission to find the
16N production rate.

3.

The fission product release rates from failed fuel - for iodine, xenon, particulates
(usually cesium) and other isotopes and noble gases - are defined by the
variables described in Tables 7.14 and 7.15.

Transport, partitioning, and release rates for these species are computed using the
models described in Sections 4.12 and 4.15.

The variables used to observe the

movement and release of the non-condensibles and solutes are listed in Table 7.15.
Assignment of the species is defined by the pointers listed in Table 7.14 that identify
the position (value of second subscript K) for each specie in the arrays.

Solute

concentrations of the charging and auxiliary spray as well as the safety injection flows
are set to the user input concentrations listed in Table 7.12.
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Table 7.8A
Typical Primary System Node Descriptions
(C-E PWR)
1

Inner Vessel and Upper Plenum

2

Pressurizer

3

Reactor Vessel Annulus and Lower Plenum (Lower Plenum only)*

4

Reactor Vessel Upper Head

5

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum (Loop 11)

6

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Hot Side (Loop 11) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

7

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Cold Side (Loop 11) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

8

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal (Loop 11)

9

Cold Leg (Loop I IA)

10

Cold Leg (Loop IIB)

11

Hot leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum (Loop 12) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

12

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Hot Side (Loop 12) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

13

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Cold Side (Loop 12)

14

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal (Loop 12)

15

Cold Leg (Loop 12A)

16

Cold Leg (Loop 12B)

17

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Guide Tubes
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Table 7.8A (Continued)
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Table 7.81B
Typical Primary System Node Descriptions
(Westinghouse 3-Loop PWR)

I

Inner Vessel and Upper Plenum

2

Reactor Vessel Upper Head

3

Reactor Vessel Annulus and Lower Plenum (Lower Plenum only)*

4

Pressurizer

5

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum (Loop C)

6

it

7

"

8

o

f

"

"

"

(Loop A)

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop B)

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Hot Side

9

"

"

"

"

10

"

"

"

"

11

"

"

"

"

12

"

"

"

"

13

"

"

"

"

14

"

16

"

"

I"

"

"

"

(Loop A) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*
(Loop B) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

-

Cold Side (Loop C) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*
(Loop A) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*
(Loop B) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

"

it

(Loop A)
(Loop B)

Cold Leg (Loop C)

18

"

"

19

"

to (Loop B)

20

"

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal (Loop C)

15
17

"

(Loop C) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

(Loop A)

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Guide Tubes
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Table 7.81 (Continued)
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Table 7.8C
Typical Primary System Node Descriptions
(Westinghouse 4-Loop PWR)
1

Inner Vessel and Upper Plenum

2

Pressurizer

3

Reactor Vessel Annulus and Lower Plenum (Lower Plenum only)*

4

Reactor Vessel Upper Head

5

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum

6

Steam Generator Tube Bundle

7

"

of

of

o

(Loop 1)

-

Hot Side

(Loop 1) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

-

Cold Side (Loop 1) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

8

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal

(Loop 1)

9

Cold Leg

(Loop 1)

10

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum

(Loop 2)

11

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Hot Side (Loop 2) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

12

"

"

it

i

- Cold Side (Loop 2) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

13

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal

(Loop 2)

14

Cold Leg

(Loop 2)

15

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum

(Loop 3)

16

Steam Generator Tube Bundle

17

"o

to

"

"

-

Hot Side (Loop 3) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

-

Cold Side (Loop 3) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

18

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal

(Loop 3)

19

Cold Leg

(Loop 3)

20

Hot Leg and Steam Generator Inlet Plenum

(Loop 4)

21

Steam Generator Tube Bundle - Hot Side (Loop 4) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

22

"

to

i

t

- Cold Side (Loop 4) (Upper Part of Active U-tubes)*

23

Steam Generator Outlet Plenum and Loop Seal

(Loop 4)

24

Cold Leg

(Loop 4)

25

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Guide Tubes
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Table 7.8C (Continued)
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Table 7.9
Primary System Node Variables
Overall Node Variables
PRESS(N)

Pressure (psia)

ENTH_TOT(N)

Average node enthalpy (Btullbm)

TEMPffOT(N)

Average node temperature (0f)

TEMPLSAT(N)

Saturation temperature (fF)

MASS-TOT(N)

Total coolant mass (Ibm)

LEVLMIX(N)

Two-phase mixture level (feet)

LEVLLIQ(N)"

Collapsed liquid level (feet)

NUMNODES

Number of primary system nodes
Two-Phase Node Variables

Liquid Phase

Steam Phase

ENTMLIQ(N)

ENTHSTM(N)

Enthalpy (Btullbm)

ENTHLIQ.SAT(N)

ENTH_STMSAT(N)

Saturation enthalpy
(Btu/Ibm)

TEMPLIQ(N)

TEMPSTM(N)

Temperature (0f)

MASSLIQ(N)

MASSSTM(N)

Mass (Ibm)

MASS-BUB(N)

Mass of entrained
bubbles (ibm)
Solute Concentrations

RCS_CONC_BORON(N)

Node boron concentration (ppm)

RCSCONCIOD(N)

Node iodine concentration (pCYIbm)

RCS_CONC_PART(N)

Node particulates concentration (gC/lbm)

RCS_CONC_XEN(N)

Node xenon concentration (gC/ibm)

RCSBORONCORE

Average boron concentration in core (ppm)

N = 1,..., NUM_NODE
Refer to Figure 7.2 for particular node numbers.
In the inner vessel (N = 1), LEVL,_LIQ(1) is the subcooled liquid level
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Table 7.10A
Tvpical Primary System Momentum Path Descriptions
(C-E PWR)
Number
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Description
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Table 7.10 A (Continued)
Number

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision 1

Description
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Table 7.1OB
Typical Primary System Momentum Path Descriptions

(Westinghouse 3 Loop PWR)
Number
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Description
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Table 7.10 B (Continued)
Number
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Description
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Table 7.10 B (Continued)
Number
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Description
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Table 7.10C
Twpical Primary System Momentum Path Descriptions
(Westinghouse 4 Loop PWR)
Number

Description
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Table 7.10 C (Continued)
Number

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Description
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Table 7.10 C (Continued)
Paths Added for Expanded Nodalization
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Table 7.11A
Typical Primary System Non-Momentum Path Descriptions
(C-E PWR)
Non-Mom*

Number

Description'

Abbreviation

Number

External to Primary System
101

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Leak

(Loop 1lA)

PSL

1

102

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop lIB)

"

2

103

"

"

"

"

t

(Loop 12A)

"

3

104

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 12B)

"

4

105 Charging to Cold Leg

(Loop 1A)

CH

5

106 Charging to Cold Leg

(Loop 12B)

"

6

109 Letdown Outlet from Pump Discharge Leg (Loop 12B)

LDNS

9

113 HotLeg drain

(Loop 11)

RCW

13

114 Shutdown Cooling Outlet from Hot Leg

(Loop 12)

SDC

14

116 Emergency Core Cooling System Injection (Loop llA)

SIS

16

117

"

f

t

"

"

(Loop lIB)

"

17

118

"

"

"

"

i

(Loop 12A)

"

18

119

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 12B)

of

19
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Table 7.11 A (Continued)

Number*

Description+

Abbreviation

Non-Mom'
Number

SGTR

26

Leaks for Component Breaks
126 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (Loop 11 Hot Side)
127

"

128
129

"
"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 11 Cold Side)

27

"

"

(Loop 12 Hot Side)

28

"

"

(Loop 12 Cold Side)

29

134 Discharge Cold Leg Small Break (Loop 1lA)

SB

34

135 Suction Cold Leg Small Break (Loop 12)

SB

35

136 Hot Leg Small Break

SB

36

137 Pressurizer Small Break

SB

37

138 Control Element Assembly (CEA) Ejection (Upper Head)

RODEJ

38

139 O-Ring Seal Leak

ATWS

39

SPR

43

(Loop 12)

Internal to Primary System
143 Main Spray to Pressurizer
144 Main Spray Source from Cold Leg (Loop 1lA)

44

lIB)

45

145

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop

146 Pressurizer Relief (SV, PORV and vents combined)

SV, PORV

46

147 Upper Head Vent Valve

VENT

47

*

The alternate path numbers are for non-momentum paths as a continuation of the
momentum path arrays (101-150) or for the non-momentum paths numbered from 1-50.
See the text for more information.

+ The non-momentum paths may be reconnected to different loops or nodes via the array
P_NODEJINLET, or at different elevations via the array P._ELEVINLET.
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Table 7.11B
Typical Primary System Non-Momentum Path Descriptions
(Westinghouse 3 Loop PWR)

Description+

Numnber*

Abbreviation

Non-Mom
Number

External to Primary System
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Leak
" of "
o
o
i
102
to of
of
o
to
"
103

(Loop C)
(Loop A)

101

PSL

1

..

2

(Loop B)

..

3

105 Charging to Pump seal

(Loop C)

PS

5

106 Charging to Pump seal

(Loop A)

PS

6

107 Charging to Cold Leg and Pump Seal

(Loop B)

CH&PS

7

109 Letdown Outlet from Pump Discharge Leg (Loop A)

LDNS

9

113

(Loop C)

DRN

13

(Loop A)

SHC

14

SIS

16

Hot Leg drain

114 Shutdown Cooling Outlet from Hot Leg

116 Emergency Core Cooling System Injection (Loop C)
117

"

"

118
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(Loop A)

17

B)

18

Table 7. 11 B (Continued)
Description+

Number"

Abbreviation

Non-Mom
Number

Leaks for Component Breaks
126 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (Loop C Hot Side)

SGTR

26

127

o

of

t

o

(Loop C Cold Side)

128

f

of

i

o

(Loop A Hot Side)

129

f

It

t

f

(Loop A Cold Side)

I,

29

130

"

"

"

"

(Loop B Hot Side)

i,

30

131

f

"

"

"

(Loop B Cold Side)

.,

27
28

31

134 Discharge Cold Leg Small Break

(Loop C)

SB

34

135 Suction Cold Leg Small Break

(Loop A)

SB

35

136 Hot Leg Small Break

(Loop A)

SB

36

137 Pressurizer Small Break

SB

37

138

RODEJ

38

ATWS

39

SPR

43

'I

44

Control Element Assembly (CEA) Ejection (Upper Head)

139 O-Ring Seal Leak
Internal to Primary System
143 Main Spray to Pressurizer
144 Main Spray Source from Cold Leg
145

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop C)
(Loop A)

45

146 Pressurizer Relief (SV, PORV and vents combined)

SV, PORV

46

147

VENT

47

Upper Head Vent Valve

*The alternate path numbers are for non-momentum paths as a continuation of the
momentum path arrays (101-150) or for the non-momentum paths numbered from 1-50. See
the text for more information.
+The non-momentum paths may be reconnected to different loops or nodes via the array
P_NODEINLET, or at different elevations via the array PLELEV_INLET.
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Table 7.11C
Typical Primary System Non-Momentum Path Descriptions
(Westinghouse 4 Loop PWR)

Number"

Abbreviation

Description'

Non-Mom
Number

External to Primary System
101

Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Leak

(Loop 1)

PSL

1

102

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 2)

PSL

2

103

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 3)

PSL

3

104

"

"

"

"

"

(Loop 4)

PSL

4

105 Charging to Pump Seal

(Loop 1)

PS

5

106 Charging to Pump Seal

(Loop 2)

PS

6

107 Charging to Cold Leg and Pump Seal

(Loop 3)

CH&PS

7

108 Charging to Pump Seal

(Loop 4)

PS

8

109 Letdown Outlet from Pump Suction Leg

(Loop 3)

LDNS

9

110 Letdown Outlet from Pump Discharge Leg (Loop 3)

LDNS

10

113 Hot Leg Drain

(Loop 1)

DRN

13

114 Shutdown Cooling Outlet from Hot Leg

(Loop 2)

SDC

14

SIS

16

116 Emergency Core Cooling System Injection (Loop 1)
117

"

"

"

"

(Loop 2)

SIS

17

118

"

"

"

"

(Loop 3)

SIS

18

119

"

"

"

"

(Loop 4)

SIS

19

120 Safety Injection to Hot Leg

(Loop 1)

SIS

20

121

(Loop 3)

SIS

21

"

"

"
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Table 7. 11 C (Continued)
Non-Mom*

Number"

Description+

Abbreviation

Number

SGTR

26

Leaks for Component Breaks
126 Steam Gen(-rator Tube Rupture (Loop 1 Hot Side)
127

..

(Loop 1 Cold Side)

..

27

128

(Loop 2 Hot Side)

Il

28

129

(Loop 2 Cold Side)

I.

29

130

"9

"

"

(Loop 3 Hot Side)

30

131

(Loop 3 Cold Side)

of

31

132

(Loop 4 Hot Side)

It

32

133

(Loop 4 Cold Side)

.I

33

134 Discharge (Cold Leg Small Break

(Loop 3)

SB

34

135 Suction Co]Id Leg Small Break

(Loop 2)

SB

35

136 Hot Leg Sn iall Break

(Loop 1)

SB

36

137 Pressurizer Small Break

SB

37

138 Control Element Assembly (CEA) Ejection (Upper Head)

RODEJ

38

ATWS

39

SPR

43

of

44

139

O-Ring Seal Leak
Internal to Primary System

143 Main Spray to Pressurizer
144 Main Spray Source from Cold Leg

(Loop 3)

145

(Loop 4)

45

146 Pressurizer Relief (SV, PORV and vents combined)

SV, PORV

46

147 Upper Head Vent Valve

VENT

47

*The alternate path numbers are for non-momentum paths as a continuation of the
momentum path arrays (101-150) or for the non-momentum paths numbered from 1-50. See
the text for more information. +The non-momentum paths may be reconnected to different
loops or nodes via the array P_NODEJLNLET, or at different elevations via the array
PELEV_INLET.
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Table 7.12
Primary System Path Variables
Path Types
1-100

Momentum

101-125

Non-momentum, sources or sinks external to primary system

126-142

Non-momentum, leaks

143-150

Non-momentum, sources or sinks internal to primary system
Path Variables

PFLOW(J)

Flowrate

(Ibm/sec)

P_ENTH(J)

Enthalpy

(Btullbm)

P_ENTH{LIQ(M)

Liquid enthalpy

(Btullbm)

P_ENTH_STM(M)

Steam enthalpy

(Btullbm)

PQUAL(J)

Quality

DPTOT(M)

Momentum Path pressure drop

NUMPATHSMOM

Number of momentum paths (< 100)

NUM_PATHS

Total of momentum and non-momentum paths
(150)

(psid)

Non-Momentum Path Variables
RCS_P_FLOWNONM(N)

Flowrate

(Ibm/sec)

RCS_P_ENTHNONM(N)

Enthalpy

(Btu/lbm)

RCS_.YQUALNONM(N)

Quality

RCS_PBORON(N)

Boric acid concentration

(ppm)

RCSPjOD(N)

Iodine fission products

(gC/lbm)

RCS_P_PART(N)

Particulate "

"

o

RCSJUXEN(N)

Xenon

"

"

NUMPATHSNONM

Number of non-momentum paths
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"
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Table 7.12 (Continued)
Reactor Coolant Pump
SPEEDPUMP(I)

Pump speed

(RPM)

DPPUMP(I)

Pump head

(psid)

RCPI_VOLT_FRAC(I)

Pump voltage

RCPLHEAT(I)

Pump heat

NUMPUMPS

Number of reactor coolant pumps (< 4)

(fraction of rated voltage)
(Btu/sec)

Critical Flow Option for Liquid and Two-Phase
RCSCRIT_MODEL

= 0, Homogeneous Equilibrium model (HEM)
= 1, Henry-Fauske model (H-F)
See Section 4.7, CENTS variable dictionary
and Appendix B.

Charging and Safety Iniection System Solute Concentrations
CHGSRCSBORON

Charging system boron concentration

CHGSRCSHYD

Charging system hydrogen conc.

(ppm)
(lbm/lbm)

CHGSRCS_IOD

Charging system iodine concentration

(p.C/Ibm)

CHGSRCSPART

Charging system particulates conc.

(gC/Ibm)

CHGSRCSXEN

Charging system xenon concentration

(gC/Ibm)

SISRCSBORON

Safety injection system boron conc.

(ppm)

See Figures 7.2 and 7.3 for particular path numbers.
I

= l,...,NUMPUMPS

J

= l,...,NUMPATHS

M

= l,...,NUMPATHSMOM

N

= 1,...,NUMPATHS_NONM
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Table 7.13
Quench Tank Variables
Input
GWS&QTYFLOW

Gaseous waste system to quench tank flowrate.

QT_VENTMULT

Adjustment multiplier on vent to containment flow

QTRUPTURESPOINT

Rupture disk setpoint pressure

VLVQT.GWS

Valve position of vent to gaseous waste system (GWS )

VLVQT-CONT

Valve position of vent to containment
Output: Node

PRESQT

Pressure

(psia)

TEMPQT

Temperature

(oF)

ENTHQT

Enthalpy

(Btullbm)

LEVL.QT

Level

(ft)

CONGSOLUJQT()*

Solute concentrations
Output: Rupture Disk Path

RUPTUREQT

Disk ruptured when true

(T/F)

P_FLOWDISK

Disk to containment flowrate

(lbm/sec)

ENTHUQT

Disk to containment enthalpy

(Ibm/sec)

Output: Quench Tank to Containment Vent Path
P_FLOWVENT_VWAT

Vent water flowrate

(Ibm/sec)

ENTH..QT

Vent enthalpy

(Ibm/sec)

*

See Table 7.9 for relationship of J to solute and units.
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Table 7.14
Non-Condensible and Solute Inputs
Variable
GSyESNONC
GSPRZRNONC
GSSPECIES
SISlRCSNONC(5)
S1S2_RCSNONC(5)
SlS3_RCSNONC(5)
SIS4_RCSNONC(5)
SIS5_RCSNONC(5)
SIS6_RCSNONC(5)
COREN16_MULT
COREIODREL
CORE-PART REL
COREXENREL
CORERELESOLU(20)
IDTYPESPECIES(20)
.ID_TYPE_SOLUTE(15)
.. IDTYPEBORON
.. ID_TYPE_N16
IDTYPEIODINE
IDTYPEXENON
.. L TYPE-PART
. IDTYPENONC(5)
.. ID_TYPEHYD
.. IDTYPE_NIT
.. IDTYPEAIR
NUMSOLUTES
NUMNONC
HALF_LIFESOLUTES(20)
CONCRATIO_STMLIQ(20)
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision 1

Description

Units

Input of Non-Condensibles Via Gas System
Non-condensible inflow to vessel via Gas
Ibm/sec
System
Non-condensible inflow to przr via Gas System
Ibm/sec
Type of NC gas (see IDTYPESPECIES)
Pointer
Non-Condensibles from Safety Injection
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, CL 1
Ibm/sec
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, CL 2
Ibm/sec
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, CL 3
Ibm/sec
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, CL 4
Ibm/sec
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, HL 1
Ibm/sec
Non-condensible inflow via SI line, HL 2
Ibm/sec
Production of 16N in Core
Production constant for '6 N, p.C/power-fraction Composite
Fission Product Release from Fuel
Core iodine release
p.C/bm
Core particulate (typically cesium) release
pC/Ibm
Core xenon release
gC/ibm
Solute release rate in the core
Composite
Definition of Species
Identifying pointers for all species
Partition
Identifiers for the solute species
Pointer
Identifier for boron
Pointer
Identifier for 16N
Pointer
Identifier for iodine
Pointer
Identifier for xenon
Pointer
Identifier for particulates (typically cesium)
Pointer
Identifiers for the non-condensible species
Pointer
Identifier for hydrogen
Pointer
Identifier for nitrogen
Pointer
Identifier for air
Pointer
Counts
Number of dissolved solutes (< 15)
Counts
Nnumber of non-condensible species (< 5)
Decay half lives of dissolved species
Seconds
Relative solubilities in liquid and steam
Fraction
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Table 7.15
Non-Condensible and Solute Outputs
RCSCONC_SOLUTE(I,K)

Node concentrations of dissolved species*

MASSNONC-DIS(I,L)

Nodal mass of dissolved NC

(Ibm)

MASSNONCSEP(I,L)

Nodal mass of separated NC

(Ibm)

MASSNONCDISTOT(I)

Total mass of dissolved NC in node (Ibm)

MASSNONCSEPTOT(I)

Total mass of separated NC in node (Ibm)

MASSNONCDISRCS

Total mass of dissolved NC in RCS (Ibm)

MASSNONCSEPRCS

Total mass of separated NC in RCS (ibm)

RCS_TOTALIODINE

Total iodine in RCS nodes

RCS IOD REL TOT

Total iodine from core & ext. flows (Curies)

P_CONGSOLU(J,K)

Path concentrations of dissolved species*

P_FLOWNONC(J)

Path flow of all separated NC

P_FRACNONC(J,L)

Path concentrations of separated NC*

I

=1,.,NUMNODES

(Curies)

(Ibm)

(<•50)

J
= 1,.,NUMPATHS
(<•150)
This includes NUMPATHSMOM momentum paths, and the nonmomentum path types:
external
J = 101,..., 100 + NUM_PATHSEXT
(< 25),
leak
J = 126,..., 125 + NUM_PATHSLEAK (< 17)
internal
J = 143, ... , 142 + NUM_PATHS_INT
(< 8)
K

= 1, , 5 + NUMNONC

(• 20)

L

=1, ...,NUMNONC

(<5)

* Species

Non-condensibles
Boron
Nitrogen-16
Fission products
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Concentration Units
lbm/ibm fluid
ppm
gi/ibm fluid
[tC/Ibm fluid
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7.3

Secondary System
The secondary system model includes the steam generator secondary (evaporator,
downcomer and steam dome), main steamline header and related fluid sources and
sinks as shown in Figure 7.5. The model also includes the steam generator tube heat
transfer to the evaporator.

Figure 7.6 gives a more detailed representation of the

volume nodes and internal flowpaths for one steam generator, along with selected
variables describing the state of the steam generator.
7.3.1

Steam GeneratorNodalization

Table 7.17 defines the secondary node variables. Table 7.18 defines the secondary
system internal flowpaths, i.e., paths between the secondary nodes. SGSHLEVEL(I)
represents the actual water level in the downcomer region of steam generator I. It
normally equals SGS_HT3(I), the calculated level in the downcomer node, except
when the can-deck/steam separators are flooded, i.e., exceeding the vertical limit of the
downcomer node. SGS_HTI(I,J) represents the indicated water level (feet) in the
downcomer region of steam generator I, as measured by its J'th reference leg (J: 1 =
narrow range, 2 = wide range, 3 = unused spare).
CTLSGILEVEL(I,J) exactly corresponds to SGS_HTI(IJ), but is measured as
fraction of span.

CTL_SGILEVEL is used in feedwater control.

Note that

SGSHTI(I,J) may differ from SGS_HLEVEL(I) at off-calibration conditions.
7.3.2

Steam GeneratorHeat Transfer

An enhanced heat transfer model that provides more detailed temperature profiles for
the primary coolant and the tubes in the steam generators (SG) has been added as
described in Section 5.3 to support the expanded nodalization in the SG. It produces
more realistic heat transfer coefficients on both the primary and secondary side of the
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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SG and a more accurate heat transfer rate. This allows use of more realistic values for
the SG heat transfer tuning coefficients. It also gives more accurate flowrates and fluid
temperatures in the RCS for natural circulation.

Figure 7.7 shows the expanded

nodalization in the SG and the enhanced heat transfer model.
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7.3.3 Main Steamline and Header

The main steamline and steamline header model in CENTS has been upgraded as
discussed in Section 5.6. The upgrade provides an option to model two mainline
header nodes and to calculate the crossflow between them. It allows a main steamline
break (MSLB) at any location along the steamline per the discussion for malfunctions
on the secondary side of the NSSS in Section 7.5.2. It supports the capability to check
for critical flow in any of the steamline flowpaths including the flowpath downstream
of the steamline break location and the cross connect path (if the two node header
model is used).
Table 7.16 lists the steamlines' valved flowpaths, whose controls are described in
Section 6.6 as part of the control systems. Upstream and downstream connections for
these paths are fixed by the array MSLHVALVEINLET(I)

(steamline and header

sources, see Figure 7.5) with the values for fluid sources defined as

Source No.
SGN
MSLHi
MSLH2

One steamline
SL__
L _
SGN

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Two steamlines
SL___
L2l _

2-SGN
2-SGN-1
NUM-SL * NUMSG + 1
NUMSL -NUMSG + 2
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where
SGN is the SG number (1, 2, etc.)
SL1 and SL 2 are steamline 1 and 2 (if it exists)
MSLHI and MSLH2 are the MSLH node number 1 and 2 (if it exists)
I = 1,.,

MSLHVALVENUM (< 50 - NUMSL - NUM_-SG - NUMMSLH)

The array MSLHVALVEYEXIT(I) defines the flow sinks (see nomenclature for
Figure 7.5) as:
= 1, atmosphere
= 2, condenser,
= 3, containment, and
= 4, turbine
Table 7.17 lists the main steamline header and main steamline state variables.
Table 7.19 presents the variables describing the external sources and sinks of fluid for
the

secondary

system.

Included,

via

the

SL_P_FLOW

array,

are

the

MSLHVALVENUM valved flowpaths shown and numbered in Figure 7.5 and Table
7.16. SL_P_FLOW also includes, after MSLH_VALVEI.NUM, one auxiliary steam
path from each steamline (upstream of the MSIV) and one such path from each header
node, each carrying a user-specified, constant steam flowrate (normally zero).
MSLHFLOWCHOKED is a flag that controls flow choking between the steamline
header and the steamline break:
F

= not choked

T

= choked
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7.3.4 FeedwaterSystem

CENTS provides two options for representing the main feedwater and auxiliary
(emergency) feedwater systems (FWS): a simplified model and a detailed model. For
the simplified model, the control system built by the system modeler (Section 6.7)
directly specifies the flowrate to each steam generator. For the more detailed model,
the control system controls the feedwater pump speed and the flow control valves. The
model to be used is selected by the value of
NUMFWSPUMPS

= 0, Use simplified system (Section 5.5.10),
> 0, Use detailed system (Sections 5.5.1 - 5.5.9).

The detailed, discrete model for the main and auxiliary feedwater systems is derived
from a set of models developed for the LTC code, Ref. 7.2. The improved model
includes component models for control valves, recirculation control valves, isolation
valves,

condensate

pumps,

main

feedwater

pumps,

heater

drain

pumps,

auxiliary/emergency feedwater pumps, feedwater heaters, the condenser, heater drain
tanks, and the feedwater piping including cross connects. Piping from the outlet of the
condenser to the SG inlets is modeled (including heater drains) by means of a node
flowpath network. The FWS model represents pumps with head-flow curves, provides
line and valve losses, and responds to control systems built with the CENTS generic
control system models. A typical system for a C-E PWR is shown in Figures 7.8 and
7.9. Tables 7.20 and 7.21 list the nodes and flowpaths for the system depicted in the
figures.
Table 7.22 provides information about the input variables that are used to build a
detailed feedwater system and define the performance of the system.

It lists the

partition in the data dictionary for each FWS component model, the maximum number
of elements for each type of component, and selected input variables of interest to the
code user. Table 7.23 lists variables used to observe the behavior of the detailed
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feedwater system. Interfaces to the component models driven by the control systems
are provided by the variables listed below. The variables are defined in Tables 7.22
and 7.23 and in the CENTS variable dictionary.

FWS System Variable

Interface Variable

FWSSPDMD{NPMPMFW(L))
L = 1,...,NUMFWSPUMPS
FWSSPDMD (NPMPEFW(L) }
L = 1,..., NUMFWSPUMPS
FWSSTROKEI NVMFV(N))
N =1,...,NUMSG
If SG_ECONOMIZER = True
FWSSTROKEfNVBFV(N)}
N= 1,...,NUMSG
If SGECONOMIZER = False
FWSSTROKE {NVBFV(N) )
N = 1,..., NUMSG
FWSSTROKE (NVALRC(LL))
LL = 1,..., FWSNRCIRC
FWSPOSISO(NP)
NP = NPATH(NVMFV(N)}
NP = NPATH(NVBFV(N))
N =1,..., NUMSG

Units

= CTL_FWS_SPEED_SIG(L)

frac

= CTL_AFWS_SPEEDSIG(L)

frac

= CTL_FWS_SIG(N)

percent

= CTL_FWSECONSIG(N)

percent

= CTLFWS_BYPI._SIG(N)

percent

= FWSFWRCOUT(LL) - 100.

percent

= CTLFWSISOQPOS(N)

frac

7.3.5 Solutes and Dose

The CENTS solutes and non-condensibles models are described in Sections 4.12 and
4.15. CENTS tracks the solute species and non-condensible gases in the RCS as
described in Section 7.2.7. The solutes in the RCS are used to provide a source or sink
for the solutes in the SGS. CENTS tracks selected solutes (Table 7.24) in the SGS
components (SG, steamline and MSLH). The iodine solute is used to find doses by
means of the CENTS dose model described in Section 5.8.
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Solutes can enter or exit the SG via feedwater, a SG tube rupture and SG steam flow.
The concentration of solutes entering the SG for primary to secondary leaks such as a
tube rupture is set to the concentration in the primary node where the leak occurs.

For secondary to primary leaks, the solute concentration entering the primary system is
based on the concentration in the SG. If the evaporator level plus the elevation of the
tubesheet is above the leak location, the solute concentration is set to the concentration
in the liquid. Otherwise, it is set to the concentration in steam space. The
concentration of hydrogen for secondary to primary leaks is zero. Variables for the
concentration in the SG of the solutes that have specific variable names are listed in
Table 7.24.
Solutes can also enter or exit the SG by means of the feedwater system. When flow is
positive (to the SG), the solute concentrations are set to the values for the feedwater
system in Table 7.24. When the flow is negative, which can only occur during a
feedline break malfunction, the solute of the exiting fluid is set to the concentration of
the SG node.
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Iodine and gases leave the SG as part of the steam flow. For flow out of the SG, the
concentration in the exiting steam is set to that in the steam space. For flow into the
SG, the solute concentration is set to that of the steamline path MSLH_ISL(I). Iodine
release to the atmosphere from all secondary systems paths includes four components
that are combined to calculate the total iodine release RCS_DOSE_TOT_CURIE:
1. Direct release via secondary safety valves, ADVs, (possibly) bypass valves
which discharge to the atmosphere as well as any contribution from a
steamline break outside of the containment.
2. Release to atmosphere due to containment leakage.
3. Release to the atmosphere from the main steam system via the condenser
with a decontamination term RCSDOSE_CONDDF.
4. Release to the atmosphere from main steam system via the turbine with a
decontamination term RCSDOSE_CONDDF.
The variables used to specify key parameters for the iodine release model and to
observe the iodine releases are listed in Table 7.24.
CENTS calculates doses due to iodine released from the SG using two models: a two
(2) hour dose model and an eight (8) hour dose model. The variables used to calculate
and observe these doses are listed in Table 7.24.
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Table 7.16A
Steamline External Flowpaths:
Typical Numbering Scheme for Sources. Sinks and Paths
(C-E PWR)
No. Steaamline Sources
1.

Steaamline 1, upstream of MSIV

2.

Steaamline 2, upstream of MSIV

3.

Steaimline header, downstream of MSIV

No. Steaamline Sinks
1.

Atrr iosphere

2.

Con denser

3.

Conntainment

4.

Turlbine

No. Stea Lmline External Flowpaths
1.

Atmiospheric Dump Valve

2.

..

3.

SafeAty Valve

4.

..

Source

Sink

1

I

2

I

1

1

4.

"

..

I

I

5.

"

'4

1

1

6.

"

I

I

7.

"

1

1

8.

"

1

1

9.

"

I

1

10.

"

I

1
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Table 7.16 A (Continued)
No. Steamline External Flowpaths
11.

Safety Valve

Source

Sink

2

1

12.

..

..4

2

1

13.

.4

44

2

1

14.

.

.44

2

1

15.

44

..

2

1

16.

..

44

2

1

17.

..

44

2

1

18.

..

4.

2

1

3

2

3

2

21.

3

2

22.

3

2

3

4

19.
20.

23.

Turbine Bypass Valves
44

..

4.

Turbine Admission Valves

24. Constant Auxiliary Flow

1

25.

"

"

2

26.

"

"

3

MSLB Main Steamline Break

1

3

"

44

4.

..

..

2

3

44

..

44

id

3

1

MSLH_VALVE_NUM
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Table 7.16B
Steamline External Flowpaths:
Typical Numbering Scheme for Sources, Sinks and Paths
(Westinghouse 3 Loop PWR)
No.

Steamline Sources

1.

Steamline 1, upstream of MSIV

2.

Steamline 2, upstream of MSIV

3.

Steamline 3, upstream of MSIV

4.

Steamline header, downstream of MSIV

No. Steamline Sinks
1.

Atmosphere

2.

Condenser

3.

Containment

4.

Turbine

No. Steamline External Flowpaths

Source

Sink

1

1

"

2

1

"

3

1

1

1

1

1

6.

1

1

7.

1

1

8.

1

1

1.

Atmospheric Dump Valve

2.

""

3.

"

4.

Safety Valve

5.

"
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Table 7.16 B (Continued)
No. Steamline External Flownaths
9.

Safety Valve

Source

Sink

2

1

10.

"

"

2

1

11.

"

"

2

1

12.

"

"

13.

"

"

2
2

1
1

3

1

14.

Safety Valve

15.

"

"

3

1

16.

"

"

3

1

17.

"

"

3

1

18.

"

"

3

l

Turbine Bypass Valves A + B

4

2

19.
20.

"

"

C+D

4

2

21.

"

"

E+F

4

2

22.

"

"

G+H

4

2

23.* Turbine Admission Valves

4

4

24.

1

Constant Auxiliary Flow

25.

"

"

"

2

26.

"

"

"

3

27.

"

"

4

MSLB Main Steamline Break
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

MSLHVALVENUM
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1

3

2

3

3

3

4

1

Table 7.16C
Steamline External Flowpaths:
Typical Numbering Scheme for Sources, Sinks and Paths
(Westinghouse 4 Loop PWR)
No.

Steamline Sources

1.

Steamline 1, upstream of MSIV

2.

Steamline 2, upstream of MSIV

3.

Steamline 3, upstream of MSIV

4.

Steamline 4, upstream of MSIV

5.

Steamline header, downstream of MSIV

No. Steamline Sinks
1.

Atmosphere

2.

Condenser

3.

Containment

4.

Turbine

No. Steamline External Flowpaths
1.

Atmospheric Dump Valve

Source

Sink

1

1

2.

"

"

2

3.

"

"

3

1
1

4.

"

"

4

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

8.

1

1

9.

1

1

5.
6.

Safety Valve
"

7.
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Table 7.16 C (Continued)
No. Steamline External Flowpaths
10.

Safety Valve

11.

"

"

12.
13.
14.

"
"
D

"
"

Sink

2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
I

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Safety Valve
"
"
"
'
"
"
"
"

3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Safety Valve
"

4
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Turbine Bypass Valves

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5

4

44

..

..

.. 4

32.* Turbine Admission Valves
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

1
2
3
4
5

Constant Auxiliary Flow
St

is

St

..

.

..4'

MSLB Main Steamline Break

*

Source

..

..

..

4.

4.

4.

.

..

44

..

4.

It

..

44

44

1
2
3
4
5

MSLHVALVENUM
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3
3
3
3
1

Table 7.17
Steam Generator Secondary Node Variables*
Steam Dome
SGSP(I)

Pressure

(psia)

SGS_ENTHl(I)

Average enthalpy

(BtuAbm)

SGSTI(I)

Temperature

(OF)

SGSWF1(I)

Liquid mass

Obm)

SGSWG1(I)

Steam mass

(Ibm)

SGSMl(I)

Total fluid mass

(Ibm)

SGSCONJI0(O)

Iodine concentration

(ItCWlbm)

SGSHF(I)

Liquid saturation enthalpy

(Btullbm)

SGSHG(I)

Steam saturation enthalpy

(BtuAbm)

Evaporator
SGS_ENTH2(I)

Overall enthalpy

(Btullbm)

SGST2(I)

Temperature

(OF)

SGSWF2(I)

Liquid mass

(lbm)

SGSWG2(I)

Steam mass

(Ibm)

SGSM2(I)

Total fluid mass

(Ibm)

SGSCONJO2(I) 4

Iodine concentration for
evaporator and downcomer

([tCI/bm)

SGSHT2(I)

Level

(ft)
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Table 7.17 (Continued)
Downcomer
SGSENTH3(I)

Overall enthalpy

(Btullbm)

SGST3(I)

Temperature

(OF)

SGSWF3(I)

Liquid mass

(Ibm)

SGSWG3(I)

Steam mass

(Ibm)

SGSM3(I)

Total fluid mass

Obm)

SGSjIT3(I)

Level

(ft)

Main Steamline Header Node 1
MSLHSTATE

Steamline header Node 1 variables

Partition

MSLH_P

Pressure

(psia)

MSLH_H

Average enthalpy

(Btullbm)

MSLH_T

Temperature

(OF)

MSLH_M

Total fluid mass

(Ibm)

MSLH_CON_IO-

Iodine concentration

(gC/lbm)

MSLH_HF

Liquid saturation enthalpy

(Btullbm)

MSLH_HG

Steam saturation enthalpy

(Btu/lbm)

Main Steamline Header Node 2 (if used)
MSLH2_STATE

Steamline header Node 2 variables

Partition

MSLH2_P

Pressure

(psia)

MSLH2_H

Average enthalpy

(Btullbm)

MSLH2_T

Temperature

(°F)

MSLH2_M

Total fluid mass

(Ibm)

MSLH2_CONIO §

Iodine concentration

(g/lbm)

MSLH2_HF

Liquid saturation enthalpy

(Btullbm)

MSLH2_HG

Steam saturation enthalpy

(Btullbm)

NUMMSLH

Number of MSLH nodes (• 2)

(Counts)
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Table 7.17 (Continued)
Steamline
NUMSL

Number of steamlines per SG (< 2)

(Counts)

MSLHPSL(II)

Pressure

(psia)

MSLH_TSL(II)

Temperature

(oF)

MSLHHSL(Il)

Average enthalpy

(Btullbm)

Downcomer Water Level'
SGSHLEVEL(I)

Downcomer water level, actual

(ft)

SGS-IHTI(IL)

Downcomer water level, measured
by reference leg L

(ft)

CILSGILEVEL(I,L)

Downcomer water level, measured
by reference leg L

(fraction)

Steam Generator Nodalization (Input)
NUMSG

Number of steam generators (N 5 4)

(Counts)

NUMSGNODES

Number of primary nodes in SG (N < 16)
(NUM_SG_NODES / NUMSG = 2 or 4)

(Counts)

NODESG(N)

Primary side node number in SG
(N < 16)

(Counts)

NUM_SG_SECT(N)

Number of primary side sections in SG
node requested in base deck (N < 16)

(Counts)

RCSSGNSECT(N)

Actual number of primary side sections
used in SG node (dynamic) (N < 16)

(Counts)

RCS_SG_SECT_TOPT

Tube section primary side temp. model
(0 = Exit, 1 = LMTD)

(Pointer)
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Table 7.17 (Continued)
Steam Generator Tube Heat Transfer
SGSNSECT(K)

No. of secondary side sections in SG
{= Y: RCSSGNSECT(lower + upper))

(Counts)

RCSSGSECTTEMP(J,K) Primary fluid temp.of tube sections

(OF)

RCS_SG_SECTQP(J,K)

Primary heat rate of tube sections

(Btu/sec)

RCSSG_SECT...QS(J,K)

Secondary heat rate of tube sections

(Btu/sec)

RCSSGSECT_TTUBEJK) Tube temperatures of tube sections

(OF)

SGTQ.MULT(I)'

Multiplier on heat transfer area

(fraction)

SGT_RCS.QCOLD(I)

RCS to cold side tubes

(Btu/sec)

SGTRCS.QHOT(I)

RCS to hot side tubes

(Btu/sec)

SGTSG.QCOLD(I)

Cold side tubes to secondary

(Btu/sec)

SGTSGQHOT(I)

Hot side tubes to secondary

(Btu/sec)

SGSHEATLOAD

Total secondary heat load

(Btu/sec)

*

Dimensions for subscripts
I

= 1,., NUMSG

(< 4)

II

= 1,., NUMSL * NUMSG
(< 8)
[Order is SL1 and SL2 (if it exists) for SG,, SLI and SL2 (if exists) for SG2 , etc.)

J

= 1,..., RCSSGNSECT(N)
(< 20)
(Order is bottom to top of lower node, then bottom to top of upper node.)

K

= 1,..., 2* NUMSG
(< 8)
{Order is SG, hot side, SG, cold side, SG2 hot side, etc.)

N

=1,..., NUMSGNODES

(• 16)

For solute species that have specific variable names, replace 10 by BORON (boron), XE
(xenon) or PT (particulates) concentrations.
§

For solute species that have specific variable names, replace 10 by XE (xenon) or PT
(particulates) concentrations.

+

See text, Section 7.3.

+' This multiplier is user-input. It has the effect of simulating tube heat
transfer area degradation due to tube plugging.
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Table 7.18
Steam Generator Secondary Internal Flowpath Variables

SGS W21(I)*

Evaporator to steam dome flowrate
(Steam separation, Wilson model)

(Ibmlsec)

SGSW23(I)

Evaporator to downcomer flowrate
(Recirculation flow)

(Ibmlsec)

SGSW32(I)

Downcomer to evaporator flowrate
(Circular flow)

(lbmlsec)

SGS-Wl3(I)

Steam dome to downcomer flowrate
(Steam condensation)

(Obm/sec)

SGS-_W31(I)

Downcomer to steam dome flowrate
(Boiling)

(Ibm/sec)

SGSWOUTSG(I)

Steam generator outlet nozzle flowrate

(lbm/sec)

MSLHWIN(I)

Steam flow into MSLH

(Ibm/sec)

*I = Steam generator number= 1,..., NUMSG
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Table 7.19
Secondary System External Flow Variables
Flow In Steamline
SGSWOUTSG(I)*

Flow at the steam nozzle

MSLHWIN(I)

Flow to the steamline header
Flow Out of Steamline

SL_P_FLOW(J)

Flow through each of the valve paths
off the steamlines: atmospheric dumps,
steam bypass, safeties and turbine
admission. (Figure 7.5 and Table 7.16)

SL_P_FLOW(NV + K)

User-specified auxiliary steam outflow from
steamline source K.

MSLH_WOUT

Partition of the following four arrays, which
organize the above valve-path flows by
source and sink (not including break
flow and auxiliary flows).

MSLH_WOUT_ATM(K)

Total flow from steamline source K to
atmosphere (safety and atmospheric
dump valves)

MSLH_WOUT_COND(K)

Same as above, to condenser (turbine steam
bypass)

MSLH_WOUT_CONT(K)

Same as above, to containment (none
configured)

MSLH_WOUT_TURRB(K)

Same as above, to turbine (turbine admission
valve)
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Table 7.19 (Continued)
MSLHOUTFLOW(L,M)

Total exit flow quantities of species L to sinks M:
L = 1
= 2

Total flow from all NUM_SG + 1
steamline sources, including break
Average specific enthalpy (Btu/Ibm)

= 3,4,5 Average concentrations of iodine,
particulates and xenon (ItCllbm)
M= 1

To atmosphere

= 2

To condenser

= 3

To containment

= 4

To turbine

Each of these twenty elements may be
referenced by an individual name.
See CENTS variable dictionary,
e.g., MSLH_FLOW_ATM
is the total flowrate to atmosphere,
via all ADVs and safety valves and a
main steamline break at the header
(equivalent to MSLH_OUTFLOW(l,l)).
MSLHVALVEPOS(J)

Open position of steamline valves,
corresponding to SL_P_FLOW(J) (fraction).
Feedwater Systems

FWSFLOW(I)

Main feedwater flow to downcomer

FWS_ECON_FLOW(I)

Main feedwater flow to economizer

FWS_FLOWJfOT(I)

Total main feedwater flow

FWS_ENTH(I)

Specific enthalpy of above (Btullbm)

FWSNOZJFLOW(Q)

Flow to downcomer through the main feed
nozzle. Different from FWSIFLOW(I)
only in case of feedline break
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Table 7.19 (Continued)
FWS_NOZ.QUAL(I)

Quality at above (fraction)

FWS_ECON_NOZZ_FLOW(I)

Flow to economizer through the main feed
nozzle. Different from FWSECONFLOW(I)
only in case of feedline break

FWS_ECO&NOZ-QUAL(I)

Quality at above (fraction)

AFWS_FLOW(I)

Auxiliary feedwater flow

AFWSENTH(I)

Auxiliary feedwater enthalpy (Btullbm)
Steamline and Feedline Breaks

See Table 7.27.
Critical Flow Option
for Liquid and Two-Phase
SGSCRIT_MODEL

= 0, Homogeneous Equilibrium model (HEM)
= 1, Henry-Fauske model (H-F)
See Section 5.2.6, CENTS variable dictionary
and Appendix B.

I

=1,.,NUM SG

J

=I,.,NV

= 1,., NUMSG - NUM_SL: Steamline number upstream of MSIV
K
(order is SLI and SL2 (if it exists) for SG,, SLI and SL2 (if it exists) for SG2, etc.)
= NUM_SG - NUM_SL + 1: Main steamline header(s) downstream of MSIV.
NV = MSLHVALVENUM = Number of external valve paths
NUMSG = Number of steam generators
NUM_SL = Number of steamlines per SG
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Table 7.20
Typical Feed water System Node Descriptions

Node or

Description

Junction

"0"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Condenser
Condensate Pump Inlet Header
Condensate Pump Discharge Header
Low Pressure Heater Inlet / Condensate Pump Recirc. Line / S/U & B/D
Demineralizer
Low Pressure Heater Discharge / Heater Drain Valve Discharge
Main Feed Pump Suction Header
Heater Drain Pump Discharge Header
Heater Drain Tank
Main Feed Pump #1 Discharge / MFP #1 Recirc. Line
Main Feed Pump #2 Discharge / MFP #2 Recirc. Line
Main Feed Pump Discharge Header
Feedwater Regulating Valve Header / Auxiliary Feedwater Discharge Line
Auxiliary & Emergency Feed Pump Suction Header
Emergency Feedwater Pump #1 Discharge Header
Emergency Feedwater Pump #2 Discharge Header
EFW Supply Header to Steam Generator A
EFW Supply Header to Steam Generator B
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Header
EFW discharge to MFW Supply Line to Steam Generator A
EFW discharge to MFW Supply Line to Steam Generator B
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Table 7.21
Typical Feedwater System Path Descriptions
Path

Description

1
2
3
4

Condenser to Condensate Pump Suction Header
Condensate Pump #1
Condensate Pump #2
Condensate Pump #3

5
6
7
8
9

Condensate Pump #4
Condensate Pump Discharge Header to Low Pressure Heater Suction
Condensate Pump Recirculation Line
Low Pressure Heaters
Low Pressure Heater Discharge Line to Main Feedwater Pump Suction
Header
Heater Drain Pump Discharge Valve
Heater Drain Pump #1
Heater Drain Pump #2
Heater Drain Tank to Condenser (not shown in diagram)
Main Feedwater Pump #1
Main Feedwater Pump #1 Recirculation Line to Condenser
Main Feedwater Pump #1 Discharge Line to Header
Main Feedwater Pump #2
Main Feedwater Pump #2 Recirculation Line to Condenser
Main Feedwater Pump #2 Discharge Line to Header
Main Feedwater Pump Header to FRV Inlet Header
High Pressure Heater to SG A
High Pressure Heater to SG B
Line to S/U & B/D Demineralizer / Filter
Condensate Storage Tank to Auxiliary / Emergency Feedwater Pump
Suction Header
Emergency Feedwater Pump #1
Emergency Feedwater Pump #2
Discharge Line from EFW Pump #1 to SG A

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
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Table 7.21 (Continued)
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Discharge Line from EFW Pump #1 to SG B
Discharge Line from EFW Pump #2 to SG B
Discharge Line from EFW Pump #2 to SG A
EFW Discharge Check Valve to MFW line to SG A
EFW Discharge Check Valve to MFW line to SG B
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Valve to EFW Header A
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Valve to EFW Header B
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Valve to FRV Inlet Header
MFW Supply Line to SG A
MFW Supply Line to SG B
Feedwater Line Break on MFW line to SG A
Feedwater Line Break on MFW line to SG B
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Table 7.22
Feedwater System Inputs
FWS_FDPATH
FWSNFLO
FWSJHEXTN(J)*
FWSPEXTN(J)*
FWS.WEXTF(I)*
FWS HEXTF(I)*
FWS.AEXTF(I)*
FWS-YEXTF(I)*

FWS model flowpath partition
Number of flowpaths in feedwater system
FWS model external node enthalpy
FWS model external node leak back press.
FWS model node external leak flow out
FWS model node external leak enthalpy
FWS model node external leak flow area
= 0, flow is input to FWS model
> 0, flow is calculated by FWS model
FWS model node external back pressure

(< 50)
(Btu/lbm)
(psia)
(Ibm/sec)
(Btullbm)
(ft 2 )
(psia)

FWSFDNODE
FWSNNOD
FWSNEXTN

FWS model node partition
Number of internal nodes
Number of external nodes

(< 30)
(< 20)

FWS_FDVALV
FWS_NVAL
FWSNHDV
FWSNTABFV

FWS model valve partition
Number of control valves
Number of drain tank flow control valves
Number of diff. types of control valve tables

(< 30)
(•3)
(< 10)

FWS_FDPUMP
FWSNPUM
FWSNTABFP
FWS_NMFWP
FWSNEFWP

FWS model pump partition
Number of feedwater system pumps
Number of different feedwater pump tables
Number of main feedwater pumps
Number of emergency/aux. feedwater pumps

(< 20)
(< 10)
(• 4)
(•4)

FWS_FDHEAT
FWSNHT
FWSHTRHMX

FWS feedwater heater partition
Number of feedwater heaters
Feedwater heater maximum enthalpy

(• 9)
(Btu/lbm)

FWSFDMODL
FWSNRCIRC
FWSFWRCPB(LL)*
FWSFWRCRE(LL)*
FWSFWRCSP(LL)*
FWSFWRCIR(LL)*

FWS model miscellaneous controls partition
Number of recirculation control valves
FWS recirc. pump control proportional band
FWS recirculation pump control reset
FWS recirculation pump control setpoint
FWS recirc. pump control instr. range

(• 20)
(%)
(sec)
(gpm)
(gal)

*

Subscripts are defined at the end of Table 7.23.
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Table 7.23
Feedwater System Outputs
FWS_HNODE(I)*

FWS model node enthalpy

(Btullbm)

FWSP(I)

FWS model node pressure

(psia)

FWSHEXT(K)*

FWS flowpath external node enthalpy

(Btu/lbm)

FWS _HPATH(K)

FWS model flowpath enthalpy

(Btu/lbm)

FWSICPUMP(K)

FWS model flowpath pump status

(flag)

FWSKEY

FWS model any FW pumps on flag

(flag)

FWSPEXT(K)

FWS model flowpath external pressure

(psia)

FWSPOSISO(K)

FWS model path isolation valve position

(fraction)

FWSQCURR(K)

FWS model flowpath heat transfer

(Btu/sec)

FWSW(K)

FWS model flowpath volumetric flowrate

(gpm)

FWS_WMAS(K)

FWS model flowpath mass flowrate

(Ibm/sec)

FWS_SPDMD(L)*

FWS model pump speed demand

(fraction)

FWSSPEED(L)

FWS model pump speed

(fraction)

FWS_STROKE(M)*

FWS model valve demand

(%)

FWSPOSIT(M)

FWS model valve position

(%)

FWSTPWR

FWS model turbine power

(fraction)

FWSFWRCOUT(LL)*

FWS recirculation pump control output

(fraction)

FWSDCLMASS(N)*

FWS model downcomer line mass

(Ibm)

FWSECLMASS(N)

FWS model economizer line mass

Obm)

FWSLINEMASSES(N,2) FWS steady state feedline mass
(downcomer line, economizer line)

Obm)

AFWSFLOW(N)

(Ibm/sec)
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Table 7.23 (Continued)

*

+

=1,..,FWS NNOD +

(<30)

J

=1,.,FWSNEXTN

(<•20)

K

= 1,,FWSNFLO

(<•50)

L

=1,.,FWSNPUM

(< 20)

LL

=1,...,FWSNRCIRC (•20)

M

= 1,..., FWSNVAL

(•30)

N

= 1,...,FWSNSG

(•54)

I

Upper bound for arrays defined in Table 7.22.
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Table 7.24
Steam Generator Dose and Solutes
With Specific Variable Names
Solute Concentrations in SG
Species

Steam Node

Evaporator and
Downcomer Nodes

Boron
Iodine
Particulates
Xenon

SGSCONBORON1(I)
SGSCONIO1(I)
SGS_CONPT1(I)
SGSCONXE1(I)

SGS_CONBORON2(I)
SGSCONI02(I)
SGS_CONPT2(I)
SGS_CONXE2(I)

Units
ppm
iC/lbm
iC/lbm
[tCAbm

Solute Concentrations in Feedwater and Steamlines
Species

Steamline

Header Node I

Header Node 2

Boron
Iodine
Particulates
Xenon

0.0
MSLH_ISL(K)
MSLH_CSL(K)
MSLHXSL(K)

0.0
MSLH_CONIO
MSLHCONPT
MSLHCONXE

0.0
MSLH2_CONIO
MSLH2_CON_PT
MSLH2_CONXE

Feedwater
0.0
FWS_CONIO(I)
*FWS_CONPT(I)
FWS_CONXE(I)

Units
ppm
jIC/lbm
gC/lbm
gC/lbm

Overall Iodine Concentrations in Flows to Steamline Exits
Destination

Value or Variable

Units

Atmosphere
Condenser

MSLH_I1_ATM
MSLH_10_COND
MSLHI0_CONT
MSLH_IO_TURB

jIC/lbm
gC/lbm

Containment
Turbine

gC/lbnbm
pC/ibm

(continued...)
I = 1,...NUMSG
K = 1,..., NUMSL *NUM_SG (order is SL 1 and SL 2 (if it exists) for SG,, SLI and SL2 (if
it exists) for SG2 , etc.)
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Table 7.24 (Continued)
Iodine Release to Atmosnhere from Secondarv Svstems
MSLH_10_INTATM

Integrated direct release to atmosphere (Curie)

MSLH_IOINT_CONT

Integrated release rate from header to cont. (Curie)

RCSDOSECONTLEAK

Input containment leak rate (fraction/day)

MSLH IOLCONT LEAK

Iodine leak rate from cont. to atmosphere (gC/sec)

MSLHI0_CONT_INTLEAK

Integrated leakage from cont. to atmosphere (Curie)

MSLH_IO_INTCOND

Integrated release to condenser via bypass valves
without decontamination (Curie)

MSLH TO INT TURB

Integrated release from main steam system to turbine
without decontamination (Curie)

RCS_DOSECONDDF

Iodine decontamination factor for condenser and
turbine (fraction 1)

RCS DOSE TOT CURIE

Total release from all SG sources contributing to offsite
dose (Curie)

SGSTOTAL_IODINE

Total iodine in SG and header (Curie)
Iodine Dose

RCS_DOSECF

Input iodine dose conversion factor (REM/Curie)

RCS_DOSEBF

Input effective breathing factor (ft3 lsec)

RCSDOSELXOQ2

Input 2 hour site dispersion factor for dose (sec/ft3 )

RCSDOSE_XOQ8

Input 8 hour site dispersion factor for dose (sec/ft 3 )

RCS DOSEI2HR

Accumulated dose for 2 hour model (REM)

RCSDOSE_8HR

Accumulated dose for 8 hour model (REM)
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7.4 Wall Heat Transfer
CENTS calculates the thermal interactions of metal components ("wall heat") in the
primary and secondary systems. The types of wall heat considered are
Wall heat transfer to liquid coolant
Wall heat transfer to steam coolant
Wall heat transfer to containment air.
Input variables to the wall heat model, that do not normally change, are found in the
plant data segment of the CENTS database (Section 7.6). These include overall heat
transfer coefficients and metal components' heat capacities.
Other input variables, such as various multipliers and containment temperatures, which
may be used to tune the wall heat processes, are listed in Table 7.30. The table also
lists output variables representing the various wall temperatures and heat transfer rates.

7.5

Malfunctions and Leaks
Simulation of the more common system malfunctions and fluid leaks is facilitated in
CENTS by providing commands that initiate the desired behavior.

This section

provides details about the malfunctions, their initiating and output variables, and the
systems affected.
Most of the malfunctions described are primary or secondary coolant system leaks. A
practically unlimited variety of additional malfunctions can be generated by the user,
through the combinations of the above malfunctions and manual control of the BOP
and control systems described in Chapter 6.
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7.5.1

Pinmary System Malfunctions

The primary system malfunctions directly involving coolant leakage are listed in Table
7.25. Small break (SB) loss of coolant accident (LOCA) leaks are provided in a pumpsuction cold leg, pump-discharge cold leg, hot leg, pressurizer and upper head (CEA
ejection). An anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) leak whose area depends on
pressure is provided in the upper head as described in Section 4.14.4. Input variables
for O-Ring seal leakage (ATWS) are given in Table 7.28.
Valve-leakage malfunctions are provided for the upper head vent valve, the pressurizer
safety valves (SV) and power operated relief valves (PORV), and the pressurizer vents.
Pump seal leakage, shaft break and rotor lock are provided for each reactor coolant
pump. In addition, rupture of steam generator tubes (SGTR) is modeled in the hot and
cold sides of each steam generator tube bundle as described in Section 7.5.2.
The locations of system leaks are indicated in Figures 7.3 and 7.5 by the abbreviations
used here. Node and flowpath designations are given in Table 7.25. The current state
of the primary leak flow area is given by the variables in Table 7.29.
Each malfunction is initiated by setting the associated cue variable of Table 7.25 to an
appropriate value. A valve malfunction or CEA ejection is specified as a fraction of
the indicated area of a full-open valve or CEA. The fraction may exceed unity. A
LOCA is specified by its break area. LOCA flowrates may depend on the containment
pressure, CONT`._PRES, which should be increased as the LOCA progresses to provide
a proper back pressure. Multiple malfunctions are permitted. The normal value of an
inactive malfunction variable is zero for the numeric variables, and false for the logical
variables.

Information about flowrate, enthalpy and solutes for the leaks may be

obtained using the non-momentum path variables described in Table 7.12. Actual flow
areas may be observed through the variables listed in Table 7.29.
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Use of the CEA ejection malfunction should be combined with user input of an
appropriate reactivity ramp using the variable POW_KINDK, Table 7.4. Despite
having this capability, CENTS evaluations of regulatory compliance for the CEA
ejection event are restricted as noted in footnote (6) to Table 7.25.
Likewise, the CENTS capability of modeling LOCA events is restricted as noted in
footnote (7) to table 7.25.
CENTS provides an extended model for small break LOCA in a tributary or letdown
line that supports specification of line pressure losses between the RCS piping and the
break as described in Section 4.21. This includes friction, geometric and elevation
pressure losses which are evaluated at the average of the upstream and downstream
(break) properties. For a given flowrate the code iterates on the pressure losses until a
pressure balance is obtained; then it iterates on the break flowrate until a flow balance
is achieved in the line. For a letdown line break, the iteration process also considers
the letdown flow contribution through the regenerative heat exchanger (RHX) without
the break. Either a homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) or Henry-Fauske (HF)
model is available for the critical flow calculation per Section 4.7. The SBLOCA with
line losses is invoked using the SBLOCA malfunction variable in Table 7.25. The
variable used to invoke a letdown line break is listed in Table 7.25. Figure 4.12 shows
the location of the letdown line breaks. The parameters used to find the letdown line
losses and observe the results are listed in Table 7.27.
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7.5.2

Secondary System Malfunctions

Several types of secondary system leaks are provided - steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR, primary and secondary leak), steamline break upstream or downstream of the
MSIV (MSLB), and main feedwater line break upstream or downstream of the feedline
check valve (MFWLB). Details of each leak are provided in Table 7.26. The normal
value of an inactive malfunction variable is zero. The actual leakage rate may depend
on the containment pressure, CONT_PRES, which should be increased as the leakage
increases for large, inside containment leaks. The physical locations of the leakage
paths for the malfunctions are indicated in Figure 7.5
Additional losses of fluid due to normal or abnormal operation of secondary steam
systems are described in Section 6.6. The user may define malfunctions for these
systems by interfacing with their automatic control functions or by imposing direct
manual control. These malfunctions may be defined separately, or combined with the
above leaks and any of the primary system leaks and malfunctions (Section 7.5.1).
The CENTS model for steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) supports the two types of
SGTR malfunctions described in Section 5.7 - a double-ended guillotine (DEG) or a
slot break in a tube. It treats a DEG break as two breaks, each with a break area
SG_TUBE_AREA - MALSGTR(J) * RCSSGTRFLOWMULT,

separate sources

for the fluid (hot side and cold side nodes), different loss terms from the source of the
fluid to the break, and different exit enthalpies and flowrates. The SGTR guillotine
break model is also used for a slot break in the SG tube with an outer iteration on
pressure upstream of the slot to balance flows from each tube segment. Reverse flow
through the SG tube break (DEG or slot) is allowed. Variables to define the break
location, break area, loss terms and type of break are listed in Tables 7.26 and 7.27.
The CENTS model for main steamline break (MSLB) allows the break to occur at any
location along the steamline. This requires specification of the flow resistance from
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the affected steam generator to the break location. The resulting flow resistance must
be less than the total resistance from the SG to the main steamline header (MSLH)
node. CENTS checks for critical flow in the steamline flowpaths, including in the
flowpath downstream of the break location, and in the cross-connect line if two header
nodes are used. The model supports representation of two possible flow restrictors:
1. A SG-side flow restrictor located between the SG steam nozzle and the MSIV
(before the break if there is one).
2. A MSLH-side flow restrictor located after the MSIV (after the break if there is
one) and before the header.
The location of the possible breaks, flow restrictors (possible choke points) and MSIV
are shown in Figure 7.10 and described in Table 7.27. The location for break option
zero (0) serves as the "intermediate" steamline location for atmospheric relief. The
variables used to define the break location, minimum flow area, and flow resistance are
listed in Table 7.27. The area of the unrestricted steamline is ASLMAX. The break
location is further positioned by the flow resistance coefficient MSLHFKBRK. Some
outputs from the MSLB are also listed in Table 7.27
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Table 7.25
Primary System Coolant Leaks and Malfunctions
Malfunction
SBLOCA (3)
Discharge Le (7)
Suction Leg
Hot Leg(7)
Pressurizer RTD Well (7
Letdown line break
Reactor Coolant Pumps
RCP Seal Leak
RCP Shaft Break
RCP Locked Rotor
Valves with Auto Controls (2)
Pressurizer PORV
Pressurizer Safety Valve
Pressurizer Spray Bleed Valve

Node (5)
17
15
6
4

14-16

4
4
17-18

Path (5)
134
135
136
137

Cue Variable

(5)

Function of Cue

Break Area (ft2 )
MAL_SBLOCA(1)
Break Area (ft2 )
MALSBLOCA(2)
MALSBLOCA(3)
Break Area (ft2 )
MAL_SBLOCA(4)
Break Area (ft2 )
MALLDNBREAK
Break Area (ft2 )
< 0, upstream of RHX; > 0, downstream of RHX

101-103 RCPSEALSLEAK(J)(X)
16-18
MAL_RCPSHAFTBREAK(J)
16-18 MALRCPLOCKED(J)

gpm (4)

True/False
True/False

Fraction
146
MAL_VLVPRZRPORV(K) (1)
MAL_VLV_PRZRSAFETY(L)(X) Fraction
146
144-145 MALVLV_PRZRMSPRAY(M)(t1 Fraction

Manually Controlled Valves (2,3)
Upper Head Vent to Cont.
Upper Head Vent to Quench
Pressurizer Vent to Containment
Pressurizer Vent to Quench

2
2
4
4

147
147
146
146

MAL_VLVUHEADCONT
MALVLVUHEAD&QT
MALVLVPRZRCONT
MALVLVPRZRQT

Fraction

Others
UH Leak Due to CEA Ejection (6)

2

88

MAL_RODEJECT

Fraction
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Fraction
Fraction
Fraction
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Table 7.25 (Continued)
Footnotes for table 7.25
(1)

J

= 1,..., NUMPUMPS

(No. of RCPs)

K

= 1,..., RCS_NUM_PORVS

(No. of pressurizer PORVs)

L

= 1,..., RCSNUM_SAFETYVLVS

(No. of pressurizer safety valves)

M

=

1,..., RCS_NUM_MSPRAYVLVS

(No. of main spray bleed valves)

(2)

Fail-open malfunctions. The valves will stick open at the fractional position indicated by the Cue, unless opened further by
the automatic or manual controls described in Chapter 6. The indicated areas represent one open valve.

(3)

Leak paths may be reconnected to other nodes and/or at other elevations.

(4)

Liquid, at nominal pressure and temperature.

(5)

Path and node numbers are examples for a typical 3 loop Westinghouse PWR nodalization.

(6)

CENTS is not used for evaluations of regulatory compliance for the CEA (rod) ejection event which analyze for fuel failure
using hot channel and DNBR calculations. However, CENTS can indeed be used for the pressure transient aspects of the
rod ejection accident.

(7)

CENTS is not used for LOCA calculations for the evaluation of regulatory compliance to 1OCFR50.46 ECCS performance.
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Table 7.26
Steam Generator Secondary System Leaks'
Malfunction

Location

Cue Variable

Function of Cue

Comments

Tube Rupture

Loop 1
Loop 2
Loop 3
Loop 4

MALSGTR(1)
MALSGTR(2)
MAL_.SGTR(3)
MALSGTR(4)

Number of tubes*

SG,
SG2
SG3
SG4

Steamline Break

Upstream of MSIV:
Steamline JJ

MAL_MSLB_IN(JJ)

Location of break
in steamline

See Table 7.27
and Figure 7.10

Downstream of MSIV

MALMSLB_OUT

Flag
(0/1=No/Yes)

Upstream of
check valve, Loop J

MAL_FWLB_OUT(J) or
MAL_FWLBECONOUT(J)

Fraction of
area

Downstream of
check valve, Loop J*

MAL_FWLBIN(J) or
MAL_FWLBECONIN(J)

Feedwater Line
Break

*

J
JJ

= 1,...,NUMSG
= 1,...,NUMSG * NUMSL
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See Table 7.27
for associated
flow variables

I

I

I

Table 7.27
Variables for NSSS Breaks
Critical Flow Model
Liquid and two-phase critical flow model
0 = HEM
1 = Henry-Fauske

RCSGRIT_MODEL

Letdown Line Break Input
LDNPIPEAREA(L)*

Letdown line flow area (ft2 )

LDNPIPELOD(L)

Letdown line length/diameter for fric. loss

LDNPIPE_KGEOM(L)

Letdown line geom. K-factor w/o entry loss

LDN_PIPEKENT(LL)*

Letdown line entry loss K-factor

LDNJPIPE DELTA ELEMV(L)

Letdown line elevation rise (ft)

Letdown Line Break Output
CVCSRHXHLDN(LLL): l*

Letdown enthalpy for RHX (Btu/lbm)

CVCSRHXHCH(LLL)

Charging enthalpy for RHX (Btu/lbm)

CVCSJRHX_WLDN

Total letdown mass flowrate including leak (Ibm/sec)

CVCSRHXWCH

Charging mass flowrate (Ibm/sec)

CVCSRHX_HEAT

Regenerative heat exchanger heat load (Btu/sec)

Input for SBLOCA in Tributary Line
SBPIPEAREA(I)*

SBLOCA pipe flow area (ft2 )
(Set to zero for no line losses in SBLOCA)

SBPIPELOD(I)

SBLOCA pipe length/diameter for fric.

SB_PIPE_KGEOM(I)

SB pipe geom. K-factor, w/o entrance loss

SBPIPEKENT(I)

SBLOCA pipe entrance loss K-factor

SBDELTA.ELEV(I)

SB break elev. above RCS connection (ft)
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Table 7.27 (Continued)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
RCSSGTRPNODEIN(JJ)*

SGTR inlet node for fluid - 2 values/SG (Pointer)

RCSSGTRPELEVIN(JJ)

SGTR inlet elev. to tube - 2 values/SG (ft)

SGTRTUBELENGTH(JJ)

SGTR tube length (friction loss) - 2 values/SG (ft)

SGTRTUBEENTRANCEK(JJ)

SGTR entrance K factor (use 0.5) - 2 values/SG

SGTRBREAKELEV(J)*

SGTR elev. above top of tube sheet - 1 value/SG (ft)

RCSSGTRFLOWMULT

Flow mult. for rupture area. Set to 1.0 for DEG (frac)

SGTRSLOTBREAKOPT(J)

SGTR Calculate slot break flow (True/False)
False = Double-ended guillotine break
True = Slot break

SGTRSLOT_BREAKAREA(J)

SGTR slot area per tube for slot break option (ft2 )

RCSSGTR.FLOW(JJ)

SGTR flowrate (lbm/sec)

RCSSGTRENTH(JJ)

SGTR enthalpy (Btullbm)
Steamline Break

Inside Containment (Upstream of MSIV)
MAL_MSLBJN(JJ)

Location of steamline break (counts)
= 0, No break
= 1, Break before MSIV discharging to containment
= 2, Break before MSIV discharging to atmosphere
= 3, Break after MSIV discharging to atmosphere
(between MSIV and MSLH flow restrictor)

MSLBAREA

Break area for main steamline break (ft 2 )

MSLHAFRSL(JJ)

Minimum steamline flow area (flow restrictor) (ft2 )

MSLH_FKBRK(JJ)

Steamline K-factor from SG to break location

MSLBINFLOW(JJ)

Flow rate for MSLB inside containment (Ibmlsec)
See steamline for flow properties, Table 7.17
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Table 7.27 (Continued)
Outside Containment (Downstream of MSIV)
MALMSLBOUT

Flag for MSLB outside containment (counts)

MSLBOUTFLOW

Flowrate for MSLB outside containment (lbm/sec)
For flow properties, see header properties, Table 7.17
Main Feedwater Line Break

Downcomer Feedline

Economizer Feedline

MALFWLB-OUT()

MALFWLB_ECON_OUT(J) Fractional break area, upstream
of check valve

MALFWLBJIN(J)

MALFWLBECON_IN(J)

Fractional break area,
downstream of check valve

FWLBFLOW(J)

FWLBECON_FLOW(J)

Break flowrate

FWLBENTH(J)**

FWLBECONENTH(J)

Break flow enthalpy

FWS_FLOW(J)

FWSECONYfLOW(J)

Flow delivered by pumps

FWSNOZFLOW(J)

FWS_ECON_NOZ_FLOW()

Flow at the feedwater nozzle

FWSNOZQUAL(J)

FWSECON..NOZQUAL(J) Flow quality at the nozzle

I

SBLOCA location. See subscripts for MALSBLOCA in Table 7.25

J

=1,.,NIJMSG

JJ

=1 ... ,2 NUMSG
(Order is SG, hot side, SG, cold side, SG 2 hot side, etc.)

L

= 1, from RCS piping to RHX (before RHX)
= 2, from RHX to downstream break location (used for downstream break)

LL

= 1, at entrance to letdown line from RCS piping
= 2, at entrance to RHX from letdown line (only used for downstream break)

LLL = 1, at RHX inlet
= 2, at RHX outlet
Replace ENTH by 10, PT, XE to obtain solute concentrations of iodine, particulates
or xenon (giC/lbm).
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Table 7.28
O-Rin! Seal Leakage (ATNVS) Variables*

Variable

Definition

Unit

P_AREAATWSMIN

AT,, = minimum head seal
leakage area

in2

P_AREAATWSMAX

A,, , = maximum head seal
leakage area

jf2

PRES.ATWS-MIN

Pin = minimum head seal
leakage pressure

psia

PRESATWSMAX

P. = maximum head seal
leakage pressure

psia

RCSUHEADRINGSEALMULT

Multiplier on the
head seal leakage area

*See Section 4.14.4
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Table 7.29
Vairiables
Primarv Svstem Valve and Leak
.
_

Cue
Ivpe
SG Tube Rupture

.

.

_

.

.

-

.

_

Area Variable

Variable
MAL_SGTR

(ft2 )

P-AREA-LEAK(J),

Ref
Section
7.5.2

J = 1,...,2 * NUMSG
Small Break LOCA

MALSBLOCA

P_AREALEAK(J)
J = 9,..., 12

CEA Ejection

MALRODEJECT

P_AREALEAK(13)
P_AREALEAK(14)

O-Ring Seal (ATWS)
Pzr PORV

VLVPRZRPORV

..

Pzr Safety Valve

AREAVALVEPRZR(J)
J=1..4*

VLV_PRZRSAFETY

it

AREAVALVE_PRZR(J)
J=5,...,8*

7.5.1
of

4.14.4
6.4.1
to

6.4.2
of

VLVPRZRMOV

REAVALVEPRZR(J)
J = 9,..., 12*

6.4.1

Pzr Vent to Containment

VLV_PRZR_CONT

AREAVALVEPRZR(13)

6.4.3

Pzr Vent to Q.T.

VLVPRZRQT

AREA_VALVEPRZR(14)

Pzr PORV isolation
It

..

Upper Head Vent to Cont. VLVUHEADCONT
Upper Head Vent to Q.T

VLVUHEADQT

..

Pzr Spray Lines

VLVPRZRMSPRAY

*Foras many such valves that exist, up to 4.
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..

AREAVALVEPRZR(15)

i.

AREAVALVEUHEAD(1)

6.4.4

AREAVALVEUHEAD(2)

..

AREAVALVEUHEAD(3)

..

AREA_VALVESPRAY(l)

6.3.2

AREAVALVESPRAY(2)

I.

Table 7.30
Wall Heat Variables
Read-Write Input*
RCSPRZRJHLIQMULT

Multiplier on pressurizer wall-to-liquid heat
transfer (frac)

RCS_PRZRHWALLF_MULT

Multiplier on pressurizer wall condensation

RCS PRZRCONTHEATMULT

Multiplier on pressurizer wall heat loss to
containment (frac)

RCSUHEADCONTHEAT_MULT

Multiplier on upper-head wall heat loss to
containment (frac)

RCS_CONT_HEAT_MULT

Multiplier on wall heat loss to containment from
all primary system nodes (frac)

TEMPCONT(N)

Cont.temperatures outside RCS nodes (0f)

CONT_SGTEMP(J)

Containment temperature at steam generator (fF)

Output

HEATLIQ(N)

RCS node wall-to-liquid heat rates (Btu/sec)

HEATSTM(N)

RCS node wall-to-steam heat rates (Btu/sec)

HEAT_WALL(N)

RCS node wall-to-coolant heat rates, Btu/sec)

HEAT_CONT(N)

RCS node cont.-to-wall heat rates (Btu/sec)

TEMPWALL(N)

RCS node wall temperatures (fF)

MSLILQ

Main steamline header coolant-to-wall heat rate
(Btu/sec)

MSLH2.Q

Main steamline header 2 (if used) coolant-to-wall
heat rate (Btu/sec)
Main steamline header wall-to-atmosphere heat
rate (Btu/sec)

MSLWHQ.ATM
MSLH2_QATM

Main steamline header 2 (if used) wall-toatmosphere heat rate, (Btu/sec)

MSLHTWALL

Main steamline header wall temperature (0f)

MSLH2_TWALL

Main steamline header 2 (if used) wall
temperature (0f)
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Table 7.30 (Continued)
SGSJQWALL1 (J)

Steam generator steam dome coolant-to-wall
heat rates (Btu/sec)

SGSQWALL3(J)

Steam generator downcomer coolant-to-wall
heat rates (Btu/sec)

SGSJQCONT(J)

Steam generator wall heat loss to cont. (Btu/sec)

SGSTWALL(J)

Steam generator wall temperatures (0f)

*

J

=1, ,NUM-SG

N

=1,.,NUMNODES (<50)
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7.6

CENTS Output
There are several methods available to observe output from CENTS. These include:
1. Standard CENTS Output- Section 7.6.1
2. CENTS Variable Dictionary - Section 7.6.2
3. Summary Output Variables - Section 7.6.3
4. Customized Edits from Executive Software
5. Graphical User Interface
These approaches are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

7.6.1 Standard CENTS Output

CENTS provides a standard, one-line,

transient output, in addition to the

data-dictionary accessing capabilities of the executive program. The standard and
executive program outputs may be used simultaneously, if so desired. However, for
ease of readability of output in long transient calculations, the executive program
output may be directed to a file for later use.
User control of the standard output is achieved via the database variables described in
Table 7.31. The choices of output information and formats are described in Table 7.32.
Figure 7.11 shows examples of the two basic output choices. Note that the choices
CTL_OUTPUT_OPTION = -1 and -2 are similar to choices I and 2, respectively,
differing only in the definitions of the output for coolant levels in the pressurizer and
steam generators, and the output for core power.
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7.6.2

Use of CENTS Variable Dictionary
In addition to the variables described in Chapters 6 and 7, most of the CENTS
variables are available for output. These variables are stored in a database on a disk
file. Procedures for accessing these variables are available in the executive program.
With these procedures, the user may assign values to variables, display their values or
save them for later use (printing, plotting, manipulation, or as a snapshot for code
restart or as an alternate initial state). These operations may be performed at any time
during the transient.
The database variables are organized into the following model-specific COMMON
blocks:
Name

No.

Description

0

CHRCOMMON

Database and controller names (character)

1

PLT_DATA

Nodalization and plant physical data

2

CHT_COMMON

Core heat transfer

3

POWERCOMMON

Core power calculations

4

RCS_COMMON

Primary system models

5

SGS_COMMON

Secondary system models

6

CONTROL_COMMON

Control and balance-of-plant systems

7

USERCOMMON

Miscellaneous models (used by modelers)

8

FWSCOMMON

Feedwater system models

9

NONCONDCOMMON

Noncondensible gas transport models

These segments are further subdivided into partitions representing various sub-models.
Many of the variables are for specialized purposes and may not be useful for general
PWR simulation.
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The first block, CHRCOMMON, contains all character variables used for titles and
labels of the controllers defined by the system modeler. The next block, PLT.DATA,
contains information about the plant's physical systems and the node-flowpath scheme
of Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.5. This information is never changed by the code and is
rarely modified by the user. Normally there is only one version of this block for a
plant. While the user may change the value of any variable, this change would be
effective for the current transient calculation only, and would not be reflected in
subsequent Restart calculations. A special procedure is required in order to effect a
permanent change to the values of any PLTDATA variables in the database.
The remaining blocks of the database represent the current plant state. Different
versions of each are used to save different plant states. Many of the variables within
these blocks are subject to dynamic changes in Global Common during a transient
calculation, while others (setpoints, controls, etc.) may be changed by the user. The
resulting modified state of the system may be saved, as a Snapshot file, for a later
continuation of the transient, or as an alternate initial state.
The CENTS variable dictionary provides a list of the database variable names with
dimensions (number of entries in a vector), definitions and units. An alphabetical list
of the database variables appears with the variable dictionary. Appendix A lists the
input variables needed for plant definition, state initialization, and control system
definition (operator and controller actions).
7.6.3 Summary Output Variables
The organization of the variable dictionary in CENTS provides a convenient way to get
a summary of the state of various systems, component models, etc. Examination of the
CENTS variable dictionary shows that related variables (e.g., for a specific component
model) are grouped sets in arrays called "Partition."

Issuing a command to edit a

partition produces an edit of the values for all variables that are part of that partition.
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All the values of each array within the partition, even those that are not used, are
edited. Table 7.33 illustrates this editing approach for the CTL_SUMMARY_DATA
partition, which contains a number of variables that summarize the maxima, minima,
times of occurrence of these maxima and minima, integrals of selected parameters and
other key parameters during a transient.

An additional partition that summarizes

integrated iodine flow is also included in Table 7.33, as well as an additional partition
(RCSBALANCE) that facilitates performing a mass and energy balance for the RCS.
Title information describing the database files is also available as described in Table
7.33 to the user for the database file name, title, date and time stamp. The plant data
and plant state (snapshot) portions of the database may be labeled separately.
7.6.4 Customized Edits
The customized edits are produced using the executive software, CEER, for CENTS.
It has a command language that supports user interaction with the code at the
beginning of and throughout the transient. The executive software allows the user to
examine the values of a single scalar variable as well as one- and two-dimensional
arrays at any time or when pre-selected states occur during the transient.

It also

supports design of a structured edit for a user selected set of output information essentially a formatted page of output.

Finally, it can produce files of selected

variables for subsequent editing or plotting.
7.6.5 GraphicalUser Interface
The graphical user interface provides three forms of output. First is a command screen
that displays the value of selected parameters using a tree of menus.

Second is a

graphical mimic that shows a subset of the plant's state. Third is an option to produce
graphs of selected parameters in real time as the transient progresses.
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Table 7.31
Standard Output Control Variables

Variable

Function
Output frequency
control

CTLOUTPUTINTERVAL

Description
= N. Output is displayed
every N time steps (1step =
I second for TIMESCALE = .0)
If = 0, no output.

Heading frequency
control

CTL.OUTPUT NTITLE

= M. Output heading is
displayed at the start of
output, and after every M
output lines

Choice of output
information and
formats

CTI,_OUTPUTOPTION

= l, 2, -l, -2.
Indicates user's choice of one
of four output variable
lists. For a description,
see the text, Table 7.32 and
Figure 7.1 1.

Choice of coolant
loops for output

CTLOUTPUTLOOP(2)
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= LjL
2. Data for output items
that are displayed for two
loops (e.g., steam generator
pressure) is obtained from
loops LI and L2 .

Table 7.32
Description of Standard Output

I_*

CTL_
OUTPUT_
OPTION**

Database
Variable ***

A

All

TIME

B

All

PRESS(NODEPRZR)

C

1,2

LEVLMIX(NODE_PRZR)

-1,-2

CTL_PRZR_ILEVEL

D

All

LEVLMIX(NODECORE)

E

All

Description
Transient time (sec)

TEMP.LIQ(N),
N = NODECL(LI)

F

All

TEMP._LIQ(N),
N = NODECL(L2 )

G

All

TEMPLIQ(N),
N = RCSNODE_HL(L1 )

H

All

TEMPSAT(N),
N = RCS_NODE_HL(LI)

I

1,2

SGS_HLEVEL(LI)

-1,-2

CTL_SGS_ILEVEL(L&,1)
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Pressurizer pressure (psia)
Height of coolant (water or two-phase)
in the pressurizer (ft)
Instrumentation indicated coolant
height in the pressurizer (frac span)
Two-phase mixture height, inner
vessel (ft)
Liquid+ temperature, loop LI'
pump-discharge cold leg (0 F)
Liquid' temperature, loop L4`
pump-discharge cold leg (IF)
Liquid' temperature, loop LI`
hot leg (0 F)
Saturation temperature, loop LI'
hot leg (0 F)
Liquid height, steam generator
LI++ downcomer
(ft, above tubesheet)

7-101

Measured liquid height, steam generator
LI' downcomer
(frac span, narrow range)

Table 7.32 (Continued)
CTL_
OUTPUT_
OPTION**

Database
Variable ***

1,2

SGSHLEVEL(L 2 )

-1,-2

CT1L_SGSlLEVEL(L2,1)

K

All

SGSP(L)

Pressure, steam generator LI'
steam dome (ft)

L

All

SGS-P(L2)

Pressure, steam generator L2++
steam dome (ft)

M

All

SGSWOUTSG(L&)

Steam flow, steam generator LI'
outlet nozzle (lbm/sec)

N

All

SGSWOUTSG(L 2 )

Steam flow, steam generator Lj++
outlet nozzle (Ibm/sec)

0

All

{CTL`CORE TRIP)

Core trip signal; 0 = no
trip (F), I = trip (T)

P

All

{CTL-TURB_TRIP)

Turbine trip signal; 0 = no trip
(F), 1 = trip (T)

Q

All

{CTL-RPCS_TRIP)

R

All

{CTIL.MSIS TRIP)

Reactor Power Cutback Signal
O= no signal (F), 1 = signal (T)
Main steam isolation signal; 0 = no
signal (F), 1 = signal (T)

S

All

{C'LSIAS-TRIP)

ID*
J

Description
Liquid height, steam generator
L++ downcomer
(ft, above tube sheet)
Measured liquid height, steam generator
L2++ downcomer
(frac span, narrow range)

Safety injection actuation signal;

O= no signal (F), 1 = signal (T)
T

All

(CTLFWS-TRIP)

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision 1

Main feedwater system trip signal;
0 = no trip (F), 1 = trip (T)
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Table 7.32 (Continued)
CTL_
OUTPUT_
OPTION**

Database
Variable ***

U

All

(AFWSYFLOW}

V

All

(RCPI-VOLTFRAC(1))

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) 1;
1 = pump running; 0 = pump tripped

w

All

(RCPILVOLTFRAC(2)J

RCP 2, same as above

X

All

(RCPI VOLT_FRAC(3)}

RCP 3, same as above

Y

All

(RCPI-VOLTFRAC(4)I

RCP 4, (if exists), same as above

a

±1

{PLFLOW(146),
P_FLOW(147))

b

±1

(MSLHVALVE_POS)

Steam generator safety valves;
o = valves closed, 1 = open valve

c

±1

(MSLHIVALVE_POS)

Turbine bypass; 0 = valves closed,
I = open valve

d

±1

{MSLH_VALVEJOS)

Atmospheric dump valves;
o = valves closed, 1 = open valve

e

±1

(VLVPRZRMSPRAY,
CHGSASPRAYjLOW)

ID*

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision I

Description
Auxiliary feedwater: 0 = no feed,
1 = feed to any steam generator

Primary system relief valves
(pressurizer PORV, safety or vent, or
upper head vent); 0 = valves closed,
1 = one or more valves open
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Pressurizer spray (main and/or
auxiliary); 0 = no spray beyond
the continuous minimum, 1 = spray
active

Table 7.32 (Continued)
CTL_
ID*
f

OUTPUT_

Database

OPTION**

Variable ***

+1

{SISRCSFLOW -

Description

SITANKFLOW)

High pressure safety injection
(HPSI) or low pressure safety
injection (LPSI); 0 = not injecting,
1 = injecting

g

+1

{(SLTANK-FLOW)

h

+1

(CTLVOLTPROP)

Pressurizer's proportional heaters;
0 = off, 1 = on at any level

i

+1

{CTLVOLT_BACK)

Pressurizer's backup heaters;
0 =off, 1 =on

j

+1

CTL_CH_FLOW

Total charging flow delivery
to RCS (lbm/sec)

k

+1

CTI LDN FLOW

I

+1

FWSFLOW(L1 )
+ AFWS_FLOW(LI)

m

+1

Letdown flow (Ibm/sec)

FWSFLOW(L 2 )
+ AFWSFLOW(L2 )

n

+1

PFLOW(N),

Feedwater flow (main and
auxiliary) to steam generator LI+
(lbm/sec)
Feedwater flow (main and auxiliary)
to steam generator L2++ (Ibm/sec)
Reactor vessel inlet flow (lbm/sec)

N = PATHANNUL_CORE.
WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision 1

Safety injection tanks; 0 = not
injecting, 1 = injecting
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Table 7.32 (Continued)

ID*

CTL_
OUTPUT_
OPTION**

Database
Variable ***

Description

LEVLMIX(NODELUHEAD)

Two-phase mixture height, reactor
vessel upper head (ft)

p

+I

q

+1 CTL_CORE_POWER.FRACTION

Core power fraction, actual

-1

Core power fraction, ex-core
detectors

POW_EXCORE_POWER_AV

*

See Figure 7.11 for ID definition

**

"All" indicates that the item appears in all output formats (1, 2, -1, -2)

*** Brackets indicate the output item is a function of the variable, as explained, rather than
the variable itself.
+

If node quality exceeds 80%, steam temperature is displayed.

++

See CTL_OUTPUTLOOP, Table 7.31, for definition of LI and L2 .
+++ Corresponding to Figure 7.2.

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Table 7.33
Summary Output Data
Maxima, Minima, Integrals, etc.
Description

Variable

Units

CTL_SUMMARY_DATA(150)
CTh_MAX_POWER_FRAC
CTLAAX_POWERTIME
CTL_MAX_HEAT_FLUX_FRAC
CTLMAX_HEAT_FLUX_TIME
CTIMAXPRZR.PRESS
CTh_MAX_PRZR_PRESS_TIME
CTL_MIN_PRZRPRESS
CTL_MIN_PRZR_PRESS_TIME
CTL_MAX_RCS_PRESS
CTL_MAX_RCS_PRESS_TIME
CTLMIIN RCS3PRESS
CTh_MIN_RCSPRESS_TIME
CTh_MAX_SGPRESS(K)
CTL_MAX_SG_PRESSTJIME(K)
CTL_MIN_SGLPRESS(K)
CTL_MIN_SG_PRESS_.TIME(K)
CTL_INTEGPFLOW_NONMOM(J)
CTL_INTEG_SGS_VALVES(L)
CTL_INTEG_MSLB_IN_FLOW(KK)
CTL_INTEG_MSLB_OUT_FLOW
CTL_INITIALCOREFLOW
CTLCOREFLOWFRAC
CTLHEATFLUXFRAC
CTLCETOPMIN_DNBR
CT1_CETOPMNDINB3R-TIME

Case summary data
Maximum power fraction during run
Time of maximum power during run
Maximum heat flux during run
Time of maximum heat flux during run
Maximum Pressurizer Pressure during run
Time of maximum Przr Press during run
Minimum Pressurizer Pressure during run
Time of minimum Przr Press during run
Maximum RCS Pressure during run
Time of maximum RCS Press during run
Minimum RCS Pressure during run
Time of Minimum RCS Press during run
Maximum SG Pressure during run
Time of maximum SG Press during run
Minimum SG Pressure during run
Time of minimum SG Press during run
Integrated flow thru all non-momentum paths
Integrated flow though secondary paths
Integrated flow MSLB inside containment
Integrated flow MSLB outside containment
Initial core flow
Normalized core flow - frac of initial
Core average heat flux fraction
CETOP Minimum DNBR during run.
Time of CETOP Minimum DNBR.

Partition
frac
sec
frac
sec
psia
sec
psia
sec
psia
sec
psia
sec
psia
sec
psia
sec
Ibm
Ibm
Ibm
ibm
Ibm/sec
frac
frac
Fraction
Seconds

MSLII_I0_NT_FLOW(10)
MSLH_I_TNT_ATM
MSLH_IO_INT_COND
MSLH_IO_TNT_CONT
MSLH_TO_TNT_TURB
MSLH_10_CONT.._LEAK
MSLH_IO_CONTINT_LEAK

Dose Model Integrated iodine flow
Integrated iodine flow to atmo
Integrated iodine flow to cond
Integrated iodine flow to cont
Integrated iodine flow to turb
Iodine leak rate from containment
Integrated iodine leak from containment

Partition
Curie
Curie
Curie
Curie
jIC/sec
Curie

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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Table 7.33 (Continued)
RCS Mass and Energy Balance

RCS_BALANCE(54)
RCS_NODAL_EXT_FLOWS(I)
RCS_NET_EXT_FLOW
RCSNETjHEATRATE
RCSTOTALMASS
RCSTOTALENERGY

Units

Description

Variable

RCS mass and energy balance
Sum of the external flows to each node
Sum of all RCS flows - includes PRZR
Sum of all heat flows to RCS
Sum of all RCS nodal masses - inc PRZR
Sum of all RCS node total energy

Partition
Ibm/sec
Ibm/sec
Btu/sec
Ibm
Btu

Titles
Title Variable
PLANT_DATA_FILENAME
PLANT_DATATITLE
PLANTDATATIME
PLANTDATA.DATE
SNAPSHOTFILENAME
SNAPSHOTTITLE
SNAPSHOT_TIME
SNAPSHOTDATE
CTLTITLE(M)

Description

String Length
70
70
10
10
70
70
10
10
60

Plant data file description
Plant data file title
Plant data file time stamp
Plant data file date stamp
Snapshot file description
Snapshot file title
Snapshot file time stamp
Snapshot file date stamp
Titles of controllers

I

= 1,

NUMNODES (< 50) Number of nodes

J

= 1,.,

50 Number of non-momentum flowpaths

K

= 1,..., NUM_SG (< 4) Number of steam generators

KK = 1,..., NUMSG -NUMSL (< 8) Number of steamlines
L

= ,...,MSLHVALVE_NUM + NUMSG - NUMSL + NUMMSLH (< 50)
Number of steamline external paths

M

= 1,..., GROUPS (• 1000) Number of controllers

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
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FUEL ROD COOLANT CHANNEL VARIABLES
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TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NODE AND MOMENTUM FLOWPATH NUMBERS
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FIGURE 7.2B2
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TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NODE AND MOMENTUM FLOWPATH NUMBERS
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FIGURE 7.2D1
TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NODE AND MOMENTUM FLOWPATH NUMBERS
(3-LOOP WESTINGHOUSE PWR WITH EXPANDED NODALIZATION)
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FIGURE 7.2D2
PRESSURE VESSEL ANNULUS, SECTION VIEW
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FIGURE 7.2E
TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NODE AND MOMENTUM FLOWPATH NUMBERS
(4-LOOP WESTINGHOUSE PWR)
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FIGURE 7.2F1
TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NODE AND MOMENTUM FLOWPATH NUMBERS
(4-LOOP WESTINGHOUSE PWR WITH EXPANDED NODALIZATION)
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FIGURE 7.2F2
PRESSURE VESSEL ANNULUS, SECTION VIEW
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TYPICAL PRIMARY SYSTEM NON-MOMENTUM FLOWPATHS
(3-LOOP WESTINGHOUSE PWR WITH EXPANDED NODALIZATION)
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QUENCH TANK VARIABLES
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FIGURE 7.5A
TYPICAL SECONDARY SYSTEM NODES AND EXTERNAL FLOWPATHS
(C-E PWR)
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FIGURE 7.5B
TYPICAL SECONDARY SYSTEM NODES AND EXTERNAL FLOWPATHS
('WESTINGHOUSE 3-LOOP PWR)
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FIGURE 7.5C
TYPICAL SECONDARY SYSTEM NODES AND EXTERNAL FLOWVPATHS
(WESTINGHOUSE 4-LOOP PWR)
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FIGURE 7.6
SECONDARY SYSTEM NODE AND INTERNAL FLOWPATH VARIABLES
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FIGURE 7.7
STEAM GENERATOR HEAT TRANSFER: TYPICAL NODALIZATION
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FIGURE 7.8
TYPICAL FEEDWATER SYSTEM
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FIGURE 7.9
TYPICAL EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
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FIGURE 7.10
STEANILINE BREAK LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 7.11
CENTS OUTPUT
?
?
?
?

CTL OUTPUT INTERVAL * 2
CTL OUTPUT OPTION - -1
MALMSLB IN(l) - 1
GO 40

TRIPS: CORE,TURBCSRMSISSIAS,MFW,AFW(ON)
TIME PRES
LEVELS
RCS TEMPS
SG LEVELS
PRZR IV
1
3
1
1
1
2
A

E

F

G

H

I

538
538
536
530
526
523
521
518
516
514
513
510
508
507
506
504
505
507
507
505
502

538
538
536
532
528
527
524
521
519
516
515
513
511
509
508
506
507
509
508
506
503

592
592
592
592
591
589
586
584
582
580
578
576
575
573
571
570
563
552
542
535
530

644
642
640
636
636
635
634
633
632
631
630
629
628
628
627
626
623
621
619
616
614

32.0
32.2
32.2
32.1
32.0
31.7
31.4
31.2
31.0
30.9
30.7
30.6
30.6
30.5
30.5
30.3
29.9
29.4
28.7
28.0
27.2

? CTL OUTPUT OPTION * -2
? GO TO 64
42 1684 3.3 19.2 500
44 1654
2.7 19.2 497
46 1625
2.1 19.2 494
48 1597
2.0 19.2 491
50 1574
2.0 19.2 488
52 1538
1.9 19.2 486
54 1490 1.8 19.2 483
56 1434
1.7 19.2 481
58 1372
1.6 19.2 478
60 1377
1.6 19.2 476
62 1382
1.6 19.2 473
64 1370
1.6 19.2 465

500
497
494
492
489
486
484
481
478
476
475
476

525
520
516
512
508
506
503
500
497
489
490
486

612
609
607
605
602
599
595
590
584
586
585
585

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

B
2109
2094
2058
2023
2009
1994
1977
1962
1946
1932
1918
1905
1893
1882
1871
1860
1834
1802
1771
1742
1713

C

D

13.2 19.2
13.1 19.2
12.9 19.2
12.4 19.2
11.9 19.2
11.3 19.2
10.7 19.2
10.2 19.2
9.8 19.2
9.3 19.2
8.9 19.2
8.6 19.2
8.2 19.2
7.9 19.2
7.6 19.2
7.3. 19.2
6.7 19.2
5.9 19.2
5.2 19.2
4.6 19.2
4.0 19.2

WCAP-15996-NP-A, Revision 0
CENPD-282-NP-A, Revision I

J

SG PRES
1
2

ST FLOWS
1
2
M

N

TRIPS

RCPS VALVS SI HT

K

L

OPQRSTU VWXY abcde fg hi

32.0
32.1
32.1
32.2
32.1
32.2
32.2
32.1
32.0
31.9
31.7
31.5
31.4
31.2
31.1
30.8
30.4
29.8
29.2
28.4
27.5

782
714
678
660
633
626
608
595
587
576
567
558
551
544
536
576
594
603
600
590
579

781
731
704
671
661
637
627
617
600
593
585
574
567
561
552
582
603
610
607
598
587

909
1687
1419
1455
1515
1331
1435
1366
1331
1332
1314
1286
1274
1258
1244
755
785
710
693
655
618

915
1489
1353
1407
1272
1421
1279
1283
1298
1256
1231
1238
1221
1192
1194
769
706
671
613
575
569

0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000
1100000
1100000
1100000
1100000
1100000
1100000

1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111

26.5 26.7
25.8 26.1
25.2 25.4
24.6 24.8
24.0 24.2
23.4 23.7
23.0 23.3
22.6 23.0
22.3.22.7
22.2 22.5
22.0 22.3
21.7 22.2

568
554
543
531
519
508
497
486
476
440
412
391

575
563
551
539
527
515
504
493
483
511
512
521

610
591
568
554
541
527
522
517
511
954
900
845

547
525
514
496
485
478
464
449
437
0
0
0

1100000
1100000
1100001
1100001
1100101
1100101
1100101
1100101
1100101
1101111
1101111
1101111

1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111
1111

7-131

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00110
00110
00000
00000
00000
00000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
00
00
00
00

VALVES: PRLP,SRLF,CDUMP,ADlUMP,SPRAY
CVCS
TOT FW
FLOW UHLEV POWER
CH LDN
1
2
j

k

6.0
6.0
6.0
12.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18. 1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18.1
18. 1

4.9
4.9
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6

1
915
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1090
989
888
787
686
585

m

n

p

915
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1090
989
888
787
686
585

20063
20023
20023
20053
20161
20230
20295
20370
20418
20486
20535
20580
20624
20679
20698
20822
20853
20826
20814
20803
20844

9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.4

q
0. 9988
0. 9992
0. 9981
0. 9981
1. 0056
1. 0164
1.0240
1.0319
1.0352
1.0428
1.0494
1. 0516
1.0581
1.0587
1.0643
0.5218
0.2243
0.1563
0. 13 01
0. 1106
0. 0959

1- '

I- I

